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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of fronts and patterns formed in reaction-diffusion systems. A 

doubly-diffusive version of the two component FitzHugh-Nagumo equations with 

bistable reaction dynamics is investigated as an abstract model for the study of 

pattern phenomenologies found in many different physical systems. Front solutions 

connecting the two stable unform states are found to be key building blocks for 

understanding extended patterns such as stationary domains and traveling pulses 

in one dimension, and labyrinthine structures, splitting spots, and spiral wave 

turbulence in two dimensions. 

The number and type of front solutions is controlled by a bifurcation that we 

derive both analytically and numerically. At .this bifurcation, called the nonequi

librium Ising-Bloch (NIB) bifurcation, a single stationary Ising front loses stability 

to a pair of counterpropagating Bloch fronts. In two dimensions, we derive a 

boundary where extended fronts become unstable to transverse perturbations. In 

addition, near the NIB bifurcation, we discover a multivalued relation between the 

front speed and general perturbations such as curvature or an external convective 

field. This multi valued form allows perturbations to induce transitions that reverse 

the direction of front propagation. When occurring locally along an extended front, 

these transitions nucleate spiral-vortex pairs. 

The NIB bifurcation and transverse instability boundaries divide parameter 

space into regions of different pattern behaviors. Before the bifurcation, the sys

tem may form transient patterns or stationary domains consisting of pairs of Ising 

fronts. Above the transverse instability boundary, two-dimensional planar fronts 

destabilize, grow, and finger to form a space-filling labyrinthine, or lamellar, pat

tern. Beyond the bifurcation the multiplicity of Bloch front solutions allows for 

the formation of persistent traveling pulses and spiral waves. Near the NIB bifur

cation there is an intermediate region where new unexpected patterns are found. 
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One-dimensional stationary domains become unstable to oscillating or breathing 

domains. In two dimensions, the transverse instability and local front transitions 

are the mechanisms behind spot splitting and the development of spiral wave tur

bulence. Similar patterns have been observed recently in the ferrocyanide-iodate

sulfite reaction. 
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1 Introduction 

On a recruiting visit to the University of Arizona Program in Applied Math I 

attended a seminar where Art Winfree mixed a mysterious combination of chem

icals in small petri dishes. Minutes later, as the prospective students looked on, 

beautiful target patterns and spiral waves formed in the dishes. A year later, when 

I arrived as a new graduate student, I heard Al Scott explain how impulses travel 

down an giant squid axon as electrical pulses. When I began studying nonlin

ear optics, Jerry Moloney suggested a problem modeling the light output from 

a semiconductor placed in a mirrored optical resonator. Although these systems 

are from chemistry, biology, and optics, they have at least one common feature: 

the dynamics of the patterns they produce can be modeled by reaction-diffusion 

equations. 

In the fall of 1991, Ehud Meron arrived at the University of Arizona and we 

soon discovered our common interest in patterns formed by reaction-diffusion sys

tems. He had just finished a review paper on one-dimensional and two-dimensional 

patterns in excitable media, and I had been doing numerical studies of the semicon

ductor system. We started analyzing the two-component reaction-diffusion model 

of the semiconductor resonator. Numerical simulations showed that stationary 

pulses in the semiconductor system destabilized and started oscillatory motion. 

Oscillations had been observed in experimental setups of the resonator and we 

wanted to understand the mechanism behind them. 

We realized that to make progress on that system we would first need to un

derstand a simpler model. Studying a simpler model had the advantage that our 

results might be more generally applicable to other systems of the same class. With 

this in mind, we set off studying a bistable generalization of the FitzHugh-Nagumo 

equations. This reaction-diffusion model has the same flavor as the semiconductor 
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system but trades the complicated trigonometric nonlinearity for a simpler cubic 

form. 

In addition to the well known traveling fronts and pulses we found oscillating 

and stationary domains. In two dimensions we found stationary labyrinthine pat

terns, spiral waves, spot splitting, and spiral turbulence. We also discovered that 

an external convective field can cause breakup of a regular rotating spiral pattern. 

We took a different approach than most previous authors and studied the 

reaction-diffusion model from the context of "domain walls", or front solutions. 

This approach led us down an interesting path starting with the analysis of a bi

furcation that we now call a nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch (NIB) front bifurcation 

(see Section 2.3 for the definitions of "Ising" and "Bloch" fronts in this context). 

At a NIB bifurcation, a single stationary front becomes unstable and a pair of 

counterpropagating fronts appears. Before the bifurcation, combinations of front 

solutions give rise to stationary and oscillating pulses. The stationary pulses are 

stable until the NIB bifurcation is approached and then oscillations in the width of 

the pulse set in. Beyond the bifurcation, multiplicity of fronts leads to the forma

tion of traveling pulses. The key idea is to use the knowledge of the existence and 

type of different fronts to predict behavior of more complicated solutions consisting 

of multiple fronts. 

In two dimensions we derived a relation to predict when planar fronts become 

unstable to transverse perturbations. For stationary patterns the transverse in

stability causes planar fronts to deform and finger into complex labyrinthine, or 

lamellar, patterns. Near the NIB bifurcation, the transverse instability is one 

mechanism for causing portions of traveling waves to spontaneously change direc

tion. When directional transitions occur locally on two dimensional fronts, pairs 

of spiral vortices are nucleated. For appropriate parameters and initial conditions, 

the system evolves to a state of spiral turbulence characterized by the continuous 
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creation and annihilation of spiral-vortex pairs. 

A similar analysis also shows how planar fronts may make spontaneous direc

tional transitions under the influence of general perturbations. These transitions 

reverse the direction of propagating fronts (or segments of fronts in two dimen

sions) and induce breakup of regular patterns. This latter discovery led us to 

unify our ideas for the mechanisms behind spot splitting, spiral turbulence and 

the breakup due to external convective forcing. For spot splitting we showed that 

the driving mechanism behind front transitions is curvature of two-dimensional 

domains. Front transitions in the spiral turbulence regime are induced by either 

a transverse instability, front interactions, or both. External forcing provides the 

mechanism for front transitions in the breakup of a regular spiral pattern due to 

convection. 

The combination of the NIB bifurcation, transverse instability, and front transi

tion analysis provide a map to the patterns found in the two-dimensional system: 

spiral waves, target patterns, labyrinthine patterns, spot replication, and spiral 

turbulence. This dissertation is a tour of the modeling, theory, analysis, and nu

merical simulation of those patterns. Sometimes the tour will be mathematical, 

sometimes physical, sometimes numerical, and sometimes heuristic. 

1.1 Introduction to Reaction-Diffusion Equations 

Reaction-diffusion systems refer to the class of partial differential equations 

where the right hand side of a time-dependent equation can be divided into a local 

(in space) "reaction" part and a nonlocal "diffusion" part. These equations are 

an abstract model for pattern formation but in many cases have direct application 

to the fields of developmental biology, chemistry, optics, and branches of applied 

mathematics. For biological and chemical systems, for example, reaction-diffusion 

equations represent a reduced description of a complicated set of reactions. The 
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important aspect of all of the applications is that the simple combination of re

actions plus transport due to diffusion is sufficient to produce a large variety of 

interesting patterns. 

The general form of reaction-diffusion equations in one dimension is [1] 

U t = feU) + DUxx , (1.1) 

where the subscripts denote partial derivatives of the vector U. The function, 

feU) (likely nonlinear!), contains the "reaction" terms and the spatial derivatives 

denote the "diffusion" terms. The constant matrix D represents the diffusion or 

transport rate of each species. 

The simplest example is the scalar equation [2], 

(1.2) 

Consider an f that has three zeros and varies with a parameter v, such as f = 

U - u3 
- v. The energy, £ = r fey) dy = -u2/2 + u4 /4 + vu, has a double well 

form for v values in the range 

-2 2 
--<v<--3V3 3V3' (1.3) 

as in Figure 1.1. The two wells correspond to the two stationary homogeneous 

solutions, u = u+(v) and u = u_(v), of 

Ut = -0:F / ou = u - u3 
- V + U xx , (1.4) 

with :F the formal Lyapunov functional 

:F = j[£(u) + u;/2] dx. (1.5) 

[3, 4]. The functional :F is infinite on unbounded domains but in cases studied in 

this dissertation we will often consider finite or periodic systems where it is finite. 
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v<o v=o v>o 

e.u 0.0 

Figure 1.1, The potential function & for different values of the parameter v. 

Front solutions connecting the two homogeneous states of (1.4) satisfy U xx + 
cUx + u - u3 - v where X = x - ct is the coordinate in the moving frame, and 

&(u_) - &(u+) 
c = I:::: U'(V)2dX ' 

(1.6) 

is the front speed. Since the denominator in (1.6) is always positive, the direction 

of front propagation is controlled by the relative sizes of & ( u_) and & ( u+ ). Fronts 

always propagate in the direction that takes the system to the lowest energy, &. 

When v < 0, c > 0 and the front propagates to the right (towards larger x values) 

and when v > 0, c < 0 and the front propagates to the left. When v = 0 the front 

is stationary. 

1.2 The Model Equations 

Early studies of fronts in reaction-diffusion models began with Luther's work 

around the turn of the century [5, 6]. Later, Fisher [7] and Kolmogorov et al. pro

duced theoretical treatments. Even more studies were inspired by Turing's famous 

paper [8] showing how uniform systems may be unstable to finite wavenumber per

turbations. More researchers picked up the theme and studies of reaction-diffusion 

models have reached into many disciplines. See the review articles [2, 9, 10, 11] for 

summaries of earlier works. 
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One of the most famous reaction-diffusion models is the Fitzhugh-Nagumo 

model for the conduction of electrical impulses along a nerve fiber [12, 13, 14]. 

The original heuristic model for the flow of electric current through the surface 

membrane of a giant squid axon was proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley in 1952 

[15]. The proposed four component model represents equations for the membrane 

current density, the sodium activation, the sodium inactivation, and the potassium 

activation in the nerve axon. FitzHugh simplified these equations by proposing the 

following pair of equations he called the Bonhoeffer-van der Pol (BVP) model 

J = 
1 3 
-Ut -u+u -v, 
C (1.7) 

CVt + bv = a-u, 

where J is the current density, u represents the combined membrane voltage and 

sodium activation, and v represents the combined sodium inactivation and potas

sium activation. The parameters a, b, and c are constants (see [12, 13] for details). 

Using an analog computer and phase plane projections, FitzHugh showed that the 

dynamics of this model were qualitatively the same as the dynamics of the more 

complicated four variable Hodgkin-Huxley model. 

Nagumo et al. studied the same equations but simulated them in an electric 

circuit [13] as a distributed line. The equations they used show explicitly the 

diffusion 

huss = 
1 3 
-Ut -u +u -v, 
c (1.8) 

CVt + bv = a-u, 

with the constant h related to the density of the resistance per unit length in the 

line. Both FitzHugh and N agumo found that this model allows for the propagation 

of pulses and pulse trains, where the pulses represent an excited domain or electrical 

signal. 

The reaction diffusion model studied in this dissertation is a direct extension 
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of Eqns. (1.8). First let x = v'h s, and replace t with tic, and v with -v. Then, 

setting e = 1/c2
, the equations take the form 

Ut - U - u3 
- V + U:r;:r; , 

(1.9) 

Vt = e (u - bv + a) . 

Next, identify the parameters al = b, ao = -a, and add a diffusion term with 

coefficient 6 to the second (v) equation. Extended into two dimensions the resulting 

model equations are 

(1.10) 

The four parameters aI, ao E n, e > 0, and 6 > 0 are adjustable in the model 

and control the number and type of fixed points. The parameters al and ao 

determine the reaction kinetics; i. e. how many homogeneous stationary states are 

available. The time-scale ratio between the two fields, e, and diffusion coefficient 

ratio, 6, determine the stability of those solutions and also will serve as bifurcation 

parameters in the analysis of Chapter 2. In some cases we will study the one

dimensional version of (1.10) where U and v are functions of x and t only. 

Typically Eqns. (1.10) are scaled with lie in front of the U reaction terms. 

There is a practical advantage when doing numerical simulations for scaling with 

the e in front of the v reaction terms. In this case, the narrow u front is always of 

size 0(1) and when € is decreased the pattern size gets larger instead of the front 

size getting smaller. It is obvious then, when varying parameters (say making e 

smaller) that the domain size must be increased to fit the pattern solution and 

correspondingly the number of computational points must be increased. This 

scaling makes it is simpler to keep a constant number of grid points across a front 

region when varying system parameters. 
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In the context of chemical reactions, the field u is interpreted as the activator 

and v the inhibitor; the growth of u stimulates growth of both u (as long as lui < 1) 

and v while the growth of v causes decay in both u and v. In certain contexts u 

is referred the autocatalyst and v the reactant. Most studies of activator-inhibitor 

systems consider € ~ 1 where u is the fast variable and v is the slow variable. 

The study presented in this dissertation encompasses all positive values of €, both 

small and large. 

The stationary homogeneous solutions of (1.10) are found by setting the deriva

tives equal to zero and looking for intersections of the nullclines 

U -u3 - V = 0, 
(1.11) 

u - at v - ao - O. 

In Figures 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, we have identified the three basic cases for intersections of 

the nullclines. In Figure 1.2 the nullclines intersect at a single point on an outer 

branch of the cubic nullcline; in Figure 1.4 at a single point on the middle branch 

of the cubic nullclinej and in Figure 1.6 there are three intersections, two on the 

outer branches and one on the middle branch. 

When the nullclines intersect at a single point lying on an outer branch of 

the cubic nullcline (Figure 1.2) and € is small, the dynamics are "excitable" and 

describe the situation in an active medium such as a nerve fiber. The single 

fixed point is stable but perturbations past the excitation threshold cause a large 

excursion in phase space before returning to the fixed point. Since there is only 

one uniform state, isolated front solutions are not possible. It is possible, however 

to have both traveling and stationary pulses of excited regions. A typical solution 

profile with the corresponding phase plane picture are shown in Figure 1.3. 

When the nullclines intersect at a single point on the middle branch of the cubic 

nullcline (Figure 1.4) the uniform solution may lose stability in two different ways, 

either to a spatial pattern or to temporal oscillations. For illustration, let ao = 0 
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Figure 1.2, The null clines of Equation (1.10) for the case of an excitable system. 
The arrows. indicate the direction of the flow. 
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Figure 1.3, An excitable system: typical pulse solution and corresponding diagram 
in the (u, v) phase plane. The solid line is the u field and the dashed line is the v 
field. Parameters: € = 0.01, a = 1.0, at = 1.0, ao = -0.5. 
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Figure 1.4, The nullclines of Equation (1.10) for the case of a Hopf-Turing type 
system. 
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Figure 1.5, A Hopf-Turing system: A typical pulse solution in and corresponding 
diagram in the (u, v) phase plane for a pattern formed beyond the Turing insta
bility. The solid line is the u field and the dashed line is the v field. The phase 
plane shows that for small wavelength patterns the trajectory does not reach the 
cubic nullcline. Parameters: € = 1.00,8= 0.01, al = 0.5, ao = 0.0. 
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Figure 1.6, The nullclines of Equation (1.10) for the case of a bistable system. 

and al < 1. Then the state (u,v) = (0,0) is the single homogeneous solution. This 

homogeneous state loses stability to a spatial pattern through a Turing bifurcation 

[8] at 

(1.12) 

where f.t = S / €. For f.t > f.tc the system forms a stationary periodic pattern at a 

finite wavenumber given by 

k _ (I-al +~)l/2 
c - 2 - al + 2.J1 - al 

(1.13) 

When € =< €HB = l/at, the solution (u,v) = (0,0) loses stability through a Hopf 

bifurcation and uniform oscillations set in. A typical solution profile for a one

dimensional pattern formed through the Turing instability is shown in Figure 1.5. 

Finally, when the nullclines intersect at three points each on a different branch 

of the cubic nullcline (Figure 1.6) the system is bistable. Each of the two fixed 

points on the outer branches represent stable uniform solutions while the fixed 

point on the inner branch is unstable to uniform perturbations. In addition to 

the two stable solutions now there may also be front solutions connecting the two 
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Figure 1.7, A bistable system: A typical front solution in and corresponding dia
gram in the (u, v) phase plane. The solid line is the u field and the dashed line is 
the v field. Parameters: € = 0.01,6 = 2.0, al = 2.0, ao = 0.0. 

uniform stable states. A typical front solution profile is shown in Figure 1.7 with 

its corresponding phase plane diagram. 

1.3 Systems With Similar Phenomenology 

This section describes two reaction-diffusion systems that have characteristics 

similar to the model considered in this dissertation. The first, a semiconductor 

resonator, share a similarity in the form of the equations; the model has two fields 

and the dynamics are exictable, bistable, or oscillatory depending on parameters. 

It also has the extra twist that one of the system parameters varies nonuniformly 

in space. 

In parallel with our analysis and numerical modeling, new chemical experi

ments exhibiting similar spatiotemporal patterns were being performed. A group 

at the Center for Nonlinear Dynamics at the University of Texas published patterns 

formed by the ferrocyanide-iodate-sulfite (FIS) reaction that display spiral turbu

lence, labyrinthine patterns, and spot-replication. This reaction shares many sim

ilar patterns as solutions to Eqns. (1.10) and the semiconductor system although 

the models of the FIS reaction have significantly different reaction kinetics. 
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1.3.1 Semiconductor Resonator 

One application of reaction-diffusion equations outside the context of either 

biology or chemistry is a model for a semiconductor medium placed between two 

partially reflective mirrors. In this configuration, known as a semiconductor Fabry

Perot reson~tor (or etalon), the input parameter is an incident light beam and the 

multi valued or oscillatory output is the transmitted light intensity from the cavity. 

Optical bistability in a semiconductor was demonstrated experimentally in 1978 by 

McCall [16] and oscillations were observed in 1992 by Grigor'yants and Dyuzhikov 

[17]. 

When an input beam shines on the material some of the light is reflected back 

and some enters the cavity where it may resonate at frequency modes dependent on 

both the size of the cavity and the intensity of the input beam. The semiconductor 

refractive index is nonlinearly dependent on the intensity of the light in the cavity. 

Changing the intensity of the light can effectively tune the cavity in and out of 

resonance. Coupled to the feedback from the mirrors, this nonlinear dependence 

gives rise to a hysteresis in the transmitted intensity allowing for more than one 

possible output value for a single input beam intensity. 

The proposed model for this system is a pair of coupled reaction-diffusion equa

tions for the carrier density, N, and temperature, T in the semiconductor [18, 19] 

(1.14) 

The number of carriers, N, increases by absorption of an optical photon pro

portional to the light intensity I with a the absorption coefficient. The carriers 

decrease by recombination with holes with a characteristic time scale 7"T, and dif

fuse transversely with diffusion coefficient D. The temperature, T, increases by 

recombinative heating with q the heat of one recombination event, C and p the 
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specific heat and density of the semiconductor. The temperature decreases with 

heat sinking to the ambient temperature To on a characteristic time Tt and diffuses 

transversely with diffusion coefficient K-. Typical parameter values are given in 

Table 1.1. 

In general we would have to solve the transverse field equation for the electric 

field in the cavity [20]. If we restrict ourselves to small cavities where the round

trip time for the light is much shorter than the electron-hole recombination time 

and assume that longitudinal density variations are small the model simplifies; we 

can ignore self-focusing and diffraction of the light in the semiconductor. Using the 

boundary conditions for the Fabry-Perot cavity [21], the light intensity averaged 

over the thickness of the cavity is given by 

I N T = 10(1 - R)(l - e-
(1 )(1 + Re-

(1
) 

( ,) (1 - 2Re-a1 cos (47rnlj A) + R2e-2al)al ' 
(1.15) 

where I is the length of the cavity, A the wavelength of the input beam and R is 

the reflectivity of the mirrors. Generation of carriers and heating both change the 

refractive index of the material each with different sign, 

n(N, T) = no - uN + IT, (1.16) 

where u and, are positive constants and no is the initial refractive index. 

The typical recombination time TN is much shorter than the characteristic 

cooling time TT, so the dynamics of the carriers takes place on a much faster time 

scale than the temperature fluctuations. This disparity of time scales creates a 

stiff pair of equations. 

The model equations can be scaled to dimensionless form to aid in analysis and 

simulation (Appendix E). A suitable scaling leaves the following two-component 

system, 

Ut - IoW(u,v) - u + V2U , 

(1.17) 
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Table 1.1, Parameters for semiconductor model 
Characteristic recombination time (carrier lifetime) 'TN 3.1 x 10 -7 

Characteristic thermal time 'TT O.01s 
Wavelength >. 5.6 p,m 
Heat produced by single recombination q liwJ 
Specific heat density G 9.6 x 10-2 J/gK 
Semiconductor density p 5.8g/cm3 

Ambient temperature To 77K 
Carrier generation contribution to refactive index (J' 4.1 x 10-3 

Thermal contribution to refractive index 'Y 6.1 X 10-4 

Initial refractive index no 0 
Absorption coefficient a 6cm-1 

Band edge thermal coefficient () 17.5 
Mirror reflectivity R 0.36 
Semiconductor thickness l 0.02cm 

(1 - R)(l - e-al )(l + Re-al ) 
W(u,v) = I I' (1- 2Re-a cos (n(u,v)) + R2e-2a) 

n(u, v) = f3 - f3Nu + f3Tv, 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

where the sizes of the variables u and v are of 0(1) and € is a small parameter. 

Scalings that convert the dimensionless parameters to physical quantities are in 

Appendix E. 

Figure 1.8 shows isoclines for Eqns. (1.17). Notice that they take nearly the 

same form as for the model reaction-diffusion equations studied in this dissertation 

(compare with Figure 1.6), with the exception that the trigonometric nonlinearity 

allows for the possibility of more than three fixed points. For example, the system 

can have three stable fixed points or have one stable fixed point and one oscillatory 

point. For that reason this system can have a dazzling variety of complex temporal 

and spatiotemporal dynamics [17]. 

1.3.2 FIS Reaction 

Recent experiments in a gel-filled chemical reactor have been performed on the 

ferrocyanide-iodate-sulfite (FIS) reaction [22, 23, 24]. Many different spatial pat-
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1.0 

U 
Figure 1.8, Isoclines for the scaled semiconductor model of Eqns (1.17). The lower 
fixed point is stable (excitable), the middle one is unstable and the top is of Hopf
Turing type. Parameters: T = 1, 10 = 8.0, R = 0.36, a = 3.2, I = 0.02, f3 = 0.0, 
f3N = 4.0, f3T = 14.0. 

terns were observed: stationary labyrinthine patterns (lamellae), splitting spots, 

repulsive front interactions, and traveling waves that collide and annihilate. This 

was the first time labyrinthine patterns and spot splitting were observed in a chem

ical system. It was also the first observation in a chemical system of approaching 

fronts that slow and stop at a finite separation. All of these behaviors are mani

fested in the reaction-diffusion model studied in this dissertation. 

Several models for the kinetics of this reaction have been proposed. Edlbom et 

al. proposed a model with twelve reacting species [25], and Gaspar and Showalter 

developed a similar ten-species model [26, 27]. As a further simplification they 

derived a reduced model of four species, SO~-, HS03, H+, and 12 (see [24] for 
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Table 1.2, Rate constants for FIS model 

k1 5.0 x 1010M IS 1 

k-l 8.1 X 103 s-1 

k2 8.0 X 10-1 X [IO;]oM-1 s-l 

k3 1.0 X 106 X [10;]oM-2 S-l 

k4 2.3 X 109 M-1 S-l 

ks 1.2 X 103 x [Fe(CN)6"4]oM-1s-1 

details). The model reads 

(1.20) 

Typical parameters are [24] Dy = Dz = DA = 1.0 x 1O-scm2 /s, Dx = 2.0 x 

1O-scm2 
/ s, with the reaction rates, k/s, summarized in Table 1.2. For typical 

parameter values [Fe(CN)6"4]0 = 2.0mM, [10;]0 = 75.0mM, [80;2]0 = 89.3mM, 

and ko = 0.014s-1 the dynamics are very "stiff": the time scales of the reactants 

vary widely. For example, k1 and k2 differ by about ten orders of magnitude. While 

this can be a disadvantage when doing numerical simulations as discovered by Lee 

and Swinney [24], it may be possible to take advantage of the disparate time scales 

and reduce the model further by elimating the fast reacting species. Appropriate 

reductions may produce a new system with cubic nonlinearities [24]. 

Because of the difficulty of computing the FIS reaction in large systems a similar 

two species model, the Gray-Scott model [28, 29, 30], has often been used instead 

[31, 32]. Neither that model nor the proposed model for the FIS reaction (even in 

its simplified four species version!) is of the same form as the reaction-diffusion 
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model considered in this dissertation. Amazingly, regardless of the exact details of 

the chemical kinetics, many of the pattern behaviors found in the FIS models and 

the model considered here are similar. 

1.4 Scope of the Dissertation 

The theory and application of reaction-diffusion models reaches far and wide. 

In this dissertation I can only scratch the surface and make a few stabs into the 

unknown. Since a portion of these results have already been published I have 

chosen to include those results as reprints in the appendices to this dissertation. 

The layout reflects the structure for this type of dissertation as dictated by the 

University of Arizona Graduate College requirements. 

Chapter 1 - Introduction Introduction to reaction-diffusion systems, the 

model reaction-diffusion equations, and a description of a few similar models 

Chapter 2 - Patterns in one-dimension A study of front, pulse, stationary 

and oscillating solutions to the reaction-diffusion model equations 

Chapter 3 - Patterns in two-dimensions Analysis and computation of laby

rinthine patterns, spiral waves, spot replication, and spiral turbulence 

Chapter 4 - Numerical methods Description of numerical techniques 

Chapter 5 - Conclusion Summary and conclusion 

Appendix A - Paper A "Domain walls in nonequilibrium systems and the 

emergence of persistent patterns" 

Appendix B - Paper B "Pattern formation in dissipative nonvariational sys

tems: the effects of front bifurcations" 

Appendix C - Paper C "From labyrinthine patterns to spiral turbulence" 
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Appendix D - Paper D "Spatiotemporal oscillations in a semiconductor etalon 
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2 Patterns in One Dimension 

Although many real world patterns are two or three dimensional much insight 

can be gained by first studying the one dimensional version of (1.10) 

Ut - U - U
3 

- V + U xx , 
(2.1) 

Vt €(U - alV - ao) + 8vxx • 

As described in Chapter 1, the system can be either of excitable, Hopf-Turing, 

or bistable type depending on the choice of the parameters al and ao. In this 

chapter we will primarily consider the case where al and ao are chosen such that 

the system is bistable as in Figure 1.6: there are three homogeneous fixed points, 

two stable ones on the outer branches of the cubic nullcline and one unstable one 

on the center branch. 

Most studies of equations (2.1) have focused on the regime of small € and used 

that parameter as a basis for a singular perturbation analysis of front and pulse 

solutions [9, 10, 33]. If the range of € is extended to take on all positive values we 

find there is a critical value €c where a front bifurcation occurs; a single stationary 

front bifurcates to a pair of counterpropagating fronts. This bifurcation, which we 

call a nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch (NIB) bifurcation, plays a key role determining 

the types of patterns formed in the system. 

For 8 = 0 and ao = 0 the front bifurcation can be found by expanding the 

stationary front solution in terms of the propagation speed c. When 8 is small the 

result can be extended in powers of 8 giving a relation for the front bifurcation line 

in the €-8 parameter plane. For large 8 we use a different small parameter, €/b, in 

a singular perturbation analysis to find the front bifurcation. For moderate values 

of 8 both approaches break down and the exact front bifurcation is computed 

numerically. 
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This chapter focuses on the NIB front bifurcation and the implications it has 

on pattern formation in one dimension. First we derive front solutions for the 

model equations (1.10) and explain how front multiplicity may lead to persistent 

patterns. Next, we analyze the NIB bifurcation when 8 = 0 and for the extension 

to small 8. Since many of the interesting patterns in this model are found for 

8 =1= 0 we derive the NIB bifurcation in the € - 8 plane for €/ 8 ~ 1. The majority 

of the one-dimensional analysis and pattern dynamics found in this system are 

described in the Papers A and B. Summaries of the key results are presented in 

Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. In Section 2.3 we explain the terminology of Ising and 

Bloch fronts in the context of reaction-diffusion systems. Section 2.4 contains a 

detailed derivation of the front bifurcation when €/ 8 ~ 1. An important new 

result of this chapter is presented in Section 2.5, where we show how the effects 

of general perturbations, such as an external convective field or front interactions, 

may induce front transitions. These transitions provide a mechanism for one

dimensional breathing pulses shown in Section 2.5.2. Breathing domains and front 

transitions will reappear again in the study of two-dimensional spot replication 

and spiral wave breakup. 

2.1 Front Solutions 

Front solutions to Eqns. (1.10) playa key role in determining what types of 

patterns may develop in the system. In the bistable case there are three intersec

tions of the nullclines (1.11). The intersections on the outer branches of the cubic 

curve are stable uniform solutions, (u, v) = (u+, v+) representing the "up" state 

domain, and (u, v) = (u_, v_) the "down" state domain. Front solutions connect 

regions of up states to down states. There are also fronts that connect either the 

up state or the down state to the solution (u, v) = (0,0). Those will not be consid

ered because the solution (0,0) is always unstable to uniform perturbations in the 
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bistable case. As we will see, the type (stationary or propagating) and stability of 

these front solutions depends on the sizes of f and h. 

For simplicity consider first a nondiffusing v field, h = O. For large f the 

dynamics of the v field are on a much faster time scale than the u field. If we let 

11 = l/f and rescale equation (2.1) by T = till we find 

(2.2) 

Setting 11 = 0, the leading order solution of u is independent of T and the v equation 

in (2.2) can be solved, 

(2.3) 

After an initial transient the v field is slaved to the u field along the nullcline as 

v = (u - aO)/al' Substituting this into the u equation we have the asymptotic 

system, 
1 3 ao 

Ut = 1 - -u - u - - + uxx . at at 
(2.4) 

In the traveling frame, X = x - ct, constant speed front solutions of (2.4) satisfy 

1 3 ao 
u + cu + 1 - -u - u --

xx x at al ' 
(2.5) 

with (u, v) -+ (u±, v±) as X -+ +00. Since this equation is invariant under the 

transformation 

X -+ -X, C -)0 -C, (2.6) 

symmetric front solutions with (u, v) -)0 (u±, v±) as X -+ ±oo follow directly. 

This asymptotic system is gradient, i.e. derivable from a potential, and front 

solutions have speed C as given in the relation for the scalar diffusion equation 

(1.6). For ao = 0, the states (u±,v±) are symmetric, (u+,v+) = -(u_,v_), and 

the two potential wells are of equal depth. From (1.6) this implies that the speed 
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of the front is zero. When ao < 0 fronts propagate to the right and when ao > 0 

they propagate to the left. The exact form of the stationary front solution is 

uo(X) 
(2.7) 

vo(x) - uO(x)/al, 

where u± = ±J1 - all. 

For small € the front solutions are different. Since the stationary solution (2.7) 

does not depend on € it still exists but is now unstable. In addition there are 

two counterpropagating fronts with their symmetric counterparts; they connect 

the same asymptotic states at +00 and -00 but propagate in opposite directions. 

As pointed out earlier, the regime of small € and propagating fronts and pulses 

has been studied extensively [9]. Asymptotic solutions for small € fronts can be 

derived but in this chapter we will need only the leading order forms near the 

NIB bifurcation. The key point is that in the range of intermediate € there is 

a bifurcation from single to multiple solutions. In the next section we will show 

how to derive this bifurcation point and with it the leading order traveling wave 

solutions of (2.1). 

2.2 A Front Bifurcation 

2.2.1 "Domain Walls in Non-Equilibrium Systems and the 
Emergence of Persistent Patterns" 

The analyses and results of this section are described in Paper A, "Domain 

walls in non-equilibrium systems and the emergence of persistent patterns." The 

following is a summary of the main results. 

Paper A presents pattern formation in a two component reaction-diffusion sys

tem as a nongradient extension of the Landau-Ginzburg model for a scalar order 

parameter (also known as the "nonlinear diffusion equation"). We show that the 
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nongradient property far from equilibrium allows a multiplicity of front solutions 

and may lead to the formation of localized structures and persistent spatiotemporal 

patterns. The front multiplicity manifests itself in a supercritical front bifurcation 

that we compute analytically and numerically for 8 = O. This multiplicity of fronts 

was first noticed by Rinzel and Terman. In [34] they display a global picture for 

8 = 0 in the € - al plane for the types of fronts and pulses of a piecewise linear 

version of (2.1). The present work is different. We present a bifurcation diagram 

for the speed of fronts, c, in terms of the parameter €. 

The notations of Paper A differ slightly from those in the rest of this disserta

tion: the two fields 1> and h correspond to the fields u and v. Equations and figures 

in the appendices will be labeled with the appendix letter preceding the number, 

ego Eqn. (A6) refers to Eqn. (6) of Appendix A. 

First we show that a multiplicity of front solutions can lead to the formation 

of stable persistent domains. For large f there is only a single front solution (2.7), 

but for small € there are twq counterpropagating front solutions connecting the 

"up" state at -00 to the "down" state at +00. Each of those fronts also has a 

symmetric counterpart connecting the "down" state at -00 to the "up" state at 

+00. If we combine the appropriate front solutions, both traveling in the same 

direction but connecting opposite asymptotic states, a traveling up-state pulse is 

formed. We then call the trailing front solution a "back." 

On page 2 of Paper A we exploit the small € limit to show how such a front and 

back can bind together. We find in Eqn. (A6) a relation for the size of the traveling 

structure, A, as a function of the system parameters. This relation contains the 

basic intuitive result: if the front speed is less than the back speed a traveling pulse 

may form. The pulse is stable, as is shown in the analysis leading to Eqns. (AS) 

and (A9). If the front speed is greater than the back speed the up-state domain 

expands indefinitely (see also Figure 12 of Paper B). 
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For intermediate values of E we find a bifurcation from single to multiple fronts. 

We first derive the front bifurcation for the symmetric case, ao = O. To do this 

we use an expansion about the stationary front solution in powers of the speed c 

(Equation (All)). Carrying out the perturbation scheme we find the front bifurca

tion occurs at the value E = Ec = IlaL and the speed near the bifurcation scales as 

c '" J(€c - E). Numerical computations of the bifurcation diagram confirm those 

results as shown in Figure A2. 

The front bifurcation and analysis of the binding of fronts and backs, indicate 

where to expect the formation of persistent traveling patterns. Figure A3 shows 

a numerically computed diagram in the E - ao plane indicating where traveling 

pulses form. The solid curve represents the front bifurcation line (for 0 = 0); to 

the left of that curve there are multiple fronts. To the left of the dashed curve 

stable traveling pulses and waves appear. In the small intermediate region between 

the dashed and solid lines, multiple fronts appear but domain patterns decay to 

the uniform state. 

2.2.2 "Pattern Formation in Nongradient Reaction
Diffusion Systems: The Effects of Front Bifurca
tions" 

The analyses and results of this section are presented in Paper B, "Pattern for

mation in nongradient reaction-diffusion systems: the effects of front bifurcations" . 

The following is a summary of the main results. 

Paper B expands and extends the results of Paper A. We present a full front 

bifurcation diagram in the E - 8 plane using analytical results for the regimes of 

Elo ~ I and 8 ~ 1. Numerical computations confirm these results and give the 

front bifurcation line in the intermediate range. The analysis culminates with the 

diagram of Figure Bl8 where we use the front bifurcation to predict the behavior 

of single domain structures. 
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In Section B2, "The development of fronts far beyond onset", we show how 

front structures can appear even in systems where no isolated fronts occur. These 

fronts are parts of pulses or wave trains in Hopf-Turing type systems. Far from the 

onset of either the Hopf bifurcation or Turing instability, the pattern solutions show 

the development of two distinct spatial scales: regions where u varies much faster 

than v and regions where both fields vary on the same scale. Figure B2 shows how 

sharp fronts develop far from the onset of the instabilities. The development of 

front regions far from onset means that the analysis presented for bistable systems 

and isolated fronts can apply in this case as well. 

The front bifurcation discussed in Section 2.2.1 is derived this time using higher 

order perturbation analysis. For b = 0, we make an expansion in terms of the front 

speed c = fe + C€1 + C2
f2 + ... about the stationary front solution (Eqn. (B3.11)). 

Now we carry the perturbation analysis further to find that 

1 2 
fe = 2' f1 = 0, f2 = --(1 -1/a1). 

a1 5 
(2.8) 

In addition to the front bifurcation point, fe, this gives the leading order speed at 

the front bifurcation 

(2.9) 

In the bistable case a1 > 1 and f2 < 0, leading to the supercritical pitchfork bifur

cation in Figure B5a. Figure B5b shows the unfolding of the pitchfork bifurcation 

to a saddle-node bifurcation when ao #- 0. 

In Section B3.6 we extend the analysis to small b by considering a power series 

expansion in b about the 6 = ° case. To leading order we find f e(6) = (1- b6)/a~ 

where b = 4(a1 - 1)/5 (Eqn. (B3.34)). When b is not small we use an approach 

similar to Ikeda et al. [62] and exploit the smallness of f/ b in a singular perturba

tion analysis. We derive this result in a similar, but more explicit way, since we use 

linear approximations to the cubic null clines near the stationary solutions. This 

analysis first appears in Appendix A of paper B and is expanded in the Section 2.4 
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of this dissertation. The combination of analyses for small and large 8 leads to the 

new result of a complete bifurcation line in the t - 8 plane as shown in Figure B8. 

The numerically computed bifurcation line is shown by the closed circles. The 

anal~tical results for each regime, small 8 and t/ 8 ~ 1 are depicted by the solid 

and dashed lines respectively. 

Next, in Section B4, the implications of the front bifurcation on pattern forma

tion in one dimension are explored. The main finding is that the onset of stable 

traveling domain structures coincides with the front bifurcation. These results are 

summarized in the t - 8 plane phase diagram of Figure BI8. For small 8 the 

front bifurcation defines the onset of traveling domains (region IV) from transient 

patterns (region I). For larger 8, the transition is from oscillating (region III) or 

stationary (region II) patterns to traveling ones. In region II, approaching fronts 

may slow to a stop and form stationary domains as shown in Figure BI3. 

2.3 Ising and Bloch Walls 

The internal structure of the traveling front solutions differs from that of the 

stationary front. For traveling fronts, the leading order v field is translated with 

respect to the u field by the amount cal. Since the parameter al is always positive, 

for traveling fronts the v field always lags behind the u field as in Figure 2.1. For 

stationary, c = 0, fronts the u and v field both are zero simultaneously as shown 

in Figure 2.2. 

If we introduce the phase cf> = arctan(v/u), we see that the stationary solution 

has a constant phase across the front except at the core (u = 0, v = 0) where 

it undergoes a jump of 7r. The traveling fronts however have a smoothly varying 

phase and both fields are never simultaneously zero. Figure 2.3 shows the phase cf> 

for the front solutions of Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

We refer to the stationary front as an Ising front and the pair of counterpropa-
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Figure 2.1, (a) Rightward traveling front solution. For traveling fronts the v field 
always lags behind the u field. (b) Traveling front in the (u, v) phase plane. The 
arrow indicates the trajectory direction for increasing x. 
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Figure 2.2, (a) Stationary front solution. The u field and v field both go through 
(0,0) simultaneously. (b) Stationary front in the (u, v) phase plane. The arrow 
indicates the trajectory direction for increasing x. 
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Figure 2.3, The phase angle <p = arctan(v/u) for (a) a Bloch front and (b) an Ising 
front. The Bloch front phase, rotates smoothly through 7r but the Ising front suffers 
a jump. 

gating fronts beyond the NIB bifurcation as Bloch fronts. Ising and Bloch fronts in 

this context were first introduced by Coullet et al. [85] as nonequilibrium analogs 

of Ising and Bloch walls in ferromagnets. In ferromagnets the angle <p would cor

respond to the angle the magnetization vector makes with the easy magnetization 

direction [86]. 

We often refer to the parameter regime (in the € - 8 plane) where there is only 

the Ising front as the "Ising regime" and where there are counterpropagating Bloch 

fronts as the "Bloch regime." 

2.4 The NIB Bifurcation for E/8 ~ 1 

To study the NIB bifurcation in the regime €/ 8 ~ 1 we consider one

dimensional front solutions propagating at constant speeds and connecting the up 

state at -00 to the down state at +00. First we rescale time and space according 

to 

z = VJix, T = d, f.£ = €/8 ~ 1, (2.10) 
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and go into the traveling frame, ( = Z - CT. The model equations 2.1 then take 

the form 

(2.11) 

vee + CVe + u - al v - ao = O. 

Constant speed front solutions of (2.11) can be separated into two parts pertaining 

to distinct regions: outer regions away from the front, where both u and v vary 

on a scale of 0(1), and an inner region including the front, where u varies much 

faster than v. In the outer regions the derivative terms in the u equation of (2.11) 

can be neglected leading to the solutions u = u±( v) of the remaining cubic relation 

u - u3 - V = O. Using these forms in the v equation of (2.11), and setting the front 

position, u = 0, at the origin, ( = 0, we obtain closed equations for v, 

(2.12) 

with u = u+(v) when ( < 0 and u = u_(v) when ( > O. To simplify, we choose 

al large enough so that Ivl ~ 1 and the branches u±(v) can be approximated by 

the linear forms u±(v) = ±1- v/2. We then obtain the following linear boundary 

value problems for the two outer regions: 

« 0: 

(> 0: 

where 
±l- ao 

v± = al + 1/2' 

v(O) = Vf, 

v(-oo) = v+, 
(2.13) 

v(O) = Vf, 

v(oo) = v_, 

(2.14) 
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and VJ is the value of v at the front position. The solutions are 

« 0, 
(2.15) 

(> 0, 

with 

(2.16) 

By construction, the two outer solutions for v are continuous at ( = o. Matching 

the derivatives of v at ( = ° gives a relation between c, the speed of the front, and 

v" the value of the v field at the front position, 

c ao 
VJ = - 2q2(c2j4 + q2)1/2 - q2 . (2.17) 

A second relation between v J and c is obtained by solving the inner problem. 

In the front region u varies on a scale of O( Vii) but variations of v are still on a 

scale of 0(1). Stretching the traveling-frame coordinate according to X = (j JJi, 
we obtain from (2.11) 

uxx + 'f/cUx + u - u3 - V - ° , 
(2.18) 

where 'f/2 = e.S. Setting J.L = ° in the v equation of (2.18) leaves the equation 

vxx = 0, and we choose the solution v = constant. Fixing the constant, v = v" in 

the equation for u produces a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for c, 

uxx+'f/cux+f(u,vJ) = 0, 
(2.19) 

with f(u,vJ) = u - u3 - VJ. The cubic function, j, can be rewritten as 

(2.20) 
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where u_(Vj) = -1 - vj/2, Uo = vj, and u+(Vj) = 1- vj/2, are the linearized 

forms of the cubic isocline near the three solutions U = -1,0,1 respectively. The 

speed of the front solution of (2.19) is 

(2.21) 

Combining the two equations (2.17) and (2.21) we find an implicit relation for 

the front speed, c, in terms of the equation parameters 'f/,aI, and ao, 

(2.22) 

This equation was derived using the coordinate scaling (2.10). The relation for the 

original variables x and t is found by replacing c with c/'f/ in (2.22), 

(2.23) 

where Coo = 3ao/V2q2. 

For the symmetric case, ao = 0 and consequently Coo = O. Equation (2.23) then 

has the solution c = 0 representing a stationary Ising front. This solution exists for 

all 'f/ values. When'f/ < 'f/e = 3/2V2q3, two additional solutions, c = ±2qV'f/; - 'f/2 

appear, representing counterpropagating Bloch fronts. Figure 2.4 displays the 

corresponding pitchfork bifurcation. 

For the nonsymmetric case we solve (2.23) numerically. A plot of the solutions, 

c = c( 'f/ ), in the (c, 'f/) plane yields the saddle-node bifurcation diagram shown in 

Figure 2.5. The bifurcation point, 'f/ = 'f/e, occurs for a smaller critical 'f/ value than 

the symmetric case, and the front that exists for 'f/ > 'f/e is not stationary. We still 

refer to the two stable counterpropagating fronts beyond the bifurcation as Bloch 

fronts and to the single front that exists for 'f/ > 'f/e as an Ising front. 

Since 'f/2 = c8 the bifurcation point, 'f/ = 'f/e, defines a line in the c - 8 plane, 

8 = 8F (c). For the symmetric case 8F (c) = 'f/e/c = 9/8q6 c. For the nonsymmetric 
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1 
c 

-1 

Figure 2.4, The NIB front bifurcation in the (c, 1]) plane for the symmetric case, 
ao = O. The solid (broken) line represents a stable (unstable) branch of front 
solutions. 
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-1 

Figure 2.5, The NIB front bifurcation in the (c, 1]) plane for the nonsymmetric case, 
ao = -0.1. The solid (broken) line represents a stable (unstable) branch of front 
solutions. 
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case the bifurcation line was computed numerically. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the 

bifurcation lines for the symmetric and nonsymmetric cases respectively. These 

results for the bifurcation line are not valid for 8 '" O( €) and smaller. In that 

regime we use a different approach as described in Section 2.2.2. 

2.5 Front Transitions 

Dynamic transitions between the two counterpropagating fronts are possible 

near the NIB bifurcation. These front transitions are induced by perturbations 

on the system. The perturbations may be either intrinsic, like curvature (in two 

dimensions) and front interactions, or extrinsic, like an external convective field. 

Front transitions are important for analyzing the splitting domains (spot splitting), 

spiral breakup due to convective forces, oscillation of one and two dimensional 

domains, and the nucleation of spiral vortices. 

The general form of the front velocity vs. perturbation relation is given by a 

multi valued curve as shown in Figure 2.6. This figure, typical near a NIB bifur

cation, shows how realizable perturbations may drive the system past the knee 

of the relation and induce a transition from a rightward traveling front to a left

ward traveling front. For a traveling pulse, this type of transition may destroy 

the pulse in the following way. Consider the case of zero perturbation in Figure 

2.6. For a rightward propagating pulse the leading front is on the upper branch of 

the velocity-perturbation relation and the trailing front (or back) is on the lower 

branch. If the value of the perturbation is lowered in a portion of the domain, the 

leading front will undergo a transition when it reaches that location. The transi

tion reverses the front's direction and sends it propagating towards the back. For 8 

sufficiently small or for fast fronts traveling wave parameters, two opposing fronts 

approaching each other annihilate (see Paper B) and the pulse is destroyed. 

In [87] we derive an order parameter equation for the dynamics of fronts under 
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-4 o 4 
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Figure 2.6, A typical front velocity vs. perturbation graph near a NIB bifurcation. 
The arrow shows the direction of a front transition from a rightward traveling front 
to a leftward traveling front 

perturbations. This scalar equation has a double-well potential similar to the 

scalar diffusion equation (1.2) but this time each well represents a traveling wave 

solution. The resulting order parameter equation is gradient [88], implying that 

when the system is perturbed past the endpoint of a branch (thus losing one of the 

potential wells) a transition occurs to the other remaining (counterpropagating) 

solution. 

In this section we show how the multi valued velocity vs. perturbation relation 

arises for both a convective perturbation and a nonuniform spatial value of the 

parameter ao. In Chapter 3 we will see how curvature provides a very similar 

effect by producing a multi valued speed vs. curvature relation. To demonstrate 

the effects of the multi valued relation we show how a pulse collapses due to a 

convective perturbation and how oscillating domains arise in systems with spatially 

nonuniform parameters. 
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2.5.1 Transitions Induced by Convection 

First consider introducing a convective perturbation, J, to the one-dimensional 

model equations 

Ut - U - u3 
- V + Uxx , 

(2.24) 

Vt - J Vx + € (u - at v - ao) + 8 Vxx . 

In a chemical system the term J might represent transport of ions due to an 

electric field or convective transport in a flow field. Often there is no reason to 

expect that each chemical species would convect differently in a flow field, but 

often the model is a reduction of a complex chemical system. When equations are 

eliminated from the original many species model, effective differential flows may 

occur when transport terms are renormalized [89]. 

In the traveling frame X = x-ct with constant speed c, equations (2.24) become 

uxx + cUx + u - u3 
- V - 0 , 

(2.25) 

8vxx+(c+J)vx+€(u-atv-ao) - O. 

Multiplying the v equation in (2.24) by the factor ~(s,t) = cj(c+ J) we obtain 

the following pair of equations, 

uxx + cUx + u - u3 - V - 0, 
(2.26) 

8vxx+cvx+€(u-atv-ao) - 0, 

where 8 = ~8 and € = ~€. These new equations describe a front propagating at 

speed c but in a unperturbed medium characterized by the new effective parameters 

€ and 8. 
In Section 2.4 we derived a relation for the front speed as a function of the 

system parameters. The speed of a front, Co, is given by 

Co = F(co, "I), (2.27) 
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Figure 2.7, Front velocity, c, vs. convective perturbation, J: (a) deep in the Bloch 
regime, (b) near the NIB bifurcation, (c) deep in the Ising regime. 

with q2 = €b, q2 = al + 1/2, and Coo = 3aO/.../2q2. Using equation (2.27) and 

substituting the new parameters, Co ~ C, € ~ €, and b ~ 8, we obtain the speed 

of fronts in the perturbed system 

c = F(c+ J,q). (2.28) 

Figure 2.7 shows graphs of c vs. J for parameters deep in the Bloch regime (q 

large), near the NIB bifurcation, and far in the Ising regime (q small). Away from 

the bifurcation, in both the Ising and Bloch regimes, the relation is nearly linear. 

In the Ising regime there is a single solution and in the Bloch regime there are 

three, two representing the stable counterpropagating fronts and one representing 

the unstable front. Near the NIB bifurcation the c vs. J relation is multivalued. 

Finite perturbations may drive a front past the knee in the multivalued relation 

and induce a front transition thus reversing its direction of propagation. 

To demonstrate how fronts make transitions consider a c vs. J. relation as 

shown in Figure 2.8a. For zero perturbation both counterpropagating fronts exist 

but for values of J less than the endpoint of the upper branch (J = Jc '" -0.10) 

only the single lower branch exists. If the domain of the equations has a region 

where the parameter J is less than J c, rightward propagating fronts will make 

a transition there to leftward propagating fronts. Figure 2.9 shows a numerical 
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Figure 2.8, Parameters for the numerical simulations of Figure 2.9. (a) The c vs. 
J relation. (b) The nonuniform distribution of J in the domain. 

experiment in which the distribution of the perturbation J is fixed to be that 

shown in Figure 2.8b. A rightward traveling front (Figure 2.9a) makes a transition 

when it reaches the region of negative J. A pulse solution propagates until the 

leading front makes a transition and annihilates the trailing back (Figure 2.9b) 

leading to pulse collapse. 

2.5.2 Oscillating Domains 

Another possible outcome of the multivalued c vs. J relation is the formation of 

oscillating fronts and pulses. The single valued curve in Figure 2.10a represents the 

c vs J relation away from the NIB bifurcation in the Ising regime. At a fixed value 

of J, approximately J = 0.1, the front is stationary. For smaller J it propagates to 

the left and for larger J to the right. If the domain has a nonuniform distribution 

of J as in Figure 2.10b, a front will make damped oscillations until it reaches the 

steady state position where J attains the value of the zero speed front as depicted 

in Figure 2.12a. 

If the c vs. J relation is multiple valued as in Figure 2.11, the c = 0 front 

is unstable. Now the rightward traveling in the zero perturbation region makes a 

transition from the upper branch to the lower branch (arrow A) when it crosses 
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Figure 2.9, The effect of convective perturbations on the propagation of one
dimensional solutions. The thick line represents the position of the u fronts (defined 
to be u = 0) and the thin line is the position of the v fronts (at v = 0). (a) A front 
makes a transition from rightward to leftward propagating. (b) The leading front 
makes a transition and collides with the trailing front, thus annihilating the pulse. 
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Figure 2.10, (a) The c vs. J relation for the case of damped oscillations to a 
stationary front and (b) The nonuniform distribution of J in the domain 
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Figure 2.11, The c vs. J relation foYthe case of an oscillating front 
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the point in the domain where J is decreased (near x = 50). It then propagates to 

the left. When the front reaches the region where J returns to its original value it 

makes a transition back to the right propagating solution (arrow B). This motion 

persists to form an isolated oscillating front as shown in Figure 2.12b. 

2.5.3 Mechanisms for Front Transitions 

Variation of the equation parameters can also produce multivalued relations 

for front velocity vs. perturbation. Figure 2.13 shows plots of front velocity vs. 

the parameter ao deep in the Bloch regime, near the NIB bifurcation, and far into 

the Ising regime. Since this relation has the same multi valued form we expect 

that similar front transitions occur as well. The semiconductor model proposed in 

Section 1.3.1 has a similar nonuniform spatial dependence on a parameter. 

Another important mechanism for inducing front transitions is interactions be

tween two independent front structures. In Paper B, Section 4.2, we find oscillating 

domains in a uniform system. The mechanism for the front transitions that reverse 

front propagation and produce the oscillations of Figures B14a and B15a is a re-
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Figure 2.12, The effect of convective perturbations on the dynamics of single fronts. 
The thick line represents the position of the u fronts (defined to be u = 0) and the 
thin line is the position of the v fronts (at v = 0). (a) A single front undergoes 
damped oscillations to a stationary solution. (b) A single front maintains steady 
oscillations. 
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Figure 2.13, Front velocity, c, vs. the parameter ao: (a) deep in the Bloch regime, 
(b) near the NIB bifurcation, (c) deep in the Ising regime. 
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pulsive front interaction. Our hypothesis is that there is also a similar multivalued 

relation behind the interactions of fronts although we do not have analysis to show 

that yet. 

Finally, as will be discussed in Section 3.1, small curvature perturbations on 

fronts produce a multivalued front velocity relation. In Chapter 3 we will show 

how this can lead to spot splitting and spiral turbulence. 

2.6 "Spatiotemporal Oscillations in a Semiconductor 
Etalon" 

The analyses and results of this section are presented in Paper C, "Spatiotem

poral oscillations in a semiconductor etalon". The following is a summary of the 

main results. 

This paper contains a study of the semiconductor model of Section 1.3.1. Im

portant steps were the scaling of the model equations and the construction of a 

code to numerically integrate the scaled system. 

An significant feature of the model is that the input intensity parameter, lin, of 

Equation (C3) is not uniform but instead Gaussian shaped (Equation (C7)). For 

this reason the system has spatially nonuniform parameter dependence through 

the term Ic(N, T, x). We considered this system by analyzing the isoclines as they 

referred to each point in space, ego the center of the system might correspond 

to an oscillatory system while the tails were monostable (and excitable). When 

variations of the spatial dependence of lin are of the same order as the width of 

a typical pulse solution, as might be in a typical experimental setup, this type of 

analysis breaks down and a different approach to characterize the dynamics is used 

(see Section B of Paper C). 

This approach had some success in explaining two interesting phenomena dis

covered in the numerical simulations, "whole-beam oscillations" and "edge oscil-
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lations". Whole beam oscillations, shown in Figure C7, represent a nonuniform 

parameter version of an oscillatory system; the center of the system is of oscillatory 

type and the edges are monostable A pulse is found to first spontaneously form 

and then contract until the pulse collapses. Edge oscillations occur for slightly 

different parameters where the pulse expands and contracts periodically as shown 

in Figure C17. 

In the time since this paper was published we have found that oscillations can 

occur due to nonuniform parameter distributions near the NIB bifurcation. In the 

previous Section 2.5 we showed how a nonuniformity of the parameter ao can lead 

to oscillating, or breathing, domains. It would be interesting to check to see if the 

nonuniformity of the input beam intensity, lin in this model, has the same effect. 
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3 Patterns in Two Dimensions 

Labyrinthine patterns, spot replication, and spiral wave turbulence are all 

examples of complex spatial and spatiotemporal patterns exhibited in two

dimensional reaction-diffusion systems. Labyrinthine, or sometimes called lamel

lar, patterns have been observed in a variety of gradient systems [88] including 

garnet layers [90], ferrofluids [91], and block copolymers [92, 93]. Recently they 

also were found in the bistable FIS (ferrocyanide-iodate-sulfite) reaction [22]. This 

nongradient system also exhibits spot replication and spiral turbulence [23]. 

Much of this phenomenology can be understood in terms of two key front 

instabilities: an instability to transverse perturbations reminiscent of the Mullins

Sekerka instability in solidification fronts [94], and a Nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch 

(NIB) front bifurcation [85][Paper A]. Beyond the transverse instability and deep 

in the Ising regime labyrinthine patterns may develop when small disturbances on 

planar Ising fronts grow and fill the system through fingering and tip splitting. In 

the vicinity of the NIB bifurcation intrinsic perturbations, such as curvature, may 

drive dynamic transitions between the two counterpropagating fronts and lead to 

spot splitting and spiral breakup [87]. 

In this Chapter we focus on the regime €/D ~ 1 of equations (1.10). In Section 

3.1 we derive the boundaries for the transverse instability. Next we demonstrate 

numerically the instability of planar Ising fronts to transverse perturbations. With 

suitable initial conditions we find either stationary labyrinthine patterns (Section 

3.2) or spot-splitting (Section 3.3). In Section 3.4 the transverse instability is shown 

to lead to spiral turbulence; the continuous creation and destruction of spiral vortex 

pairs. Other mechanisms can also produce spiral turbulence as shown in Section 

3.5. Finally in Section 3.6 we show how an external convective field can cause the 

breakup of a regular spiral pattern. 
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3.1 Transverse Instability 

For a sufficiently large, planar front solutions may become unstable to trans

verse perturbations [95,96,97]. To study the transverse instabilities of the various 

front solutions we change from the fixed coordinate system to a coordinate system 

moving with the front. Let X = (X, Y) be the position vector of the front repre

sented by the u = 0 contour line. The moving coordinate frame (r, s) is defined by 

the relation 

m = (x, y) = X(s, t) + rr(s, t), (3.1) 

with the coordinate s parameterizing the direction along the front, and 

A Ys:i: - XsY 
l' = V X; + Ya2 ' 

(3.2) 

the unit vector normal to the front (the subscript s denotes partial derivatives 

with respect to s). We assume the front radius of curvature is much larger than 

lv = va/f., the scale of v variations across the front. We also assume the curvature 

varies slowly both along the front direction and in time. With these assumptions 

equations (1.10) assume the form 

U rr + (cr + ~ )ur + U - u3 
- V = 0 , 

(3.3) 

where ~(s, t) = XsYss - YsXss is the front curvature, and cr(s, t) = X t • r is the 

front normal velocity. 

Multiplying Eqns. (3.3) by the factor ~(s, t) = (cr + ~)/(cr + a~) gives 

(3.4) 

with € = f.~ and 8 = a~. This system is exactly of the same form as equations 

(2.11) for a planar (~ = 0) front propagating at constant speed, Cr + ~, in the 
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normal direction, T, except the original parameters € and D are replaced by effective 

parameters € and Z [98]. The front bifurcation formula derived in Section 2.4 can 

now be applied to show the effects of curvature on the front velocity. Using equation 

(2.23) with C replaced by Cr + '" and 'fJ by ~ = 'fJf). we obtain an implicit relation 

for the normal front velocity in terms of its curvature, 

Cr +"'= Ri +coo • 
v2q2[(er + D"'P + 4'fJ2q2)1/2 

(3.5) 

Equation (3.5) can be used to study the stability of the planar fronts to trans-

verse perturbations. We look for a linear velocity curvature relation, 

(3.6) 

valid for small curvature. Here Co( 'fJ) is the speed of a planar front satisfying 

(2.23). A positive (negative) sign of the coefficient d implies stability (instability) 

to transverse perturbations. Inserting (3.6) into the expression for the front speed, 

keeping only linear terms, we find, 

(3.7) 

For each planar solution branch, Co = co( 'fJ), the condition d = 0 defines a line in 

the €-D plane where the corresponding planar front branch undergoes a transverse 

instability. Setting d = 0 for the symmetric case (ao = 0), the Ising and Bloch 

fronts become unstable to transverse modulations when D > DI(€) = ~q6€ and 

D > D~ ( €) = 3 j2.j2q\/€, respectively. The transverse instability boundary and 

the front bifurcation line, DF(€) = 9/8q6 e., are shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 

shows the transverse instability boundaries and the front bifurcation line for a 

typical nonsymmetric case. Note that the lines corresponding to the two Bloch 

fronts, denoted by D~, are not degenerate as in the symmetric case. 

The two instabilities presented above provide a guide to exploring pattern types 

in the €-D plane. Deep in the Ising regime there exists only one type of front and no 
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Figure 3.1, The NIB bifurcation and the transverse instability lines in the € - 8 
parameter plane for the symmetric case (ao = 0). The front bifurcation, 8 = 8F(€), 
is indicated by the thick line. The transverse instabilities are indicated by the thin 
lines, 8 = 8[( €) for Ising fronts, and 8 = 8~( €) for Bloch fronts. 
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Figure 3.2, The NIB bifurcation and the transverse instability lines in the € - 8 
parameter plane for the nonsymmetric case (ao = -0.1). The front bifurcation, 
8 = 8F ( f), is indicated by the thick line. The transverse instabilities are indicated 
by the thin lines, 8 = 8[(€) for Ising fronts, and 8 = 8~(€) for Bloch fronts. 
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traveling pulses or waves are expected [Paper B]. Instead, stationary patterns may 

develop: ordered stripes below the transverse instability, and labyrinthine patterns 

above it. Far into the Bloch regime, where there is coexistence of counterpropagat

ing fronts, traveling stripes and spiral waves appear. They are smooth below the 

transverse instability and develop ripples above it. The transition between these 

two regimes is not sharp. There exists an intermediate region, including the NIB 

bifurcation line, where complex spatio-temporal patterns such as replicating spots 

and spiral turbulence are found. 

The key to understanding these complex behaviors is the multi valued form of 

the velocity-curvature relation near the NIB bifurcation. Figure 3.3 shows typical 

solution curves of equation (3.5). The multivalued velocity-curvature relation near 

the NIB bifurcation (Figure 3.3b) unfolds to a single valued relation far in the Ising 

regime (Figure 3.3a), or folds even further to form three effectively disconnected 

linear branches deep in the Bloch regime (Figure 3.3c). The same front transitions 

discussed in Section 2.5 occur, but now with curvature as the perturbation instead 

of an external field. As in the one-dimensional example such transitions reverse 

the direction of front propagation. When occurring locally in two-dimensions they 

nucleate spiral-vortex pairs and may lead to spot splitting and spiral turbulence. 

Most studies of traveling waves in excitable and bistable media [9, 10, 33] have 

assumed a linear velocity-curvature relation, Cr = eo - d",. The linear relation 

is valid deep into the Bloch regime ('1] ~ '1]e) and not near the NIB bifurcation 

(see also [99]) with the exception of the special case 8 = 1. There, d = 1 and 

the velocity is simply Cr = Co - "', where eo('1]) satisfies (2.23). Figure 3.3e shows 

a typical velocity-curvature relation in the Bloch regime when 8 = 1. The three 

linear branches correspond to the three solutions of equation (2.23). Approaching 

the NIB bifurcation when 8 = 1, the two upper branches coalesce leaving only the 

single lower branch in the Ising regime. Near the NIB bifurcation for 8 > 1 the 
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Figure 3.3, Front velocity, c, vs. curvature, K. (a) Deep in the Ising regime. (b) 
Near the NIB bifurcation. (c) Deep in the Bloch regime. In the Bloch regime near 
the NIB bifurcation: (d) 8> 1, (e) 8 = 1, (f) 8 < 1. 
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upper branch terminates at negative curvature values (Figure 3.3d) while for 8 < 1 

it terminates at positive curvature (Figure 3.3f). 

3.2 Labyrinthine Patterns 

Far into the Ising regime and beyond the transverse instability line, 8 > 8I( E) = 

~q6E, front shapes meander, grow fingers, and split at the tips. This behavior can 

be understood using the velocity-curvature relation deep in the Ising regime, as 

depicted in Figure 3.4c. The positive slope of this relation over a wide range 

of curvature implies that front portions with higher curvature propagate faster, 

forming fingers. It also implies that the transverse instability remains effective 

even at the highly curved fingertips. This leads to tip splitting. 

Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of a stripe domain in the Ising regime above 

the transverse instability boundary and corresponding to the velocity-curvature 

relation in Figure 3.4c. The initial stripe is perturbed transversely along the middle 

part. The perturbation grows, forms a meandering stripe, and then undergoes 

fingering and tip splitting. A final stationary labyrinth results when the pattern 

fills the entire domain. 

Notice the final pattern in Figure 3.5d is connected since there were no domain 

fusion events during the evolution. Domain fusion is avoided by the repulsive front 

interactions (due to the diffusive damping of v in the region between approach

ing fronts [Paper BD. Closer to the front bifurcation the front speeds are higher 

(see Figure 2.5 ) and the repulsive interactions may not be strong enough to pre

vent fusion. As a result the eventual stationary pattern may contain disconnected 

domains. 

Similar labyrinthine patterns have been observed in the bistable FIS reaction 

[22]. Our interpretation is that these patterns occur in the Ising regime where the 

single front structure corresponds to a high pH state invading a low pH state. 
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Figure 3.4, A map of the velocity vs. curvature relation plane. The thick line 
represents the front bifurcation for ao = -0.1 and the insets display c vs. K, for 
the point indicated by the solid circle. The axis scales for the insets are the same 
as in Figure 3.3. 
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a 

c 

Figure 3.5, The evolution of an initially perturbed stationary stripe in the Ising 
regime above the transverse instability line (see Figure 3Ac). The dark and 
light regions correspond to the up and down states respectively. The frames 
a, b, c, d, e, f pertain to times t = 100,525,1100, 1900,2675,5000. The compu
tational parameters are at = 2.0, ao = -0.1, t = 0.05, 8 = 4.0 on a domain of 
o :::; x :::; 400, 0 :::; y :::; 400. 
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3.3 Single Spot Dynamics 

Closer to the NIB bifurcation the nonlinearity of the velocity-curvature rela

tion becomes important. Consider an up state disk expanding radially outward. 

Depending on the system parameters several scenarios for evolution are possible. 

Deep enough into the Ising regime, where the velocity-curvature relation is still 

single valued (see Figure 3.4a), a stationary disk solution exists. The disk has ra

dius 1/"'0, where cr ( "'0) = 0, and is stable to uniform expansions and contractions 

because the velocity-curvature relation has positive slope at Cr = 0 (it might be 

unstable, however, to transverse perturbations [96]). 

Still closer to the front bifurcation (but in the Ising regime) the velocity

curvature relation becomes multivalued, and the slope at Cr = 0 negative, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.4b. The stationary disk is no longer stable to expansions 

and contractions and a breathing disk solution appears [96]. To understand this 

breathing motion, note first that the boundary of an expanding disk corresponds 

to a front lying on the upper branch in Figure 3.4b. As the disk expands the front 

curvature decreases. When the curvature falls below the value where the upper 

branch terminates a transition to the lower branch takes place. The disk stops 

expanding and starts contracting. The curvature increases until the endpoint of 

the lower branch is reached and a transition back to the upper branch occurs. As 

a result the disk stops contracting and begins expanding again. These oscillations 

are similar to those found in one-dimensional domains [Paper B] [100, 101] with 

front interactions playing the role of curvature in inducing front transitions [87]. 

To verify these expectations we studied numerically Eqns. (1.10) in polar co

ordinates assuming circularly symmetric front solutions (to avoid transverse insta

bilities). Such solutions satisfy 

1 3 
Ut = U rr + -Ur + U - U - v, 

r 
(3.8) 
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Figure 3.6, Curvature, K, vs. time for a disk shaped domain. Far in the Ising regime 
(Figure 3.4a) a stationary disk pattern is reached. Computational parameters: 
al = 2.0, ao = -0.1, € = 0.028, 8 = 4.0. 

(3.9) 

They represent circular fronts with curvatures K(t) = l/ro(t), where ro(t) solves 

u(ro, t) = O. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the curvatures of up state disks as functions 

of time for parameters pertaining to Figures 3Aa and 3Ab respectively. A single 

valued (multivalued) velocity-curvature relation leads to a stationary (oscillatory) 

asymptotic state. 

In fully two-dimensional systems oscillating disks might be unstable to non

circularly symmetric perturbations. Consider an expanding disk perturbed to an 

oval shaped domain as shown in Figure 3.8a. The parameters chosen pertain to 

a velocity-curvature similar to the one in Figure 3Ab. As the domain expands 

the flatter portions of its boundary are the first to reach the end of the upper 

branch and undergo front transitions. These portions then propagate towards 

one another, annihilate, and split the domain as shown in Figures 3.8b and 3.8c. 

The crossing points of the u = 0 and v = 0 contour lines indicate the cores 
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Figure 3.7, Curvature, K., vs. time for a disk shaped domain. Near the NIB 
bifurcation (Figure 3.4b) oscillations set in. Computational parameters: al = 2.0, 
ao = -0.1, € = 0.01, 8 = 6.0. 

of spiral vortices. Note that the splitting process involves the creation and the 

subsequent annihilation of two spiral-vortex pairs. A successive splitting is shown 

in Figure 3.Sd. The asymptotic state in this case is a disordered stationary pattern 

with many disconnected domains. Remnants of the unstable breathing motion are 

often seen when the split spots first contract, then approach a minimum size and 

start expanding. Both spot splitting and the persistence of small spots have been 

observed recently be Lee et ai. in the FIS reaction [23] [24]. 

3.4 "From Labyrinthine Patterns to Spiral Turbulence" 

The analyses and results of this section are described in Paper D, "From laby

rinthine patterns to spiral turbulence." The following is a summary of the main 

results. 

Further approach to the NIB bifurcation results in disordered dynamic patterns 

where spiral vortices nucleate and annihilate repeatedly. We refer to such a state 
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Figure 3.S, Spot splitting of an oval shaped domain. The shaded (light) region cor
responds to the up (down) state and the thick (thin) line represents the contour of 
the u = 0 (v = 0) field. Frames a, b, c, d pertain to times t = SO, 240, 2S0, 340. Local 
front transitions occur at the flatter portions of the front. They are accompanied 
by nucleation of vortex pairs, and followed by domain splitting. Computational 
parameters: al = 2.0, ao = -0.15, E = 0.014,8 = 3.5. 
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as spiral turbulence. The nucleation of spiral-vortex pairs results from local front 

transitions, very much like in spot splitting except the mechanisms that drive the 

transitions are different and depend on the system parameters. 

Paper D is a study of how the transverse instability can lead to both laby

rinthine patterns and spiral turbulence. Far into the Ising regime, labyrinthine 

patterns form when planar fronts are destabilized. Beyond the NIB bifurcation 

spiral waves may form. Near the NIB bifurcation, spirals waves break due to both 

the transverse instability and the formation of highly curved cusp regions. 

This paper is where we first derive the boundaries for the transverse instabil

ity as shown in Section 3.1 (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The transverse instability 

boundaries and front bifurcation line divide the to - S parameter plane into regions 

of different pattern behaviors. First consider the region below the transverse in

stability boundaries, S < S~. In the Ising regime (Tf > 17c), where there is a single 

isolated front solution, we find stationary stripe solutions. If S is small, below t.he 

critical value for formation of stationary domains (see /-lst in Figure 18 of Paper 

B), no stationary domains form and the system goes to the uniform up-state or 

down-state. In the Bloch regime (Tf < Tfc), we find traveling and spiral waves. 

Above the transverse instability boundaries we find different behavior. The 

stationary stripes in the Ising regime are unstable to perturbations and grow to 

form labyrinthine patterns as already seen in Section 3.2. Near the front bifurcation 

line the uniform spiral waves break and new spiral waves are continuously nucleated 

and destroyed. 

Figure D4 shows the development of spiral turbulence from a single stripe 

domain. For the parameters of this simulation both the front and the back of the 

initial stripe are unstable to transverse perturbations. The stripe first breaks into 

pieces that each form part of a new spiral wave. The new spiral waves are also 

unstable and the system evolves to a state of continuous birth and death of spiral 
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waves. 

In addition to the transverse instability, the formation of highly curved front 

regions also plays a role in the development of spiral turbulence. When two up

state domains merge, often cusp-like regions of high curvature form between them 

as in Figure D5a. The transverse instability and negative curvature cusp regions 

both drive fronts to the end of a solution branch and induce transitions. The 

transitions locally reverse the direction of front propagation and and cause the 

domain to be cut into disjoint pieces. Figure D5 shows this process in detail. The 

dark and light shadings indicate regions of the up-state and down-state of u. The 

thick line is the zero contour of the u field and the thin line is the zero contour of the 

v field. An original single cusp-like structure is formed in a rightward propagating 

front (Figure D5a). It grows (Figure D5b) and nucleates a pair of spiral vorices 

as crossings of the zero contours (Figure D5c). Finally the domain is cut and two 

new spiral tips are formed (Figure D5d). 

The simulation was continued to t = 6000 without any qualitative change in 

the solution. Figure 3.9 shows a plot of the number of vortices as a function of 

time. After an initial period of sharply increasing number of vortices, the num

ber fluctuates between approximately 30 and 70. Since the system is small the 

fluctuations are large compared with the average number. Although the solution 

maintains the same qualitative form until t = 6000, the uniform states, (u_, v_) 

and (u+, v+), are always solutions to Eqns. (1.10) and it is possible that eventually 

the system might evolve to either one of those states. 

3.5 Spiral Turbulence Revisited 

As we have seen in the previous section, for 8 sufficiently large, the transverse 

instability plays a dominant role in inducing front transitions that lead to sprial 

turbulence. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show spiral turbulence for smaller 8 values. In 
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Figure 3.9, Number of vortices vs. time for the simulation in Figures 4 and 5 of 
Paper D. A vortex is defined by the crossing of the u = 0 and v = 0 contours. 

this parameter regime front interactions are the major driving force. Figures 3.4f 

and 3Ag show the corresponding velocity-curvature relations for Figures 3.10 and 

3.11. In both figures the upper branches terminate at positive curvature values. 

Processes reducing the curvature of fronts on these branches past the endpoints 

cause transitions to the lower front branches. As we have seen in the previous 

section, single noncircularly symmetric domains may undergo such transitions and 

split. In the presence of nearby domains, however, repulsive front interactions 

accelerate domain splitting by flattening out approaching curved fronts. Frames 

d, e, f of Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show local front transitions and splitting driven by 

front interactions (see the regions indicated by the arrows). These processes are 

strikingly similar to those observed in the FIS reaction [24]. Front interactions 

may also cause spiral-vortex nucleation and splitting by directly inducing front 

transitions. Reflection of one-dimensional fronts provides an example of front 

interactions leading to front transitions [Paper B]. The spiral-vortex nucleations 

in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are likely to result from both mechanisms. 
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Figure 3.10, Spiral breakup for the velocity vs. curvature relation of Fig
ure 3Ag. The frames a, b, c, d, e, f represent the solution at times t = 
60,640,1540,3760,3780,3800 respectively. The computational parameters are 
al = 2.0, ao = -0.10, € = 0.0375, D = 1.2 on a domain of 0 ~ x ~ 400, 0 ~ y ~ 400. 
For a more detailed description see the text. 
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The patterns in Figure 3.10 differ from those in Figure 3.11 in a few respects. 

The initial conditions in both simulations are the same but the subsequent spiral 

breakup is different. In Figure 3.10 most of the spiral wave disappears as the weakly 

curved front away from the core undergoes a front transition. In Figure 3.11 

the weakly curved part of the spiral survives longer until front interactions or 

interactions with the boundaries come into play. This is because the upper branch 

of the the velocity-curvature relation pertaining to Figure 3.11 terminates at a 

lower curvature value than that of Figure 3.10 (see Figures 3.4f and 3Ag). Another 

difference is the prevalence of more spots in the patterns of Figure 3.10. This is 

partly because domain fusions are avoided in Figure 3.10 but occasionally take 

place in Figure 3.11 (closer to the NIB bifurcation, front speeds are higher and 

domain fusions are more likely). 

3.6 Spiral Breakup by an External Convective Field 

A convective perturbation may also cause the breakup of a uniformly rotating 

spiral wave. Experiments on the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction in a in a Petri 

dish [11] show target and spiral waves, but when the cover of the dish is removed 

convective motion due to evaporation sets up Benard cells in the layer. The onset 

of convective motion destroys the ordered spiral state [102, 103]. The resulting 

disordered state returns to an ordered state when the cover is replaced. 

Adding a convection term to the model equations (1.10) we obtain 

(3.10) 

were J is an external vector field. We already considered in Section 2.5 the effects 

of such a perturbation in a one dimensional system where J = J~. We found 

that near the NIB bifurcation the velocity vs. J relation was multivalued and 
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that perturbations could induce transitions from rightward propagating to leftward 

propagating fronts. The result was that traveling pulses might collapse when the 

leading front, on one branch of the relation, makes a transition, while the trailing 

front, on the other branch, does not. 

Now let J represent a two dimensional convection pattern in the form of hexag

onal Benard cells with the system parameters tuned to produce the velocity vs. 

J relation as in Figure 2.8. For a propagating stripe of up-state domain, such as 

the arm of a spiral, the leading front is on the upper branch of the velocity vs. J 

relation and the trailing front is on the lower branch. Notice, at J = 0, that the 

leading front is close to the end of the upper branch (in the negative J direction) 

but the speed of the front on the lower branch is barely affected by changes in J. 

When the stripe propagates through the hexagonal pattern alternating portions of 

the leading front feel convective perturbations in the opposite direction of propa

gating, i.e. regions where J = J. n < 0. If the magnitude is large enough, the 

leading front will make a transition, nucleating a spiral vortex pair at each Benard 

cell. 

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the breakup of a spiral wave in a hexagonal con

vective field. The convective field is given by J = V' </>, where 

3 

</> = A L: COS(qi • re), (3.11) 
i=l 

ql = (Q,O), q2 = (-Q/2, -I3Q/2) , q3 = (-Q/2, --I3Q/2). (3.12) 

When the convective field is switched on, after Frame a of Figure 3.12, the spiral 

wave breaks at the Benard cells, forming new spiral vortex pairs. Figure 3.13 

provides a closer look at the nucleation process near one cell. 
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Figure 3.11, Spiral breakup for the velocity-curvature relation of Figure 3.4f. The 
frames a, b, c, d, e, f represent the solution at times t = 80,620,900,1890,1900,1910 
respectively. The computational parameters are the same as Figure 3.10 with 
€ = 0.035. For a more detailed description see the text. 
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Figure 3.12, Breakup of a spiral wave induced by a hexagonal convective pattern. 
The light and dark regions correspond to down and up states, respectively. The 
dotted curves denote contours of constant convection speed. The convection flow 
direction is outward from the centers of the hexagons. Frame a is the unperturbed 
spiral wave and frames b, c, d are taken at times t = 100, 140, 220 from the onset 
of the convective pattern. Parameters used: ao = -0.1, al = 2.0, to = 0.032, 
b = 0.9, A = 1.59 and Q = 0.06283. 
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Figure 3.13, A closer look at a typical breakup process in Figure 3.12. The thick 
(thin) lines are contours of u = 0 (v = 0). The direction of front propagation 
follows from the rule that the v = 0 contour always lags behind the u = 0 contour. 
The frames a, b, c, d pertain to times t = 140, 160, 180, 200. They show a local 
front transition, accompanied by the nucleation of a vortex pair (the crossing points 
of the contour lines), and the breakup of the up state domain. Parameters are the 
same as in Figure 3.12. 
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4 Numerical methods 

Numerical simulations of Eqns. (1.10) were crucial to the development and test

ing of the ideas presented in this dissertation. This Chapter provides a description 

of methods and algorithms used for numerically computing the one-dimensional 

and two-dimensional solutions. Although Eqns. (1.10) are often viewed as a re

duction from a more complicated set of equations they are still non-trivial to solve 

in large domains and for long times. In one dimension most solutions could be 

computed quite easily on small workstations using general methods for PDE's 

and packaged software tools. Two-dimensional simulations, typically on grid sizes 

of 400 x 400, required more careful schemes to be feasible on the same class of 

machines. 

The numerical solutions were computed using the method of lines approach 

for partial differential equations [106, 107]. The method of lines decouples the 

discretization of the spatial and temporal operators into independent problems. 

The spatial derivatives were represented on uniform grids with finite difference 

approximations and the resulting set of coupled ordinary differential equations 

solved by a suitable time discretization; depending on the parameter regime either 

an explicit or implicit method. The explicit methods are appropriate for situations 

where the time scales are not widely varying (€ is not too small or large compared 

with 1) and when the diffusion is not too big (8 of 0(1) or smaller). They were 

used to compute the traveling waves and spiral waves in the Bloch regime. The 

implicit methods were used for the computation of slowly varying patterns such 

as the formation of stationary labyrinthine structures. Using an implicit method 

requires the solution of a large sparsely coupled system of nonlinear equations at 

each time step. The key to making implicit methods viable is the fast solution of 

this nonlinear system. 
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Section 4.1 describes the discretizations ofthe spatial operators of Eqns. (1.10). 

The time integration methods and the schemes for choosing an adaptive time step 

are detailed in Section 4.2. The iterative method for solving the nonlinear system 

of equations is shown in Section 4.3. 

4.1 Spatial Discretization 

The first step in the method of lines approach for PDEs is the discretization of 

the spatial operators. The model equations can be written as 

U t = f(U) + DL(U) , (4.1) 

with the L operator given by L = 82 j8x2 in one dimension or L = '\72 in two 

dimensions. The vector U (x, y, t) represents the two components (u, v), and 

f(U) = [ u - u
3 

- v 1 
€ (u - al v - ao) 

(4.2) 

The boundary conditions are chosen to be either periodic or Neumann (no-flux). 

For most physical cases, Neumann boundary conditions are the most appropriate. 

Consider, for example, a stirred chemical reactor. At the boundaries of the reactor 

the chemical species are not fixed to have a specific concentration. The chemicals 

cannot, however, have any flow through the wall of the container. In some cases, 

mostly when studying regular patterns or traveling waves it is more convenient 

to use periodic boundary conditions. When the period is large compared with 

the size of single domain structures, both boundary conditions produce the same 

qualitative results. 

In one dimension, periodic boundary conditions imply that U (x + Lx) = U (x), 

where Lx is the domain size. The Neumann, or no-flux, conditions are implemented 

as symmetric boundary conditions where all of the odd derivatives are zero at the 
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boundaries, x = 0, and x = Lx, 

Ux(O,t) = Uxxx(O,t) = ... = 0, 
(4.3) 

In two dimensions the simulations were carried out on a square grid which adds 

the following conditions: for the periodic case, 

U(X, Y + Ly , t) = U(x, y, t), (4.4) 

where Ly is the size of the domain in the y direction; for the symmetric case, 

Uy(x,O,t) = Uyyy(x,O,t) = ... = 0, 
(4.5) 

In one dimension the continuous operators were discretized on a uniform mesh 

of N + 1 points on varying domain sizes. The grid points are labeled by Xi, where 

i = 0,1"", N. Enough grid points were chosen so the grid spacing satisfied 

Llx = Lx/(N + 1) <= 1 (and similarly for y in two dimensions). This choice 

ensured, for typical parameters € and 6, that there were at least 6 to 8 points 

across the narrow front region in u. The simulations were checked with higher 

grid resolutions. Doubling the number of points occasionally changed the exact 

location of the front bifurcation but did not qualitatively effect the nature of the 

patterns. 

The function f was represented at the grid points, Xi, by its value at each 

location f(Ui), where Ui = U(Xi)' The operator L was replaced with a discrete 

operator using either 2nd or 4th order finite difference approximations. In the 

interior regions of the domain we obtain an approximation for LU accurate to 

second order by the formula, 

(4.6) 
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where ~x is the uniform grid spacing. For a fourth order approximation 

(4.7) 

The DERMOD package [108] of numerical differentiation routines provided a flex

ible and reliable tool in programming the derivative approximations using these 

formulas. 

At the boundaries the same formulas were used to compute the derivatives 

by adding fictitious, or ghost points, outside the computational domain. For 2nd 

order finite difference approximations to the second derivative an extra point is 

needed beyond each end of the one dimensional computational domain and for 4th 

order approximations two extra points are needed beyond each end. The solution 

is not integrated forward time on these extra points; they are updated between 

each time step by filling in the values according to the boundary conditions as 

follows. 

For periodic boundary conditions the solutions at the two ends of the domain 

are identified, Uo = UN, and we effectively use a grid of only N points. To use 

centered difference formulas at the boundaries, Xo and XN-1, we extend the solution 

periodically, UN = Uo , UN+! = U1, at the right boundary and U-1 = UN-1, 

U_2 = UN-2, at the left. For symmetric boundary conditions we use N + 1 points 

and reflect the solution about the two boundary points Uo and UN. At the right 

end of the domain this results in UN+1 = UN-1, UN+2 = UN-2, and at the left 

end, U -1 = U1 , U -2 = U2 . 

In two dimensions the function f was represented in the same way as in one 

dimension: by taking the value of the function at the local grid point. The two 

dimensional operator L = V'2 was discretized using the nine point cross; 

(4.8) 

where Lxx and Lyy are the one-dimensional 4th order approximations given in 
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Eqn (4.7). Written out in all its gory detail, 

-Ui+2,j + 16Ui+l,j - 30Ui,j + 16Ui-l,j - Ui-2,j 
LUi,j - 12L\x4 

+ -Ui,i+2 + 16Ui,j+1 - 30Ui,j + 16Ui ,j-l - Ui,j-2 (4.9) 
12L\y4 

4.2 Time Integration Methods 

After the spatial operators are discretized we are left with a set of coupled 

ordinary differential equations of the form 

U t = F(U,~,t), ( 4.10) 

where F represents the spatially discretized right-hand-side of Eqns. (4.1). We 

may then use numerical methods for ordinary differential equations to step the 

solution forward in time. Many methods will work but some choices are unsuitable 

because the time-step is restricted for numerical stability of the full discretized PDE 

solution. 

For one-dimensional simulations we used the ODE solver package SDRIV to 

integrate the coupled system of Eqns. (4.10) [79]. For grid sizes of several hundred 

points, efficient and fast methods are not crucial since the total computational 

time is low. The SDRIV package has the capability of utilizing both explicit (the 

Adams methods) and implicit (Gear) methods. The error is controlled by inputing 

a tolerance for the absolute and/or relative error per time step. The error is kept 

under this tolerance by a combination of variable time step and variable method 

order schemes. 

In two dimensions the set of ODE systems to be solved, typically of size 400 x 

400, required a more efficient code to run in reasonable time on a workstation. 

For this reason a new code was developed using fixed order methods to save on 
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storage and reduce the computational overhead. Either an explicit or implicit 

method was used depending on the parameter regime. Because the model equations 

have second-order spatial derivative terms, numerical stability for explicit methods 

requires that the time step be bounded by the square of the mesh size. In most 

cases the grid spacings, ~x and ~y, were 0(1) so the time step was restricted to 

~t '" 0(1). For the computations where the dynamics of the solution are fast, such 

as traveling waves or spiral waves, the time-step restriction for solution accuracy 

was much less than ~t '" 0(1), and explicit methods were used. For patterns with 

long time scale slow dynamics, such as labyrinthine structures or slowly oscillating 

domains, often the time step restriction for accuracy is much larger than 0(1). In 

that case an implicit method with a variable time-step scheme was used to remove 

the stability restriction. 

For the explicit method, we used the second-order Adams-Bashforth method 

with a fixed time step. For a time step of size h = ~t the solution of Eqn. (4.10) 

at time-step n + 1 is in terms of the solution at the previous two time steps, nand 

n-1, 

(4.11) 

where Fn = F(Un, ro, tn). To start the integration from the initial conditions we 

set F-l = Fo and take one time step with the locally second order method 

( 4.12) 

For the implicit method we chose the second order backward differentiation 

formula (BDF2) [109] which for fixed time-step h is 

2h 4 1 3 
Un+1 - TFn+1 = "3Un - "3Un-1 + O(h ). (4.13) 

Once again to start from the initial t = 0 solution, we take a single step, (in this 

case Backward Euler), 

(4.14) 
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. The removal of the stability restriction doesn't come for free. The solution of 

the discretized equations is now given by a set of implicit nonlinear equations that 

must be solved at each time step. These equations are solved by a multi-iteration 

Newton scheme where the nonlinear problem is linearized (the outer iteration) 

leaving the resulting linear problem to be solved (the inner iteration). The method 

for the solution of the nonlinear problem is described in the next section. 

Since the main advantage of the implicit method is to remove the stability time

step restriction, we want to be able to take large time steps when the solution has 

slow dynamics. One method is to stop the simulation, change the time step and 

restart. A better way is to implement a dynamically adaptive time-step scheme. 

To do that we need the following pieces: a BDF2 formula for nonuniform time 

spacings, a method for measuring the solution error at each time step, and a 

method for picking the size for the next step. 

The variable step BDF2 formula is 

The coefficients are 

2r + 8 
a = , 

r(r + 8) 
(r + 8)2 

f30 = (2r + 8)8' 

(4.15) 

r2 

fJl = (2r + 8 )8 ' ( 4.16) 

where r = tn+1 - tn and 8 = tn - tn- 1 are the sizes of the current and previous 

time steps. 

The local error at the new time is estimated by comparing the solution, Un+1, 

with a predicted solution. We used a linear predictor to get an estimate of the 

solution at the next time-step, 

( 4.17) 

The coefficients are /0 = (r + 8) / 8 and /1 = r / 8 which for a fixed time step of size 

h reduce to the familiar values, /0 = 2 and /1 = 1. The absolute error· between 
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the predictor and the corrected solution is measured by taking the scaled norm of 

the difference, 

In this case, II . II represents the norm 

IIUII = (~x~y L: lUii\2)1/2 , 
ii 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

where ~x and ~y are the grid spacings in the x and y directions. The relative 

error is found by scaling with the solution size, 

(4.20) 

The method for selecting a new time step is based on practical experiences 

developing ODE codes [110]. It is not difficult to estimate time step needed to keep 

the error per unit step under a given tolerance. The difficulty arises in keeping the 

time step from oscillating or varying radically over short times. The first step is to 

make an estimate for the new step size necessary to keep the error under a given 

tolerance. This new time step is then limited depending on its size and whether 

the previous time step was successful or not. Since the predictor, U;H' has a 

leading error of O(~t2) and the leading order of the corrector, UnH , is O(~t3), 

the relative error, RnH is proportional to ~t2. Given an error tolerance per unit 

time step, e, we chose the next time step conservatively and require the relative 

error 1/2 of the desired input error tolerance 

(4.21 ) 

The suggested ration of the time step change, (J" = ~tnew/ ~told, is then restricted 

to be within a range of values. 

If Rn+l < e, the solution passes the error test, is accepted, and new time step 

is chosen. If (J" > 1 we can increase the time step. We do so only if (J" > 2, and 
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then set tltnew = 2tltold. If u < 1 the time-step must be decreased. We decrease 

the time step only if u < .9 and not by more than a factor of 1/2. 

If R > c, the solution fails the error test, a smaller time step is chosen, and the 

step is retaken. The step size is reduced the factor max(O.9u, 1/4). If the solution 

failed because either the nonlinear solver or the linear solver failed to converge 

then the time step is reduced by 1/4 and the step retaken. 

4.3 Solution of the Nonlinear System 

When using the implicit time integration method, on each time step we must 

solve the nonlinear system of equations 

(4.22) 

where Gn represents the known right hand side of Eqn. (4.15) and U = Un+!. The 

n + 1 subscripts will be dropped in this section to avoid notational clutter. We 

seek an iterative solution to this equation by linearizing F(U) and using Newton's 

method. With the iteration parameter k the linearization is 

Substituting the linearization in (4.22) we have the iteration scheme 

Uk+! - a [F(Uk) + :~(Uk)(Uk+! - Uk)] = Un. 

Rearranging terms and subtracting Uk from each side we get 

[I -a :~(Uk)] (Uk+! - Uk) = Un + aF(Uk) - Uk, 

where I represents the identity matrix. If we let 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 
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and define 

(4.27) 

we are left with the linear system of equations, 

(4.28) 

to be solved on each iteration. The residual vector, 

(4.29) 

is the right hand side of Eqn. (4.25). We iterate on k until the norm of the residual, 

II rk II, is smaller than some given relative error tolerance. 

In practice a modified Newton iteration was used. Since the evaluation of 

the Jacobian, Jk = ~~(Uk), can be computationally expensive we instead fix 

Jk = JO. Obviously if the solution makes large changes during the iteration this 

approximation will be bad and the iteration may fail to converge. Whenever two 

or more iterations are taken we estimate the convergence rate [111], 

(4.30) 

If p > 0.9 or more than M AX IT ER iterations have been taken, the iteration is 

considered to have failed, the time-step is reduced by 1/4, and a new step is taken. 

Typically the maximum number of iterations allowed was 4. 

The steps to implement this method are as follows: 

• Step 1: Select an initial guess for Uk=o. We use the linear predictor 

(Eqn. (4.17» and set UO = UP 

• Step 2: Evaluate J = ~~(UO) 

• Step 3: Evaluate the function F(Uk
) 

• Step 4: Compute the residual rk = Un + aF(Uk
) - Uk 
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• Step 5: Check if IIrkll < Cn' If true the iteration is converged. 

• Step 7: Update the solution, Uk+1 = Uk + ek+1 

. . _ (IIUk+1_Uk ll)1/k • Step 8. EstImate the convergence rate, p - IIU1 -UOII . 

• Step 9: If k > MAX IT ER or p > 0.9 the iteration fails. If not set k = k + 1, 

and go to Step 3 

The error tolerance for the residual was chosen as Cn = C /3. The reasons for 

choosing the factor 1/3 are deep and mysterious [111, 112]. Since the iteration is 

terminated based on the norm of the residual and not the solution difference, ek+1 , 

this factor gives an extra margin to ensure that the integrator error estimates are 

not polluted by the iteration error. 

For the most efficient code a specialized solver for the linear system, 

( 4.31) 

would need to be coded, but we solved it instead by an iterative method contained 

in the software package NSPCG [113]. The package contains a variety precondi

tioners and acceleration methods and allows for storage of sparse matrices. Based 

on experiments with many different methods we finally settled on using a incom

plete LU preconditioner with zero level fill-in [114] and the GMRES accelerator 

[115]. The GMRES algorithm is a particular implementation of a Krylov subspace 

solver for nonsymmetric matrices. 

The stopping condition for the linear iteration was modified from one contained 

in the package. This modification was needed because the NSPCG code is limited 

to making relative error estimates. Typically the stopping condition would be 

(4.32) 
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with ( the input error tolerance and Sk+l the residual of the linear system, 

(4.33) 

The problem is that we are solving for the difference of the solution, ek+1 = Uk+l -

Uk, and the right-hand-side of the linear system, rk+1, goes to zero. Since we are 

working in finite precision, when the solution is close to convergence, the error we 

are measuring using this test is mostly due to roundoff. The code was modified to 

measure the relative error with respect to the solution size Uk, by the test 

(4.34) 

where we chose ( = en/IOO, and limited the number if iterations to a maximum of 

20. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this dissertation we have investigated pattern formation in reaction-diffusion 

systems. We used a simple and well known model to explore different pattern be

haviors in one and two dimensions. The approach we took is different than many 

earlier studies; we focused our analysis on isolated front structures as the basic 

building blocks of more complex patterns. We found that the number of front 

solutions depends on the system parameters: at the NIB bifurcation a single sta

tionary Ising front becomes unstable to a pair of counterpropagating Bloch fronts. 

This multiplicity of fronts allows the formation of traveling patterns. Near the 

NIB bifurcation the front speed has a multi valued dependence on system pertur

bations. Perturbations, such as curvature or an external convective field, may 

induce transitions that reverse the direction of propagating front segments and 

nucleate spiral-vortex pairs. The nucleation events drive the formation of complex 

patterns such as spot-splitting and spiral turbulence. The speed vs. curvature rela

tion also shows where planar fronts are unstable and grow to form two-dimensional 

labyrinthine patterns. 

The results in this dissertation are derived for the case of bistable reaction 

kinetics. Far from equilibrium both Hopf-Turing and excitable systems may show 

the same behavior. In those cases the system has only one uniform steady state 

and cannot support isolated fronts. But, far from equilibrium, sharp fronts occur 

as parts of larger domain structures. These fronts, although not isolated, may also 

be influenced by the NIB bifurcation. In particular, there may be transitions from 

stationary patterns far from onset of the Turing instability; on approach to the 

NIB bifurcation the domains first become unstable to oscillations and then form 

traveling patterns. Kness et aI. have studied the bifurcation structure of traveling 

waves in for the case of f ~ 1 and 8 = 0 while varying the reaction kinetics 
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bewtween exitable and bistable scenarios [116]. 

The NIB bifurcation for the model equations was derived using asymptotic 

methods and verified numerically in the € - b plane. At the NIB bifurcation the 

coexistence of front solutions is responsible for the formation of traveling patterns. 

In the Ising regime there are only single front structures that combine to form, in 

one dimension, either stationary or oscillating domains but never traveling pulses. 

If b is small, fronts propagating in opposite directions annihilate each other and 

the system goes to the uniform up or down state. Beyond the NIB bifurcation, 

in the Bloch regime, the multiple fronts combine as a front and a back to form 

traveling domains. Thus, the NIB front bifurcation indicates where persistent 

traveling patterns form. 

One-dimensional oscillating pulses in uniform systems occur in the Ising regime 

near the NIB bifurcation. This type of oscillation, or breathing motion, was first 

observed by Koga and Kuramoto in an infinite system [101]. Later Nishiura and 

Mimura performed an analytic study of oscillations in a finite medium [100]. They 

found oscillations persisted for parameters well beyond the onset of the breathing 

motion. We found instead that as we reduce € from the onset of the oscillations, 

the oscillation amplitude grows until the solution collapses to one of the uniform 

states. For single domain solutions oscillations never occurred beyond the NIB 

bifurcation. Oscillations in periodic patterns, however, may be stable in the Bloch 

regime and coexist with traveling waves [Paper B]. 

The labyrinthine patterns found in the Ising regime have also been studied 

by Petrich and Goldstein [117] using a nonlocal interface model. The model was 

derived for parameters far into the Ising regime where the reaction-diffusion equa

tions reduce to a gradient system. In that regime the equation for the boundary 

between domains of high and low chemical concentrations leads to a space-filling 

labyrinthine pattern. We expect the qualitative predictions of that model to hold 
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closer to the NIB bifurcation under two conditions: domain fusion, which changes 

the topology of the front curve, does not take place, and nongradient effects, such 

as front transitions, do not appear. It may be possible to modify the interface 

model to include nongradient effects. 

Spot splitting has been studied numerically by Pearson [31, 23] and analyt

ically, in one space dimension, by Reynolds et al. [32]. Lee and Swinney also 

found replicating pulses in one-dimensional simulations of their four variable FIS 

reaction model [24]. In that case, the parameters of the model were set so the 

reaction kinetics were monostable. No one-dimensional analog of spot splitting 

exists in the present model, at least for the parameter regime where splitting in 

two dimensions has been observed. The splitting studied in this dissertation is 

a purely two-dimensional effect where curvature and front interactions play key 

roles. We believe these factors also have important roles in the two-dimensional 

spot splitting simulations by Pearson. 

The breakup of spiral waves results from local front transitions that become 

feasible near the NIB bifurcation. The transitions can be induced by general 

perturbations, either extrinsic or intrinsic. In Section 3.6 and [87] we studied front 

transitions caused by the perturbation of external advective fields. This type of 

spiral breakup is seen in experiments with the Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction in a 

thin liquid layer. The target and spiral waves are destroyed by convective motion 

when the cover of the dish is removed [102, 103]. 

The transverse instability also can induce local front transitions by creating 

negatively curved front portions [Paper D]. The geometry of the negatively curved 

cusp-shaped regions encourages the growth of the inhibiting field and the nucle

ation of a vortex pair. Another important mechanism for nucleating vortices is 

the interaction of fronts. Front interactions act directly or indirectly (by flatten

ing curved fronts) to induce transitions. Other studies of spiral wave instabilities 
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have focused on the linear stability and bifurcations of uniformly rotating spiral 

waves [118, 119]. It would be interesting to investigate the relevance of the front 

transition mechanisms to those studies and recent studies of spiral turbulence in 

surface reactions [120] and in cardiac tissue models [121, 122, 123, 124, 125]. 

Many of the observations made here have also been found in the FIS reaction. 

These include labyrinthine patterns [22], spot splitting [23], and front transitions 

induced by front interactions [24]. Further comparative investigation should in

clude experimental testing for the existence of a NIB bifurcation, and examination 

of the experimental observations in relation to the location of the bifurcation. Mea

surements of the front velocity near the NIB bifurcations may show a multi valued 

speed vs. curvature relation. Current experimental studies are being performed to 

measure the front speed vs. curvature for isolated chemical spots [126]. 

We expect similar complex spatio-temporal patterns to be found in other sys

tems exhibiting NIB bifurcations. Periodically forced oscillatory systems [85] and 

liquid crystals subjected to rotating magnetic fields might be good candidates 

[127, 128]. 

Many open questions still remain. Numerical simulations have shown that 

front interactions may lead to front repulsion and oscillatory domains. For the 

oscillating domains in a uniform system [Paper B], a plot of the front speed vs. 

interfront spacing indicates a transition between the two branches of left and right 

propagating front solutions. An analysis of front interaction effects on front speeds 

may provide yet another example of a perturbation that produces a multivalued 

speed relation. In addition to further understanding the mechanism behind these 

oscillations, an analysis of the front interactions is necessary to fully describe the 

complex interactions in the spiral turbulent regimes. 

It may be possible to dynamically control patterns using appropriate pertur

bations near the NIB bifurcation. Since the speed vs. perturbation relation is 
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multi valued there, perturbations such as an external electric field, may cause reg

ular patterns to break. If the perturbation is sufficiently controlled it may provide 

a way to dynamically nucleate or annihilate spiral waves at specific locations in 

the system. 
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APPENDIX A Domain Walls in 
Nonequilibrium Systems and the Emergence of 

Persistent Patterns 
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Domain walls in nonequilibrium systems and the emergence of persistent patterns 

Ari:: Hagberg and Ehud Meron 
Ari:~na C4nte, fo, .'dath.matical Scienc~ and Program in Applied .J,{a:hematir::, Un;u.r:iry of Ari=Dr:a. 

Tur::on. dri=Dnt: aSi:!1 
CRc:civcd 15 March 19931 

Domain walls in equilibrium phase tnnsilions propasale in a preferrod dirc::ion sa IS 10 :::inimi:e the 
fre. energy of the syncm. As I resull, inilial spatiolc:nparal pallems ultimalely deay to",ard unifonn 
stalCS. The absence of I Ylriational principle far from equilibrium allows the coe:lislenc: of domain 
",&lIs prepagaling in any direction. A3. a consequence. ptr:i:WII pallems may energc. We study this 
me::::anism of pall= (onnation using a nonvanational cxtc.'1sion o( Landau's model (or =nd-order 
phase transitions. 

PACS numbcrlsl: 64.60.My. 42.65.Pe, 47.20.Ky. S2.20~'dj 

Se::ond-ord:r pitase transitions. such as in ferromag
nets or liquid-vapor systems. arc manifestations of spon
taneous symmetry brcaking oc::urring ncar the:-:nal equi
librium. The coexistence of broken symmetry states 
beyond the t:-ansition point gives rise to spatial patterns 
consisting ai ilor.::in walls or fronts separating regions of 
different pllase. Tne dynamies of domain walls ncar 
thermal equilibri::m is dic:ated by a variational principle. 
namely. :he r.:i::i:::i:::1tion oi the fre: ene~6:' As a ::onse
quenc=. initiai spatiote:::poral p:ltterns ultimately dc::ay 
toward the statio::ary homogeneous states oi lowest frc: 
energy. Prcm s:~.:eturcs arc ::ommonly obse:-ved in far
from-eq::iiioril:::: systems as well. Wails se?arating con
ductive anc convective states in binary mixtures [I]. ex
cited and re:ove:-y regions in autocatalytic c!lemical reac· 
tions [2]. or ai:::r:nt phase-locked states in parame~rical
Iy forced surfac: waves [3]. are a few examples. Unlike 
equilibriu::: syst:::-.s. however. no general variation prin
ciple, like lhe c:ini:nization of frc: energy. applies for sys
tems maintained i:lr irom equilibrium. The possible out
come, as e:::pitasi::d re::ently [.£-7]. is the sppC3ranc: of 
locaii::: str.:c:::res and. more gene:ally. persistent spa
tiotempo::ll ?3!!er-:1s. 

In this paper we iurthe: elaborate on patte::1 formation 
as a nonV3riational eifec:. We consider spatiotemporal 
patterns involving domain walls and show that multiplici
ty of stable front solutions may give rise to persistent pat
te::!5- As a model system we c!loose to study & nonvaria
tional Cl:tension oi the Landau-Ginzburg model for a sca
lar order panmeter. The extended system takes the form 
of coupled rellc:ion dilfusion equations that have bc::1 
studied exte:lSively in the coutext of chemical and biolog
ical patte:us [8-13]. Some of the results to be descn"bed 
here have already bC"".n obtained in that context before, 
panicularly by Rinzel and Terman [12}. We rederive 
these results and present them here in a way that best il
lustrates the differ:!!t point of view we put iorward in this 
paper. 

Consid:r a variational system whose f.ee enc.~y 
lLiapunov functional) is given by 

'J= !('Ulc.nH-6;1l1c;:: • (1) 

where 'Ulo.nl=-if/:I2+¢'/4+h6. 01.:.:1 is a scalar or-

der parameter. h is a constant bias field and the subscript 
;:: denotes the spatial partial derivative. For h values in 
the ranse - 21t3VJ) < h < 2/(30/3) the free-cne:gy den
sity. 'll. has a double·well for::'!. The two wells corre
spond to stationary homogeneous states, characte:i:ed by 
order·parame~e: values 6_lh) :lnd o_lhl that solve the 
cubic equation ¢'-.p+h=O. Tile relaxation toward any 
of these stationary statcs is governed by the equation 
if/,=-o:rloci. or 

¢,=/Co.h)+f{J;u. !It/l.hl=i:-ol-h . 121 

F:ont solutions. 6=c1IX) where x=.: -~:, of 121 [14] 
propagate in a preferred direction dictated by the :ninim
ization of 'J. The spe::d of a irom connecting ¢_Ih) at 
x= - a: to o_lhl at X=::a is given by 

(3) 

where 0:11:)=1/ f~ .. t/l·lhl:dX is positive [111. For nega
tive h values. 'lit cL ) > 'UI 6 _I and the iront moves in the 
positive % direction (c > 01 so as to increase tllat part of 
the system having lower energy. When h is positive the 
front propagates toward negative.: values (c < 01. Notice 
that 121 remains invariant under the transiormation 
;::--.:. Thus. in addition to a front connecting if/_Ihl 
to ,p_Ih 1 and propagating, say. at positive speed c. there 
exists a symmetric front connc:::ing ,p_Ihl to ';.Ihl and 
propagating st a negative speed -c. In the following. we 
refer to these symmetric solutions as representing the 
same type of fraut solution. 

Imagine now that h is not constant but. instead. a 
second field iI =h(;;.:) coupled to ¢=.p(.:.rl. A variety 
of physical. chemical. and biological systems fall in that 
category. Bistable optical syst=s [IS]. crystal growth 
[16J. autocatalytic chemical reactions [2.8]. and 
pred3tor·prey systems [17} arc a few Cl:ampics. For the 
present purposes it is sufficic.'l: to consider the simplest 
case whcre h (.:.:1 is a ditrusive lield that responds linear
ly to changes in the order parameter ';1;::.:1. More 
Spc::i5C31ly we assume the form [8] 

h,=!g(¢.h)+ohu • g(';.hl=.p-ao-cz1h • (4) 

where! > a is the ratio, l' ./1' ~. betwec.'l the time sC31es as-

1063-65IX1'J3/4St::lIiOSI41/S06.00 ~ 705 ® 1993 The Amc.-ican Physical SocielY 
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sociated with the tWO fields .p and h. 5= D. ID. is the 1'3-

tio of dilfusion constants. and the coefficient a 1 is posi
tive. The combined system (21 and (4) (denoted hereafter 
by (2+4)J is no longer variational. Yet. it resembles the 
original system (21 in having. for a proper choice of ao 
and a I. three stationary homogeneous solutions of which 
two are stable. Tne stable solutions correspond to the in
te.-:sc=:tion points of the nullcline g (.p.h )=0 with the 
branches 9=1#:(hl and denoted here by (¢=.h=) (sc: 
Fig. 1). Unlike the variational system, however. the two 
stable states can be connected by more than one type of 
front solution when E is sufficiently small [10-13J. Prc
paring the system at the lower state (9_.h _) and per
turbing it locally so as to induce a transition to the upper 
branch ¢"9.(hl yields a front propagating to the right: 
(¢(Xl.h (Xll-(Q:.h= I as X-:;: ca. 0>0. If. on the oth
er hand. the initial state is the upper one. (¢ •• h .1. a per
turbation that induces a tl'3nsition to the lower bl'3Dch 

, ¢=¢_(hl yields a front connecting the same asymptotic 
statcs but propagating to the left: 
(Q(Xl.h(Xll-(Q:.h:l as X-:;::"" 0<0. The two 
fronts are not related by tile symr:::tty .x - -.x and. 
therefore. represent two different types of front solutions. 

The multiplicity of front solutions and the symmetry 

h 
(::1 

: 0.4 

I 
; / 

(~ •. I:..) 

\ 

1.5 
¢ 

-1.5 \ i 
i , . 
\ 

\ 
(<> •• 1:..) . 

.-../ 
\ 
i 

\ 
(bl 

h 

-1.5 

FIG. 1. P~e portraits o( (ronl solutions conne:::ing the 
(o;I •• h.) Stale &tX a -", to the (6 •• n.) State 3tX-ca. The 
light colored curves arc the nullclincs [=0 and ,.00 and the 
dark colored c ...... es are the numericl1y computed trajectories. 
The computalio::al parameters arc (al f= 1.0. 6=0. Q, =2.0. 
ao -0; (b) ("'0.::.6=0. Q, -2.0. Qo :10. 

% - -.x of (21 imply that along with a fronl that ttans
fonns the lower state (Q • • iI. I to the upper state 
(¢ .... h _ I. there wsts anothe: front (hccsfter "back"l 
propag:lting in the s.amr dirtc:ian that transforms the 
upper state back to the lower or.e. A combination of thc 
two may yield a pe:sistent localiz:d Strllc:ure, provided 
there ~Sts & me.::aanism which binds the back to the 
front. 

To study the emergence of sucll a struc:ure we consid
er the small! regime. E« I. and &S$ume a nondiifusive h 
field. or 0=0 (allowing dilfusion of it will not dect the 
results qualitatively as long as 5 ~ not too largel. We 
then distinguish betwe:n front &lid back regions where h 
barely changes, and outer regiot15 where ~ can be elim
inated adiahatiClLlly. ~=¢=(hl [8-10). Imagine now a 
front transfonning the down Itste (~_.h_l into the 
upper one (Q •• h.) and propagating to the right. The 
front soe:d is dete.r:nined by the loa! value of iI: 
o -J:(h:'I>O. A back thaI follows the front <SO·as to 
form a singie up·state domainl will be alfc=:ted by the field 
h (Xl that develops behind the f:ont. This field. as we will 
show below. provides the binding fore: the front aer-.5 
on the back. In order to fu:d that field we insert 
9=';_(hl in (41 to obtain a closed equation for iI. and use 
the boundary conditions h(X?)=iI. and h(Xl-n_ as 
x- - <=, wne:e X? denotes th: front position in a frac: 
moving at spe:d c. Solving for i: we nnd 

. ''':-:1: . . < 0 (5·1 h(Xl::(h_-,,_lr -:-/1_. X-XI' 

wher:~l::=2(=I-aol/(1+2a!) and K=(a\':"+l/c. In 
deriving (5) we used the iinc:1r approximation 
¢.(hl= =1-n!2 valid for smail1i11. 

• For an up·state domain to become lL localized struc:ure 
of fixed size. the back speed shouid be equal to the front 
speed o. We thus requireJ:(hg)= -e. whce hg=h(Xg) is 
the local value of h at the back. This relation determines 
h~. Note that hg must be positive. whceas iI_. the value 
of hat thefront. is negative. Insedng h =ng and X=xg 
in (S) we n.'1d for the size of the ioc.a1i.tcd structure 

• .0 • .0 1 [h.-h_j 'A.=.l.I-.l.b=-1n --- • 
b (IC h.-it~ 

(61 

A=rding to (61. a localized stru=:urc of fixed size exists 
for h.,. > hg (for h ... <hg the front speed is largc than the 
haclc. ~ and the up-sute do:::ain apands indefinitely). 
We will now show that this s:.-ucture is also suble to 
translational perturbatiotl5. To this Cld we represe.'1t the 
back in the form 

¢~(;:.:)=¢~(X-X.I+E';~(X-Xb.Erl • 

where X.=.t.+Xb(al is the actual bac\: position. snd 
write the levc\ of h at the back as 
h.=h(Xbl=hg+£h;(al. Using these forms in (21. as-
suming it is constant across the =ack. we find . 

• dQo 
a~ .... I':"ea .... \.:..(l_~.J.o-) ... : =ill-f-lv __ b (il 
r~· rio· ~g. W; • ...b dX • 

where the dOl over Xb denotes di~:re.'1tiation with respect 
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to f. Solvability of (71 requires the right·hane side of that 
equation to be orthogonal to (do~/dXlexp(ex). Tnis 
leads to 

(81 

where {J is a positive constant. Using (SI to evaluale 
hb =h!Xb I and cOI'.sequently eh~ we find from (81 

(9) 

The Iincari::3lion of (91 about ib =0 gives the equation 

Xb =-flC{J(n_ -h~lib. Sine: ,,>0. we conclude that for 
e« 1. & stable localized st:ucture is for:ne:d whenever 
h .. >hg. 

We: consider now the other cxtreme. eo»~ 1. Adiabatic 
eiimination of II reduces (2 +4) to the variational equa
tion 

(10) 

with h =olal-co/cl' where we assumed that S «E. 
Equation (101 is equivalent to (21 ane. ccnseque:lIly. has 
only one type of front solution conne:::ing the two states 
(¢:.n: I. When Co =0 the system (2.,...41 has an odc sym
metry sbout (o.h)=(O.Ol. The two states (o_.h_) arc 
equally staci: anc the front that conn::::s :h:::I is station
ary. Wh::: 5=0 it be::omes an exac: solution oi (2-"-41 
that exists for all Ii values. Figure Ha) shows a phase por
trait of this front solution in the (e.i: 1 plane. It amounts 
to s straight diagonal line. it = a;-I~. conne:::ins the two 
stlUes. We re:all that for e« 1 Eas. (2 + 41 acmit two 
types of propagating solutions. One inay there:o:-: expe::t 
to find a biiurc:lIicr. from a single to multipie ircnt solu
tions as f is decreased [12]. 

To stuey this bifurcation we consider the symme:ric 
mode! (ao =0) with a nonciiifusive ir fi:ld and write :1 

propagating front solution. ¢=<P1 (:1! -et). it =it;:(:1! -etl. 
as a power se:ies in e 

0, =0, +CQ: +c:,.;:+ ..•• 

h,=h,+chl+::i::+··· • 
(lI1 

where (0,. h,=C,lo,) is the stationary front solution. 
Expanding £ as well. £=I:"O+CEI +C:E:+ •••• and using 
these: cxplnsions in (2+41 (with co=c5=O) we: find solva
bility conditions, one: at each ord=:. Ihat determine: the 
coefficients to> t I' • ••• Clrrying out this' perturbation 
scheme to third oreer in e we find Eo =c I:' t I =0. and 
E: < o. These: results imply I supercritical pitchfork bifur
cation oc..-umng at e, =£o=a ;-1. Ncar the bifurc:r.tion 
the front spe::l scales like c-(t,-t)I.fl. Numerical 
studies on (2 + 4) confirtn these results. A numerically 
computed bifurcstion diagram for the symmetric case 
ao =0 is shown in Fig. 2(a). 

The IC3ding-order corr::::ions in (11) take the form 
411 =0. hI =¢;. Using these forms in (1!) We see that Ihe 
dili"erc:nc: belwe:n the stationary and Ihe counterpro
pagating soiutions close to the bifurcation point is that in 
the latter the field it is trans/aud to the right or to the left 
by an amount ;lroportion:1i to c. This tr:lnslalion brC3ks 
the odd sYl:mctry of the stationary solution and gives 

rise to phase: por-_-aits deviating from the: diagonal. 
h =a l l¢. as shown in Fig. ICb). The spe::l c can be 
directly related to this deviation by using U II: 

(12) 

where c, = II I :.10; fiX is positive. Thus a front con
necting (0 _.n _I at x= - '" to (4I_.h _) at X'" '" propa
gatcs to the: right (e > 01 when the deviation from the di
agonal is negative: (~< 0) and to the left when the devia
tion is positive (t/I > 01. As before. we refer to the latter 
case: as dcs...-:ioing a back. 

A signific:mt disrinc:ioD between the stationary front 
solution 0=0,. h =a;-I;. (in the symmetric modell and 
the two propagating solutions t{I .. ~ •• n =a;-I¢:=ct{I; 
that bifurcate at f-e. can be made by looking at the: 
phase: e"u::an(h 101. Across the stationary front the 
phase rc:nains COtlStant evcrywhc:rc: cxc:;tt for the core 
where it suli"::-s & jump of 'IT as the fields; and h vanish 
and chang: sign. Across a propagating front. on the oth
e:r hand. the phase: smoothly roUtcs by rr keeping the 
modulus (0:';'11 :)11: lIO=. Similar types of walls have: 
bc:n found in the context of anisotropic fc:rromagne::s 
(18] anc!. re:::llly. in & nODvariational model dc:sc:icing a 
periodically forc::! osc'Jlating medium (19] (se: also Refs. 
[20.21]). They are referred to IS Ising walls when the 
phase is singuiar In:! as Bloch wails whe:1 :he: phase re
tatcs sr::oothiy. 

Cj 
1 J •• .-. 

€ 
.~ 

€ 

-1 

FIO.:" Biruralion diagrams of franl solutions. The daIS .re 
dala poinu re"res.nuns the speed of the dift".rent IYPes of slab I. 
fronl solutions that oxisl for each value of ... (al Th. symmetric 
cue (a. =01. (bl T.oe nor.3}'llUlleuic: c:uc: (a. -0.11. 
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The symmetric model is nongc:teric unless the relevant 
physics diC'.3tes an odd symmetry. Unfolding the sym
metric case by allowing non=o values of ao yields a bi
furcation diagram as shown in Fig. 2(b). In that case, 
front multiplicity arises by a saddle node bifurcation 
occurring at iniao) < Eo' For small ao we find the scaling 
behavior, Eo -~SN-laQllll. 

In the unall E regime we could show, using leading
order singular perturbation analysis, that front mUltipli
city gives rise to persistent patterns. We postpone the 
analogous analysis for higher E values to a subsequent 
study and present here, instead, results of dire:! numeri
cal integration of 12+4) (with 0=0). Our observations 
are summarized in a phase diagram shown in Fig. 3 (see 
also Fig. 6 oi Ref. [ll)). To the right of the solid curve 
f""fsN(aol only one type of front solution exists and. as 
we expec:, initial pattems decay toward a uniiorm State. 
We note that along the line ao =0 the de:ay can be ex
tremely slow and unnoticeable in practical situations (22J. 
As we c:oss the solid curve by dc:~=ing E beiow ~sN(aol 
front mul:iplicity arises. For some .ange of f initial pat
terns still decay toward a uniior::: state. P:.sis:e."lt pat
tems, in the form oi stable solitary and periodic traveiing 
waves, appe3r below 3 second critical value oi f, th3.t is, 
in the regicn to the left of the dashed curve. 

We bave presented here a rnechanisrn oipatle:-:: form3.
tion in systems undergoing a biiur:ation froc: Ising to 
Bloch-type fronts. A key ingredient in this mc:hanism is 
the coexistence of stable, counte~ropagatins front solu
tions connecting the same asymptotic states as ixi - co. 
Coe:listence of such fronts cannot occur in variational 
systems having free energies. lae me:hanisc: can be test
ed in bistable chcmlc:u rClctions (2]. 
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Abstr:lct. Domain p:uterns in reaction-diffusion systems often comain twO spatial scales: a 
long scale dctemtined by a typical domain size. and a short sca1e pertaining to front structures 
separating different domains. Such patterns nammlly develop in bistable and excitable sl'stem.~. 
but may also appe:r fur beyond Hopf and Turing bifurcations. The globa1 behaviour oi domain 
patte:ns strongl, depends on the fronts' inner structures. In this paper we study a symmetry 
bre::king front blfurc:tion expected to occur in :l wide dass of reaction-diffusion ,;ystems. and 
the diecL~ it has on pattern formation md pattern dynamics. W<!. e:ttend previous works on this 
type of front biiurc:tion md clarify the :el:ltions among them. We show that the a!lpe:u-:mce oi 
front multiplicity beyond the bifurc:uion point allows the formation of per.oistent patterns rather 
thm tmnsient ones. In a different parameter regime. we find th:u the front biiurc::cion outlines 
a tr:msition from oscillating (or breathing) patterns :0 tmveliing ones. Near a boundary we lind 
that fronL~ beyond the bifurc:uion em renect. while those below it dlher bind to the boundary 
or disappear. 

PACS numbers: 0570 • .loi20. 6460. 8820 

1. Introduction 

Pattern formation out of <!quilibrium can often be attributed to the coupling of diffusion with 
local nonlinear dynamics [TyK88. Ke090. Mer92. CrH93]. These processes are explicit in 
reaction-diffusion systems such as chemical reactions or electrical activation of biological 
membranes. and implicit in systems whose large scale behaviour is governed by dissipative 
amplitude equations such as lasers [CGR89]. The coupling of nonlinearity and diffusion 
is most beautifully realized in two chemical systems; the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) 
reaction. where a variety of travelling patterns have been observed [FiB85. Mer92], and the 
Chlorite-Iodide-Malonic-Acid (CThlIA) reaction. where stationary, travelling, and turbulent 
patterns have been found [CDB90. OuS91, LKE92]. Reaction-diffusion systems c:m be 
divided into three main categories: excitable. bistable and Hopf-Turing systems. Patterns 
in excitable and bistable systems normally involve front structures separating domains of 
different uniform or quasi-uniform states. They coexist with one or two stable uniform 
states and thus need to be triggered by specific choices of initial conditions. A Hopf-Turing 
system. on the other hand. gives rise to patterns through the destabilization of a uniform 
stationary state in a Hopf or a Turing bifurcation [Tur52. Mur89). Close to onset. smooth 
oscillatory or stationary patterns usually appear. However. as the system is driven away 

(J<)~i·-715iq.!:O~OS05+31SI<l50 'S: 1994 lOP Publishing Ltd:md L:'-IIS Publishing Ltd 805 
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from onset. short scale structures. in the form of boundary layers or fronts. may develop. 
In this regime. the patterns that emerge resemble those in excitable and bistable systems. 

In this paper we study one-dimensional patterns in reaction-diffusion systems consisting 
of fronts separating different domains_ Our primary concern here is with the effects front 
bifurcations may have on the dynamics of fronts and on the patterns they form. Most of 
our analysis will focus on bistable systems; however. many of the results to be derived also 
apply to excitable systems. and to Hopf-Turing systems far beyond onset. A brief account 
of part of this work was reported earlier [HaM931. 

We shall consider a specific reaction-diffusion model that exhibits the same variety 
of patterns that have been observed in both the BZ and CIMA reactions. It shares many 
gross features with models of the BZ reaction [FiB851 and the Lengyel-Epstein model of the 
CrMA reaction [LeE921. but is more amenable to analysis. The model consists of two scalar 
fields. u(x. t) and u(.t. t) and contains four parameters: the ratio. E = Tu/T •• between the 
timescales associated with the two fields. the ratio • .s = Du/ Du, between the two diffusion 
constants. and two parameters. al > 0 and £10. characterizing the local reaction dynamics. 
The model reads 

II, = U - 11
3 

- u + U.r .r 

u, = E(II - al u - £10) + .sun 

( 1.1a) 

( Lib) 

where the subscripts on II and u denote partial derivatives. Models of this type have 
extensively been studied in the context of excitable media where E « I. The form with 
Ii = 0 is known as the FitzHugh-Nagumo model of nerve conduction [Fit61. NAY62j. In 
the following we will refer to (1.1) as the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model for Ii := 0 as 
well. 

The stationary homogeneous states of (1.1) are determined by the intersection points of 
the two nullclines u = II _1/3 and u = (II - ao)/al. Three basic cases. corresponding to the 
three types of reaction-diffusion systems mentioned above. can be distinguished as figure I 
illustrates. (i) The nuilclines intersect at a single point lying on one of the outer branches 
of the cubic nullcline u = II - 11 3• (ii) The nuilclines intersect at a single point lying on 
the middle branch of the cubic nuilcline. (iii) The nuilclines intersect at three points each 
lying on a different branch of the cubic nuildine. Note that these intersection points. and 
consequently the stationary homogeneous S£:ltes of (1.1). are independent of the parameters 

0,4. 

~ 0.0 

-0.4-

0,4. 

0.0 

-0.4 
~--~--------~ 

-1.0 0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 

U U U 

Case (i) Case (ii) Case (iii) 

Figure 1. Three b:lsic c:lses for the nullcline.~ of the model system (1.1). C:!.~e (i): the nullclines 
intersect :It :I single point on :In outer br:lnch of the cubic null cline. C.lse (ii): the nullclines 
intersect :It :I single point on the middle br:lnch of the cubic nullcline. C:1.~e (iii): the nullcline.~ 
intersect :It three point~ c:lch on :I different br:lnch of the cubie nullcline. 
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Ii and 8. These parameters. however. do affect the stability of the stationary homogeneous 
states. and will serve in the following as bifurcation parameters. They also have physical 
meanings that do not depend on the details of the FHN model. Thus. with appropriate 
choices of Ii and 8. case (i) can describe an e:tcitable medium. case (ii) a medium undergoing 
either an Hopf or a Turing bifurcation. and case (iii) a bistable medium. Note also that 
when ao = 0, equations (1.1) have an odd symmetry (u. II) -.. (-II. -II). Analysing the 
symmetric system will help us identifying symmetry breaking bifurcations and multiplicity 
of stable front solutions. Finally. a few words about notations. The solutions u(x. t) and 
v(.1:. t) of (1.1) obviously depend on the four parameters. Go. a" Ii, and 8. but we will avoid 
displaying this dependence unless we specifically wish to address it. In that case we will 
display only the parameter(s) under consideration (see for example (3.25». The same rule 
holds for critical values of Ii or 8 at which bifurcations occur (see (3.33». 

We begin in section 2 by first identifying Hopf and Turing bifurcations for case (ii). We 
then use singular perturbation considerations to argue that far beyond these instabilities 
front structures can develop. and that these structures coincide. to leading order. with 
the single front solutions of case (iii). This will allow. later on. extending some of the 
conclusions we draw for bistable systems to Hopf-Turing systems driven far beyond onset. 
In section 3 we proceed to case (iii) or bistable systems and study a symmetry breaking 
front bifurcation that gives rise to front multiplicity. This bifurcation is closely related 
to chiral symmetry breaking in magnetic domain walls [L:u'ii9] and in front structures 
Jrising in forced oscillatory systems [CLH90J. Indeed. some of the results to be derived 
here apply to these systems as well. The appearance of front multiplicity has dr:lIl1atic 
effects on the behaviour of patterns. For 8 sufficiently small it allows for the fonnation of 
persistent patterns (stable travelling waves) rather than transient ones. whereas for 8 large 
enough it is responsible for transitions from oscillating or stationary domains to travelling 
ones. Another consequence of the coexistence of multiple fronts is the possible reflection of 
travelling fronts at boundaries. We study these effects in section 4. In section 5 we describe 
the numerical procedures we have used in our simulations. We conclude in section 6 with 
a brief summary and a discussion of new problems motivated by the present work. 

2. The development of fronts far beyond onset 

The FHN model. like a number of other reaction-diffusion models [RoM92J. may undergo 
both Turing and Hopf bifurcations. Figure 2 shows the patterns that develop near and far 
from the onset of these instabilities. The appearance of patterns involving two spatial scales 
far beyond onset can be understood using singular perturbation theory as we now show. 

For the sake of simplicity, consider the symmetric FHN model. that is (1.1) with aD = O. 
and assume further that 0 < al < 1. These parameter settings imply case (ii) (see figure 1). 
The stationary homogeneous state. (u. II) = (0.0). loses stability in a Turing bifurcation 
when 

and (2.1) 

where 

1.1. = E/8 . 

For J.I. -I > J.I.; 1 the stationary homogeneous state becomes unstable to perturbations of finite 
wavenumbers. The same state loses stability in a Hopf bifurcation when 

(2.2) 
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Figure Z. Patterns oe:lJ' :100.1 far from onset show the de':eloprnent of [wo spatial scales: (al 
station:uy periodic p:utern ne:lJ' onset of the Turing inst:Lbility; (b) st:uion:uy periodic p:lt1em f:lr 
from onset of the Turing insl:1bility: (c) tr.lvelling p:utem ne:lJ' the Hopfbifurc:uion: (d) tr:lvelling 
pattern far from the HopI" biful'C:l!ion. In all the ligures the full curve is the u field and the 
broken curve is the II field, 

For E < EH it becomes unstable to uniform perrurbations. 
Far beyond the Turing bifurcation JL = E/8 « I. Introducing a rescaled space coordinate 

: = .Jiix. we find that stationary solutions of (1.1) should satisfy 

JLU:: + u - u - u3 = 0 

v:: + u - at U = 0, 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

In all regions where U varies on the same scale as v we can neglect the second derivative 
term in (2.3a) and solve the remaining cubic equation for u in terms of v. There are 
three solution branches of which the outer two, u = u_(u) and u = u+(v), represent, 
respectively, low and high u values. In the following we will call regions of high and low 
It values up state and down state domains, respectively. Using u±(v) in (2.3b) we obtain 
closed equations for u in the up and down state domains. There also might be regions where 
the second derivative term in (2.3a) balances the remaining terms. In these regions U varies 
on a scale of order .Jii which is much shorter than the scale of order unity over which 
v varies. Such boundary layers arise when nearby regions converge to different branches 
II=(V) (because of appropriate initial conditions). Stretching back the space coordinate we 
find to leading order: 

lI.u: + u - u - u3 = 0 V;cz=O. (2.4) 
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These equations have two symmetric fronc solutions 

v=o U = = tanh(x/h) . (2.5) 

To construct approximate solutions representing periodic arrays of front structures as in 
figure 2(b). we solve the closed equations for v in the up and down state domains. 
Vz: + u:::(v) - at v = O. and match the solutions and their first derivatives at the front 
regions. For short wavelength patterns we may simplify the equations for v by linearizing 
u=(v) around v = 0: u=(v) ~ =1 - v/2. Carrying out this calculation we find a band of 
periodic stationary solutions with up and down state domains of equal size. a consequence 
of the odd symmetry of the model when ao = O. For more details about this type of 
calculation the reader is referred to [DKT8S. KeL89. Mer92] as well as to appendix B. 
where the size of a single domain structure in an asymmetric bistable system is calculated. 

Similar considerations apply to the Hopf bifurcation case. Far beyond that bifurcation 
E «EH. or E « 1 if we choose at ..... 0(1). Travelling wave solutions of (1.1) satisry 

E!I" + ECou, + U - v - u3 = 0 

av" + cov, + u - at v = 0 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

where.:; := .jE(:c - Cl) and C = Col'../€ is the travelling wave speed. This choice of C is 
appropriate for short wavelength patterns [DKT88]. bur other choices may work as well 
[Fit'S5]. As before. we distinguish between domains where both II and v vary on a scale 
of order unity. and fronts where u varies on a scale much shorter than that of v. this time 
of order.,fE. For domains we find again the relations. u = 11::(V). and obtain the closed 
equations for v: SUe; + eo II, +1l:::(V) -atV = O. To study the fronts we stretch the moving 
coordinate frame. X = ~ / .jE = :c - ct. and find the leading order equations 

u;cx + CII;C + u - v - u
3 =0 8vxx + cV;c = O. (2.7) 

These equations have the front solution 

v = Vr (2.8) 

where q = [1l+(V() - 1I_(vr)]/ J2 and IIf is the (approximately) constant value of v across 
the front. A symmetric front solution is obtained from (2.S) by the transformation:c -- -:c. 
Periodic travelling solutions as appear in figure 2(d) can be constrUcted as before. 

Note that the singular perturbation analysis sketched above does not depend on the 
parameter at in any way that would affect the qualitative results (at least for patterns whose 
wavelengths are sufficiently short). In fact, for the particular model considered here. the 
front structures are strictly independent of at (see (2.5). (2.S». We therefore expect to find 
similar patterns in bistable systems for which at > 1. 

3. A front bifurcation 

Despite the vast literature on FHN-type models very few studies addressed other than small 
E values. The significance of broadening the range of E is that there exists a critical value Ec 

at which a front bifurcation occurs. This bifurcation has important implications on pattern 
formation as we will see in sections 4 and 5. Rinzel and Terman [RiTS2]. who studied the 
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Fa.'l' model with 0 = O. were the first to observe the cre:l[ion of fronts at a critical e value. 
More recently, Ikeda el al [RvIN89] analysed the regime o/e » I, and found a pitchfork 
front bifurcation. In this section we extend these results in a number of ways. First. we 
study the FHN model with ii = 0 and obtain explicit forms for the front solutions and tor 
the bifurcation diagram in the vicinity of the bifurcation point. Then we consider non-zero 
o values and evaluate a bifurc:ltion line, ii = iic(e), in the e-a plane. Finally, we connect 
these results to a recent work by Coullet et al [CLH90] where a non-equilibrium analogue 
of the transition from Ising to Bloch walls in ferro magnets with weak anisotropy [LaN791 
has been found. This relation gives a broader perspective to the body of works on patterns 
in Fa.'l' type models. Before embarking on the front bifurcation analysis we discuss a few 
limiting cases of (1.1) which motivate some aspects we wish to emphasize later on. 

3.1. The variational case: e = 0 

The simplest frOnt structures appearing in dissipative systems are those involving a single 
scalar field. One example. known in the context of equilibrium phase transitions, is the time
dependent Ginzburg-Landau (IDOL) model obtained from (1.1) by either setting e = 0, or 
regarding u to be a constant parameter: 

(3.l) 

This equation has the variational form 

u, = -8F/8u (3.2) 

whe:-e F is a Lyapunov functional given by 

;: = f [£(u. u) + u~/2]d:c (3.3) 

In the terminology of equilibrium phase transitions. u is an order parameter. 1I is an external 
field. and;: is a free energy. For 1I values in the range -2/(3../3) < 1I < 2/(3,;3) 
the free energy density. £. has double-well forms as shown in figure 3. The two wells 
correspond to the stationary homogeneous states. 1I_(1I) and u.;.(u), that solve the cubic 
equation u3 - u -:- 1I = O. 

v<o v=o v>o 

~o.o Wt W 
u_ 0.0 u. u. 0.0 u. u_ 0.0 u. 

U U U 

Figure J. Th~ free energy den~ity & (~ee (3.3)) for different value~ of u. 
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Front solutions of (3.1) (or domain walls separating different phases) propagate in a 
preferred direction dictated by the minimization of F. The speed of propagation_ c, is 
determined by the nonlinear eigenvalue problem 

u" + cu' + u - v - uJ = 0 

x -+- -00 

X-+- 00 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

where X = :c - ct. An expression for c can be obtained by multiplying (3.4a) by u' and 
integrating along the whole line. This yields 

(3.5) 

where et(v) = II J:: u'(v)2dX is positive. For v = 0 the two weIls of c are of equal depth 
and the front solution of (3.4) is stationary (c = 0). For negative u values. c(u_) > C(ll.;.) 
and the fronc moves in the positive :c direction (c > 0) so as to increase that part of the 
system having lower energy. When u is positive the front propagates toward negative :c 
values (c < 0). The explicit form of this front solution is given in (2.8). The symmetric 
solution is obtained by the transformation X ~ -X and c -+ -c. 

3.2. The regime IE » I 

We turn now to the full form of (l.l) with /5 = O. and study the case of bistability (iii) for 
large E. We denote the two stable, stationary homogeneous states by (ll:!:, u:!:). where the 
subscripts +( -) refer to high (low) u and v values (see figure I). and ask what types of 
fronts connect these two states. 

In the regime of large E. the field u varies on a time scale much shorter than that of u. 
at least initially. Stretching the time coordinate by the factor E. we find 

u.., = v(u - u3 - u + uu) 

u~ = u - al u - ao 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

where v = C l « I and r: == tlv. On that new scale. the leading order form of u is 
independent of r: (set u = 0 in (3.6a» and equation (3.60) can be solved for u: 

(3.7) 

Equation (3.7) implies that apart from a short transient of duration t ..... V(el ), the u field 
follows adiabaticaIly the u field: v = (u -ao)lal' Using this form in (3.6a) or (l.Ia) we 
obtain the asymptotic system 

C3.8a) 

u = (u -ao)lal' (3.8b) 

Equation (3.8a) has the same variational structure as (3.1) has. and consequendy. all the 
properties discussed in section 3.1 apply here as well. In particular. the property of fronts 
propagating in the direction dictated by the minimization of the free energy is retained. 
Note that the original system (1.1) is not variational, but reduces to a variational one in the 
large IE regime. 
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Figure 4. Multiplicity of sable fronl solutions when Ii « I: (al preparing the system in the 
down state :md perturbing il loc::llly :u: the left edge of the dom:tin induces :1 front propag:uing 
to the right: (b 1 preparing the system in the up st:1te and pertUrbing it locally at the right edge 
of the domain induces :1 front propag:u:ing to the left. 
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3.3. The regime 0 < IE « I 
The regime of small IE has be:en studie:d extensively (see the reviews (TyK88 . .\-[er92J). The 
question we address here is how front solutions connecting the two states (u=. u=) differ 
from those we found for IE » 1. 

Note first that for IE « I the v field remains approximately constant on the length scale 
over which u varies. Thus. in the narrow front region (3.1) applies with U = ur. the value of 
vat the front position. The front speed is then determined by c = e(uf) where c(lJ) is given 
by (3.5). Imagine now that we prepare the system in the down state (u_. u_) and perturb 
it locally at the left edge of the system so as to induce a transition to the uppe:r branch 
u = u+(u). This transition occurs at IJ = v_ and. as a result. a front propagating to the 
right. C = c(v_) > O. will be induced as figure 4(a) demonstrates. If. on the other hand. the 
system is prepared in the up state (ll.,.. u+) and perturbed on the: right edge so as to induce a 
transition to the lower branch u = u_(u). a front propagating to the left. c = e(IJ_) < O. will 
be: induced as shown in figure 4{b). Once the system is on a given branch it converges to 
the: stationary homogeneous state lying on that branch. The two fronts therefore connect the 
same asymp[Qtic states as X - =:xl. but propagate in opposite directions. This property of 
(l.l) reflects its non-variational (or non-gradient) structure. Multiplicity of front solutions 
in reaction-<iiffusion systems with multiple timescales was first observed by Ortoleva and 
Ross (OrR751. The stability of this type of solutions has been proved later by Rinzel and 
Terman [RiT82]. Note in this respect that the front solution of (3.8). calculated for IE » 1. 
is independent of IE and therefore continues to exist for IE « 1 as well. In this regime. 
however. it is no longer stable. 

The picture revealed so far is as follows: for IE » 1 there exists only one front solution 
having the asymptotic behaviour (u. IJ) - (u;. u:!:) as X -+- :;:.:0. For IE « I three such 
front solutions coexist. two of which are stable. In the next section we study the intermediate 
IE regime where we expect to find a bifurcation from a single to multiple front solutions. 

3.4. The front bifurcatioll 

We consider the symmetric case (170 = 0) for which front solutions of (3.8) are stationary. 
In the following we will always assume the asymptotic behaviour. (u. IJ) -+- (I':. IJ:!:) as 
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x -+ =F~. unless we specifically mention otherwise. The explicit form of the stationary 
front solution of (3.8) is (see (2.8» 

Us(x) = -u+ tanh(17:C) (3.9) 

where U+ = -u_ = .J(l - all). and 17 = u.:,./.J2. We assume that at some € = €c 

propagating front solutions. u = up(X). v = vp(X). where X = x - cr. bifurcate from 
(3.9). In the vicinity of the bifurcation point we can expand a propagating front solution in 
powers of its speed c: 

up(X) = us(X) + CUI (X) + C2U2(X) + .. . 
(3.10) 

vp(X) = v~(X) + CUI (X) + c2V2(X) + .. . 

as well as €: 

(3.11) 

We insert these expansions into the propagating front equations 

(3.12) 

collect all terms that contribute to a given order. and solve the resulting equations for 
the corrections !liS and ViS successively as described below. Note that the corrections to 
all orders should decay to zero as X -+ ::::x because the leading order form. that is the 
stationary solution. already satisfies the correct asymptotic limits. 

At order c we obtain 

(3.13) 

where. V{ is the linear operator 

(3.14) 

We consider a space of functions that decay to zero as X -+ :::::::0 (e.g. Schwartz space). 
On this space JV{ is self adjoint and has the null vector u~: 

(3.15) 

Solvability of (3.13) then yields €c = a12
• Using that result in (3.13a) we find JV{Ut = 0 

and thus U I = bu~. where b is an arbitrary constant. Note. however. that u~ is a translation 
mode and that assigning a particular value to b defines the origin on the X axis. For 
simplicity we choose b = 0 and thus obtain 

U, =0 

At order c1 we obtain 

, 
VI = U •• (3.16) 

(3.17) 
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Figure S. Bifurc:uion diagr.uns of from solutions. The dOES are d:im poinES representing the 
~peed of the diff,m:nt types of stable front solutions m:u exist for e:u:h v:llue of e: (a) the 
symmenic case (uo = 0). the full curve is the theoretic:ll bifurcation diagr:un computed from 
(3.21); Ib) the non-symmetric case (all = 0.1) shows the unfolding of me pitchfork to :l saddle 
node biful'C:llion. 

Since fl. is odd. solvability of (3.17) requires €I = O. Using that result in (3.17) we find 

(3.18) 

At order c3 we obtain 

(3.19) 

which yields the solvability condicion €. = -~(I -all). 
Summing up these results we obtain -

(3.20) 

and 

(3.21 ) 

We verified these results by comparing the pitchfork bifurcation implied by (3.21) with 
a numerically computed one. The comparison is shown in figure 5(a) and indicates good 
agreement up to speed values c"" 0(10-1). NOte that for the bistable case considered here 
al > 1 and consequently €l is negative. This ensures that the bifurcation is supercritical. 

It is instructive to look at the propagating solucions (3.20) up to corrections of order c 
(including). These can be written as 

(3.22) 

Comparing with (3.9) we see that. to that order. the solutions for u and u remain the same 
except that u is translated with respect to u by amount proportional to the speed c. The 
direction of translation determines the direction of propagation as figure 6 demonstrates. 
This symmetry breaking is also reflected by the phase portraits of the front solutions in 
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Figure 6. The propo~tion direction of Bloch fronts is determined by the tr:lIISlation of the 
v field relative to the u field: v always lags behind u unless the front is st:1liomuy: (a) left 
tmvelling front: (b) st:ltionary front: (e) right tr.lvelling front. 
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Figure 7. Phase portr:lits of front solutions connecting the (u .... v ... ) stlte :II X = -00 to the 
(u_. v_l slnte al X = ::0 for the symmetric model (an = 0) with ci = O. The light coloured 
curves :Ire the nullclines f = 0 :lnd g = 0 :lnd the dllrk coloured curve.~ = the numerically 
computed trajectories. The tmjec:ory through iO. 0) correspond~ to the symmetric stationary 
front solution. The two other tr.ljectories bre:!k the odd symmetry of the system :lnd correspond 
to travelling front.~. The computational p=eters are e = 1.0. c5 = O. at = 2.0. Ill) = 0 for the 
stltionary front :lnd the same with e = 0.2 for the two tr.lvelling fronts. 

the [I - u plune. lIS figure 7 shows. The stutionary solution is described by a struight line. 
u - all u = O. thut does not break the odd symmetry of (I.!) (with Go = 0), while the 
propuguting solutions break the odd symmetry und deviate from that line. This deviation is 
related to the front speed through 

where ~. = 1/ J:a (u~)2dX. 
So far we have considered the symmetric model. In general the parameter Go will not 

be zero. unless there exists an inherent symmetry in the system that enforces that condition. 
When ao # 0 the pitchfork front bifurcation unfolds into a saddle-node bifurcation lIS the 
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bifurcation diagram shown in figure 5(b) suggests. The saddle-node bifurcation occurs at a 
critical value. Ec(ao), smaller than Eo: = all. 

3.5. [sing versus Blochfronts 

An interesting distinction between the stationary and the propagating front solutions in 
the symmetric model can be made once we define an angle or phase in the u-v plane, 
cp = tan-I (v / u). Across the stationary front the phase is constant except at the core where 
it suffers a jump by ;r and the norm (u2 + V2)1/2 vanishes. Across a propagating front, on 
the other hand, the phase rotates smoothly by an angle ;r and the norm never vanishes. An 
analogous front bifurcation has been found recently by Cou\let et al [CLH90] in the forced 
complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation 

At = (p + ie)A + (I + ia)Ax,x - (I + i~)IAI2A + yA (3.23) 

where A(x, t) is a complex field. This equation describes spatiotemporal modulations of an 
oscillating medium. periodically forced at twice the oscillation frequency with strength y. 
The effect of the forcing is to create two stable. phased locked states whose phases, or 
arg(A) values. differ by ;r. The phase arg(A) plays the same role as rp does in the FHN 
model: it remains constant or smoothly rotates across a front separating different phase 
locked states for sufficiently large or smalI y values. respectively. Coullet e! al [CLH90] 
proposed these types of fronts solutions to be the non-equilibrium analogues of Ising and 
Blecn walls in ferro magnets with weak anisotropy (where arg(A) corresponds to the angle 
the magnetization vector makes with an easy magnetization direction) [L:u'l79]. In the 
following we will occasionally follow this terminology and refer to the two types of fronts 
in the FHN model as Ising and Bloch fronts. 

3.6. The bifurcation lille in the E-d plane 

The extension of the bifurcation analysis of section 3,4 to non-zero & values is rather tedious 
and we evaluate here the bifurcation line only. Even this calculation is not simple as the 
exact stationary front solution is not known. We therefore consider the regime of small 8 
values where the stationary front solution can be expanded in powers of 8. and evaluate 
a linear approximation for the bifurcation line valid for & « I. At the other extreme. 
lilE » I. we use a singular perturbation analysis. similar to that of Ikeda er al [IMN89]. 
The complete bifurcation line is obtained numerically by integrating (1.1) with Neumann 
boundary conditions. 

Consider the symmetric model. that is, (1.1) with ao = O. A stationary front solution 
It = u,(x; &) v = vs(x; &) satisfies 

u~ + Us - Vs - u~ = 0 

&u~ + E(Us - alus) = O. 

(3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

Note that in these notations U = us(x: 0), v = u.(x: 0) is the stationary solution (3.9). For 
8 « 1 we can solve (3.24) perturbatively. Since we shall need the form of the stationary 
solution on the bifurcation line we set E = Ec(&) in (3.24b). Expanding the stationary 
solution. u = u.(x: &) U = v,(x; 8), and Ec(8) in powers of 8 

us(:C; 8) = u.(:c; 0) +8ul(x) + ... 

v,(x; &) = vs(x; 0) + 8vI (x) + '" 
Ec(e) = a l 2 + 8Eel + ... 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 
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and using these expansions in (3.24) we find at order 0 

;\"Iu I (x) = u~ (x: 0) 

VI (x) = all U I (x) + u~ (x: 0) 

where hi is given by (3.14) with u_ = u,(x; 0). The solution of (3.27) 
~Xll~(X: 0). This. together with (3.28), yields the leading order approximation 

u_(x; 8) = II,(X; 0) + ~8xu;(x: 0) + ... 
v_(x: 8) = all u,(x: 0) + ~oall.tIl;(x: 0) + ou~(x; 0) + ... 

where II_(X; 0) is given by (3.9). 

817 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

is UI (x) = 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

As before we expand E and the propagation front solutions in power series in c (see 
(3.10» 

up(X; 8) = u,(X: 8) + CUI (X: 8) + .. . 
(3.30) 

up(X; 0) = I),(X; 0) + CUI (X: 8) + .. . 
E = E,,(8) -+- CEI (a) + ... (3.31) 

and insert these expansions into (l.l). At order C we obtain 

( i3~ -:-1-311~(X;8) .• ' -I ) (UI(~:8») 
E • .:! 5 Ox - E.a! /0 v, (X . 0) 

( 
11'.(;(:0) ) 

= - v:(x;J)/O+E,[II:<X:o)-alu,(x: o)l/8 
(3.32) 

Solvability of (3.32) requires the right-hand side of this equation to be orthogonal to the 
vector (u:(x: a). -(o/Edu:(x: o»T. This yields the following equation for the bifurcacion 
line: 

E = E,,(8) = I: v~(x: a)zdX / i: II;(X: o)zdX . 

Using the leading order approximacion (3.29) in (3.33) we find 

E.,(8) = (I - ba)/ar or Oc(E) = (I - arE)/b 

where b = 4(a, - 1)/5. 

(3.33) 

(0 « I) (3.34) 

[n appendix A we evaluate the bifurcation line for J/E » I using singular perturbation 
theory. This approach differs from that presented above in that it uses the smallness of 
E/O rather than thac of the speed. As nmed by Ikeda et at [IMN89] it yields approximate 
front solutions and bifurcation diagrams valid away from the bifurcation point as well. The 
price though is the limited validity range along the bifurcation line. Using this approach 
we obtain 

(3.35) 

where we took Go = 0 (symmetric model). 
Figure 8 shows the exact bifurcation line obtained by direct numerical integration of 

(1.I). The linear approximation for 8 « I and the singular perturbation result (3.35) (valid 
for olE» I) are shown by a full line and a broken curve. respectively. We conclude this 
section by showing in figure 9 typical phase portraits of the front solutions (more precisely. 
projections thereof on the (II. u) plane) for 8 values of order unity or larger. The outer 
portraits pertain to the two counter propagating front solutions that exist for E < E~(8). 

whereas the middle one represents the stationary front solution :It E > Ee(O). Note that 
the field V barely changes across the front. This is a consequence of the smallness of E/8 
(cmnpure with the corresponding phase portraits shown in figure 7 for 0 = 0). 
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Figure 8. Th~ from bifurcation line in the E~ plane for the symmetric (au = 0) model with 
al = 2.0. The full circles represent the numerically clllculated bifurc:llion line. The full line 
is the line:u- approximation (valid for a « I) and the broken curve is the singul:u- pertubation 
result (valid for alE» I). 
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Figure 9. Phase portraits of front solutions connecting the (u+. u_) st:lte :It X = -00 to the 
(u_. u_) st:lte:lt X = 00 for the symmetric model (au = 0) with cS > I. The light coloured curves 
:Ire the nullclines f = 0 :lnd ~ = 0 and the d:u-k coloured curves are the numerically computed 
trajectories. The trajectory through (0. 0) corresponds to the symmetric st:ltionary front with 
E > F.«a) :lnd the two other tr:ljcctories correspond to the symmetry breaking tr:lvelling fronls 
with E < fda). 

4. Implications on pattern formation 

4.1. The emergence oj persistent patterns 

A significant implication of the front bifurcation for 0 = 0 or sufficiently small is that it 
tells us where in parameter space we should expect an initial pattern of domains to decay 
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toward a uniform state and where to develop into a stable travelling wave. Consider first the 
regime of high ~ values. ~ » ~,;(ao) (see last paragraph of section 3.4). In this parameter 
regime the non-variational system (1.1) reduces to the variational system (3.8). As a result. 
patterns evolve so as to minimize the appropriate free energy functional. As in equilibrium 
phase transitions. up state domains either shrink or expand (depending on the sign of ao) to 
form the uniform state of lowest free energy. The relaxation toward a uniform state occurs 
even for the symmetric case (ao = 0) where an isolated front is stationary. As shown by 
Kawasaki and Ohta [Ka082] and more recently by Carr and Pego [CaP89]. nearby fronts 
that bound a domain attract and annihilate one another on a timescale c ..... exp(l/w) where 
}.. is the domain size and 1IJ is the front width. Thus. domains shrink and disappear. but the 
relaxation can be extremely slow and unnoticible in practice. 

We have found numerically that this qualitative behaviour remains unchanged for all 
E > EcCao). Figure lO(a) shows the relaxation of an initial pattern toward a uniform state 
for E/EcCaO) = 1.12. Figure IOCb) shows the time evolution of the same initial pattern 

(a) 

o 10 20 

(b) 

o 10 20 

Figure 10. (II) Re!:lX:uion of:ll1 inilial paltem 10 the unifonn down Stale for the regime of Ising 
fronts. ~ = 0.14. a = O. at = 2.0. Us, = -0.1. (b) Th.: convergence of Ihe same inilial pauem 
loward :1 stable lr:1velling pallem beyond Ihe bifurcalion from Ising 10 Bloch fronlS. Ii = 0.09. 
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Figure n. Pha.~e di:lgr:lm in the e--<ll, pl:lne. For the region [0 the right of !he full curve only one 
type of iront solution e~ists :lnd initi:1l p:mems do not persist. In the region between !he full :lnd 
the broken curves multiple st:lble fronts coe~ist but p:1aerns still deQy coward :l uniform SI:lle. 
For [he region 10 [he left of !he broken curve ini[i:1l p:laerns evolve [OW:lrd persistent p:mems 
in [he form of S[:lble !r:lvelling waves. Compu[:llion:1l p=mc[ers are: d = O. <II = 1.0. 

for E/IE~(tltJ) = 0.72. that is beyond the bifurcaticn from Ising to Bloch fronts. In COntrast 
to figure W(a). here a stable travelling pattern develops. We explored the transition from 
transient to persistent patterns more carefully by integrating equations (1.1) for various 
€ and ao values keeping the other parameters constant (8 = O. a, = 2). The resulting 
phase diagram is shown in figure 11. The full (right) curve designates the frOnt bifurcation. 
€ = 1E,;(ao). To the right of this curve only one front solution (u. IJ) ~ (u-=:. IJ::) as x - :::;:.:0 
exists. and initial patterns decay toward a unifonn state. To the left of this curve. three front 
solutions connecting the same asymptotic states coexist: [WO stable (Bloch fronts) and one 
unstable (Ising front). Stable travelling domains. however. appear only beyond a second 
threshold. €p(ao). given by the broken (left) curve. Using a numerical continuation method 
we found that for the symmetric case (ao = 0) travelling domain solutions do exist for 
€p < IE < lEe. but they are unstable. We did not find such solutions for the non-symmetric 
mode! (i.e. for IEp(ao) < IE < €e(ao) with ao :1= 0). 

This significant change in the qualitative behaviour of pauerns can be attributed to 
two related factors; the appearance of front multiplicity and the appearance of a second 
independent field. The former makes it possible for domains to travel rather than shrink or 
expand. whereas the latter affects front interactions so as to bind a trailing front to a leading 
one. In the rest of this section we elaborate on these two factors at some length. 

The multiplicity of front solutions for IE < €e(ao) and the symmetry x ... -.1:" of (1.1) 
imply that along with a front that transforms the lower state (u_. v_) to the upper state 
(II.,.. v.;.). there exists another front (hereafter 'back') propagating in the same direction 
that transforms the upper state back to the lower one (note that the frOnt and the back 
represent two different Bloch fronts). A combination of the [Wo. using appropriate initial 
conditions. can yield a travelling up-state domain. To be concrete. let us assume that the 
(isolated) trailing front. or back. is faster than the leading fronl This situation is attainable 
with ao < O. The fate of the travelling domain as the back approaches the (leading) front 
depends on the interaction between the [WO. Unlike the C:lSe of Ising fron[S where the field 
IJ(:C. t) is eliminated through the relation v = (u - ao)/a, and the interaction is altr:lctive. 
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for E < Ec(ao). vex. t) is independent of u(x. t) and allows for a repulsive interaction as 
well. 

To see this. let us assume that E « Ep where Ep < Eo; ..... V(al !). Then v varies on time 
and length scales much longer than those of u. JUSt behind the front the value of v is still 
close to the down state value v_. It approches the up state value. v+. only far behind the 
front. Since v is approximately constant across the narrow back region. the back speed is 
determined by the local v value. Vb. according to (3.5). When the back is still far behind 
the front Vb ~ v+. the energy difference V(u_(v+») - £(II+(V+») is large (see figure 3(c» 
and the speed high. As it approaches the front. however, Vb decreases. the energy difference 
becomes smaller and the speed lower. Thus. the back is slowed down (or repelled) by the 
field V induced by the front. For E sufficiently small the back approaches the front speed 
while it is still far behind the front. At such distances the II field follows adiabatically the 
slow field v (that is. u = u+(v)) and a stable travelling domain of fixed size is formed 
(see below). For E values closer to Ec the adiabatic elimination of u may not be valid and 
more complicated interactions are possible. We believe that in this parameter range both 
repulsive and attractive interactions are significant and suggest that the balance between the 
two gives the threshold Ep represented in figure II by the inner curve. We note though 
that we have not studied yet this regime in derail and that the above suggestion is not yet 
established. 

To study the formation of a stable travelling domain of fixed size we assume € « Ep 

and use a singular perturbation approach. We first evaluate the slow field IJ that builds up 
behind a front propagating at constant speed c = c(IJ_). In this region II = tl.;.(L') and the 
equalion we need to solve is 

cv' + E(U.;.(IJ) - allJ - ao) = 0 (.1.1 ) 

where v = veX) and X = x - cr. The boundary conditions are 

(·k2) 

where xf is the front position in a frame moving at speed c. To simplify (4.1) we rake QI 

to be sufficiently !:lrge so that IIJ-I -- L « 1. The branches u= c:m rhen be linearized: 

u=(v)=:!::I-~IJ. 

Using (4.3) in (4.1) and solving for v we obtain 

where 

:!::1- ao 
v:: = 

QI + ~ 
QI +~ 

/C = --'. 
c 

(4.3) 

x ~ xf (4Aa) 

(4Ab) 

A travelling domain of fixed size can be obtained by demanding the front and back 
speeds to be equal 

(.l.S) 
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(a) (b) 

:c :c 

Figure 12. Time e'lolution of:l front :lnd :l b~ck (or two Bloch froms following one :lnomer): 
(a) me b~ck propa~teS fasier m:ln the from :lnd binds to the front to form ::I travelling up 
Sl::lle dom:tin: (b) me b~ck pro!,~~les slower Ih::ln the fronl :lnd the up SI:lle dom:lin e:lp::lnd5 
indefinitely. 

This relation together with (3.5) can be used to ~valuate vg = v(X~). the level of v at 
the back position for a domain of fixed size. The fixed size of an up-state domain can be 
e:<pressed in terms of vg using (4.4a): 

;.. = X? - X~ = ~ In(V- - V~). 
EiC lJ_ - lJ~ 

(4.6) 

Note that (4.6) requires vg < v+ or an isolated back to propagate faster than an isolated 
front. For vg > u .. (back slower than from) the v field behind the front can never re:lch the 
value vg needed for a back to propagate at the from speed. In this case. an up-state domain 
expands indefinitely. and a down-state domain of fixed size (referred to as an E-pulse in 
(RiTS:2j) becomes feasible. We illustrate these two cases in figure 11. 

The relaxation toward an up-state domain of fixed size can be derived by writing a back 
solution in the form 

Ub(:C. t) = ug(X - Xb) -:- E!I~(X - Xb. Et) 

v~ = V(Xb) = vg -:- EV~(Er) 
where ug(X) solves 

and 

Xb(Et) = X~ + Xb(Er) 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

is the actual back position. The slow time dependence of Vb is introduced to account for 
[he declining V field at the back position as the latter approaches the front. Using (4.7) in 
(I.!a) we find 

(4.9) 
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where the dot over Xb denotes differentiation with respect to the fast time t. Solvability of 
(4.9) requires the right-hand side of to be orthogonal to exp(cx)dug/dX or 

(4.10) 

where 

f3 = lee dl~gec;cdx/l'!lC (dl~g)2ec;cdx 
-::c dx -'Xl dX 

is a positive constant. 
Equation (4.10) relates the back speed to the level of u at the back position. The latter. 

in rum. can be related to former through (4.4a): 

€u~ = II(Xb) - vg = (u+ - ug)(l - eE~X') . 

Combining (4.10) and (·!.II) we obtain an equation of motion for the back 

Xb = {j(t'_ - vg)(1 - e·~;(·). 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

The linearization of (ol. I:) about Xb = 0 (i.e. the fixed size domain) gives the equation 

Xb = -E.,p(V+ - vg)Xb' 

Recall ~hat €. IC and :3 Jre all positive and vg < v_ ror a relaxation toward an up-state 
domain. We thert'ore ..:onclude that the up-state domain whose size is given by (4.6) is 
stable to translational p<:rturbations. NOte that in the small E regime considered here the 
size of a domain is much larger than the front (back) width. Thus, the front and back that 
bound a domain are a!=proximately isolated (see (.1.ia). The isolated front solutions. in 
turn. are marginally staoie to translations but stable to other types of perturbations (such as 
amplimde modulations). We therefore expect the translational perturbations to be the most 
'dangerous' ones. 

A similar approach can be used to study the relaxation of arrays of travelling up-state 
domains toward periodic travelling waves. The difference with respect to a single domain is 
that now the leading rront of any domain propagates into the slowly decaying v field behind 
the back ahead of it. As a result. the front speed is not constant: it rather depends on the 
distance between the front and the leading back. A different kinematical approach. leading 
to equations of motion expressed in implicit form. has been proposed eariier by Keener 
[Kee80] in the context of excitable media. We also note that the singular perturbation 
theory sketched above C:lOnot capture an oscillatory decay toward either of the stationary 
homogeneous states. Such a decay, can lead to spatial chaos as discussed in (EMS88. 
Mer92}. 

So far we have considered the case <> = O. Similar conclusions hold for small enough <> 

values. We conclude this section with a numerical study of the forced CGL equation (3.23) 
for which d = l. We have added to the right-hand side of this equation a constant term. 
Yo. to break the symmetry between the two phase locked states (analogous to ao). Such a 
term appears when the periodic forcing contains a component at the medium's oscillation 
frequency. We have not explored in derail the (I'. YO) parameter plane. but for fixed Yo 
we did observe transient patterns tor y sufficiently large. stable travelling waves tor y 
sufficiently small. and tmnsient patterns involving travelling domains in a narrow range of 
internlediate y values. This suggests that the qualitative form of the phase diagram drawn in 
ligure 11 is quite general and might apply to any system (with J relatively small) undergoing 
an Ising-Bloch type front bifurcation. 
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4.2. Stationary. oscillating and rravelling domains in an infinire sysrem 

When the diffusion of v is fast ~nough stable stationary domains. rather than transient on~s. 
may develop [EHT84] in the regime of Ising fronts. The formation of this type of domain 
for (j/E sufficiently large is ilIustrated in figure 13. As the two fronts approach one another 
the v field. inside the domain bounded by the fronts. develops a narrow lumped structure. 
The consequent diffusive damping lowers the level of v at the front regions and thus slow 
them down. The size. A.. of a single stationary domain is given by 

UJ' = -!n(-ao)/(al + ~)1/2 (4.13) 

assuming /.I. = E/O « 1. We derive this result in appendix B using a singular perturbation 
approach. Note that the stationary domain size decreases as /.I. -I = 0/ to decreases. 
Obviously. for such a domain to exist its size should be at least of the order of the from 
width. This consideration· explains the existence of a critical value /.1.;;;1. below which 
stationary domains do not exist. 'We note that the transition to stationary patterns beyond 
/.1.;;;1 does not occur by a Turing bifurcation. We remind the reader that we are considering 
here case (iii) pertaining to bistable systems. and that none of the homogeneous states of the 
system lose stability at the transition point. The transition line in the E-O plane. (j = /.I.; 1 E. 

does resemble. however. the Turing bifurcation line (:2.1). 
To study how patterns are affected by the front bifurcation. we begin with a single 

stationary domain in an infl1lire medium and follow that structure as we approach the from 
bifurcation line. We postpone the discussion of periodic domain patterns to the next section. 
The results to be described below have been obtained numeric:!lly. For more details about 
the numerical procedures the re:lder is referred to section 5. Our starting point in the E - J 
plane lies above the transition to stationary domains. OiE > J.L;I. and far to the right of 
the front bifurcation line. namely. at E values significantly larger than Ec(8) (see (3.34) and 
(3.35». As E is decre:lSed (keeping 0 constant) past a critical value. Ebr(O). the stationary 
domain loses stability in a Hopi bifurcation. and a bre:lthing like oscillatory motion setS 
in as shown in figure 14(a). This type of oscillations have first been obs~r:ed by Koga 
and Kuramoto [KoK80] and more recently have been studied analytically by Nishiura and 
Mimura [NiM891 (see also [KeL901. [OIT90j). In the latter study afinite medium has been 
considered and the oscillations were found to persiSt we!I below Ebr without any indication 
of a secondary bifurcation. Our findings for a single domain in an infinite medium are 

o 

(a) (b) 

x o 20 40 20 40 

Figure 13. Th~ onsec of smcion:uy domains in the Ising frone regime :IS OlE is incn::1sed. Ising 
fronl, either (II) collide :II1d :II1ihil:l[e co form :l uniform st:1te for E > /J."o. or (bl slow to :1 stOP 
and form :1 ~t:1tionary domnin for E < jJ."o. 
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(a) 
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\.00 
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(b) 

Q :r: 
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Figure 14_ Oscill:uing or bre:lthing domo.ins: Ca) ste:ldy oscill:uions close to the Hopf 
bifurc:uion. computo.tiono.l p:tro.meters • = 0.03. a = 1.5. UI = 1.0. UII = -0.1: (b) collo.pse 
of o.n 05cill:uing domo.in further o.wo.y from the: Hopf bifurc:uion. Compullltion:t1 p:tr:tmeters :Ire 

the s::me with. = 0.015. 

different: as € is further decre:tSed the oscillation amplitude grows. le:J.ding eventually to 
the collapse of the domain and to a uniform down state as figure 14(b) iJlustr;l[es (note that 
the homogeneous states (11=. v=) remain linearly stable for any € and J values). Similar 
collapse events have recently been found in a model for a semiconductor etalon [RRH93). 
The collapse can be avoided by increasing the size of the domain. This can be achieved 
by making the system more symmetric. that is. by decreasing laoi. For jaol sufficiently 
small oscillating domains have been observed all the way down to the front bifurcation line. 
€ = €.;'';), but not below it! 

The effect of the frOnt bifurcation on the behaviour of a single domain structure is 
demonstrated in figure 15(a) and 15(b) corresponding to E > €c(8) (Ising fronts) and 
€ < E:io) (Bloch fronts), respectively. In both figures the initial conditions consist of 
twO fronts bounding a wide up-state domain and propagating toward one another. In IS(a) 
the two rrOntS set in a stable oscillatory motion. whereas in 15(b) they rebound from one 
another and leave the system in a uniform up state. We attribute this change of behaviour to 
the appe:lrance of multiple fronts. Above the bifurcation line (E > Eo(S» there exists only 
one type of stable front solution. approaching (II:. v:!:) as X -- :;:00 and propagating to 
the left (assuming ao negative). or. the symmetric one. approaching (u;:. v;:) as X ->- :;:00 
and propagating to the right. Below the bifurcation (E < Eo(8». another pair of stable front 
solutions appear (in addition to the aforementioned one): a front approaching (II:. v:!:) as 
X - =:c and propagating to the right. and a front approaching (u~. v~) as X -- :;:00 and 
propagating to the left. In lS(b) the outward propagating front structures converge to the 
second pair of stable front solutions and thus proceed with the outward motion indefinitely. 
[n 15Ia). on the other hand. there exist no front solutions that pertain to an outward motion. 
The only front solutions that exist are those propagating toward one another. and the change 
in the direction of propagation just reflects the convergence toward these stable solutions. 

Figure 16 shows another numerical experiment where the same pardmeter settings are 
used but the initial conditions consist now of two fronts propagating in the same uirection 
(recall that the direction of propagation is determined by the relative translation of v with 
respect to u). For € > €o(S) (figure 16(a)). the front on the right side of the domain changes 
its uire::tion of propagation and an oscillatOry motion sets in. For E < Ec(tS) (figure 16(b», 
:1 stable travelling domain. is obtained. 

\Ve nme that the stationary domain solution still exists on both sides of the bifurcation 
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(a) 

100200300400500600 
o x 

(b) 

Figure 15. The effect of the front bifurc:ltion on the dynamics of two fronts propag:lting toward 
one :mother: (al below the bifurcation (e > •• (a) an oscillating domain is formed • .:omputational 
parameters: I! = 0.03. a = 2.5. al = 2.0. an = -0.01: (bl b.:yond the bifurc:llion the twO fronts 
rebound from one another and propagate to the boundaries. Same parameters :IS in (a) e:tcept 
that I! =0.012. 

(a) (h) 

Figure 16. The effect of the front bifurc:uion on the dynamics of two fronts following one 
:lnother: (tI) below the bifurc:llion (I! > •• (0)) an oscillating domain de"elops lat later times 
the dynamiCs converge to steady oscillations). compul:ltional p:lrameters are " = 0.030 . .s = 
~.5. al = 2.0.1111 = -0.012: (b) beyond the biiurcation :l travelling dom:lin is :iJrmed. Same 
parameters :t.~ in (a) e:tcept thaI I! = 0.25. 

line but is unstable. Figure 17 shows a typical bifurcation diagram for domain structures. It 
does not capture the oscillatory domain solutions or the collapsing solutions (see section 5) 
but it shows the destabilization of the stationary domain solution at € = €br. and how 
travelling domain solutions bifurcate from it. We also note that by making the system more 
symmetric (i.e. decreasing laoD the destabilization of the stationary domain solution occurs 
closer to the bifurcation to travelling domains. For sufficiently symmetric systems it might 
be possible for the stationary domain solution to remain stable all the way down to the 
travelling-domain branch. but we have not verified that. 

A bifurcation from stationary to travelling domain solutions has already been found in 
the context of excitable media [DoK891. What is new in our findings is that this transition 
is a consequence of the front bifurcation. Indeed. we have verified numerically that the 
appearance of travelling domain solutions at € = €,,(.5) (see figure 17) coincides. within 
the numericOlI accurncy. with the front bifurcOltion lin.:. € = €A8). at least above the onset 
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Figure 17. A typic:!l bifurc:uion diag1:lm for single domain suuctures. The solutions shown 
with the full (broken) curve :Ire st:1ble (unst:lble: structures. The Sl:ltlOnary domain solu[ion loses 
st:lbili[y [0 :In oscillating domain :u e = '~r. A[. = Etr. l branch of 5mb I.:: Ir:Ivtllling domain 
solutions appe:lrS. By the symmeuy c - -c. X - -X. this di::gr:lm is symmetric with respect 
to the c = 0 :l.~is. but only the positivtl sptled br::nc~ of tr::\"~!ling domain solutions :s ;hown. 
Also. there is an :lddition:ll branch of zero speed ;oiu[ions th~[ :s ~nst:lble for ill! ·':liu.::s of e. 
P=mettlrs: S = :.5. "I = :.0. £III = -0.1. penod = 100. 

of stationary domains (the line" = /-L;' E). Well below that line E;r deviates from Ec and 
converges. at 8 = 0, to Ep (see section !l.I). 

We summarize the discussion of single domain structures in infinite media by showing 
in figure 18 a phase diagram in the E.....l plane. Tne diagram is divided into four main 
regions. Region I. E > EIr(8) and E > /-LSlo. where domain strUcrures are transient and the 
asymptotic state is either the uniform up or uniform down state. Region II. E > Ebr(8) 
and e < /-L"J. where stationary domains prevails. Region III. E > E,r(O). e < /-L'la. and 
e < ebr(8), where domains oscillate. And region fl.!. e < ettCJ). where domains travel 
invariably. The hatched area in region III designates. in l schematic manner. the regime 
of steldily oscillating domains. Outside this regime domains osciilate for a while and then 
collapse. Depending on the asymmetry of the system. this regime may shrink to a narrow 
strip below the line E = Ebr(8) (strong asymmetry), or span the whole range between the 
lines e = Ebr(O) and e = elr(o) (weak asymmetry). The range between the two lines. in 
tum. becomes smaller the more symmetric is the system. Nme the thick full-broken line. 
This is the front bifurcation line (e = ec(8» which coincides with the onset of travelling 
domains at e = elr(8) apart from a small portion at small 8 values. 

4.3. Periodic domain parrerns 

The behaviour of periodic domain patterns is similar in many respects to that of single 
domain structures. One notable difference though is the persistence of stable oscillating 
domain solutions to the left of the front bifurcation line (e < Ec(8». where they coexist 
with stable travelling domain solutions as figure 19 demonstrates. The regime of coexistence 
seems to be limited: far enough from the front bifurcltion line we found the travelling 
domain solutions to prevail. The existence of oscillatory dynamics in the regime of mUltiple 
fronts is a consequence of front interactions. As nelrby domains e:<pand and approach one 
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Figure 18. Ph:lSe di~gram for single dom:rin strUctures in the .-$ plane. In region I. dom:lin 
structures :Ire tr:lnsient :md the :lSymptotic SQle is either the uniform up or down state. In region 
II ;table stationary dom:tins coexist With the uniibrm up and down states. In region III dom:lins 
os;;iIIate with a typic:ll region of 5te::dy oscillations denoted by the hatched area. In region IV 
domains tmve!. The boundary between regions III and IV (i.e. the onset of cmve!ling dom:lins) 
ccinc:des with :he front bifurcation line denoted by the thick fu!Vbroken curve. For this ph:lSe 
di:;g:::m. <l! = :.0 md all = -0.1. 

another there is little room left for diffusion of 11. As a result the level of 11 at any front 
position increases and the frontS change their directions of propagation. 

Another difference between periodic and single domain patterns is the possibility of 
having various modes of oscillation. Ohta e! a[ [OIT90] have identified three such modes: 
an in·phase mode where all domains expand and shrink simultaneously. an out·of·phase 
mode where nearby domains oscillate with a phase shift of ;r. and an 'acoustic' mode, 
where nearby domains travel in opposite directions back and forth (note that in the latter 
case the spaces between the domains. or the down-state domains. undergo out·of·phase 
oscillations). Of the three. the in-phase mode is the first to be excited. As pointed out by 
Ohta et a[ [OlT90]. this c:m be understood by considering the stabilizing effect the diffusion 
of 11 has. The in-phase mode involves uniform deviations of 11 from the stationary domain 
profile and stabilization by diffusion does not take place. The out-of· phase mode. on the 
other hand. pertains to alternating deviations every second front site. In this case diffusion 
of v tends to smear out these deviations and thus to stabilize the stationary pattern against 
this mode. Similar considerations hold for the acoustic mode. In the numerical experimentS 
we have conducted the in-phase mode always prevailed. even at relatively small 0 values. 
where the diffusive damping of that mode is weaker. 

We expect Hopf-Turing systems. dri'Ven far beyond the Turing instability. to exhibit 
the same phenomenology that short-wavelength patterns in bistable systems do. Indeed. by 
decreasing € at constant 0 (far beyond the Turing instability) we found a transition from 
stationary to oscillating patterns, followed by a transition to travelling patterns. 

-/..+. Reflection at boundaries 

The front bifurcation may drastically affect the behaviour of frontS near an impermeable 
boundary. The effect of such a boundary is similar to that of another approaching front 
and the scenario of behaviours is similar to that found for domain structures. Figure 20 
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(a) 

o 20 40 
x 

(b) 

o 20 40 
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Figure 19. CO<::tistence of tr:lvelling ~nd oscill~ting perilldic patterns beyond the bifurc:uion 
from ISing to Bloch fronts. Both (a) and (b) are obtained for the same computational p=eters 
with different initial conditions. Note the difference in average wavelength between the [WO 

patterns. Comput:UlonaJ p=meters: • = 0.013. & = 2.5.", = 2.0. <11, = -0.1. 

shows the boundary effects as we cross all four regions in the E-8 plane by decreasing E 

at constant 0 (the simulations were carried out with Neumann boundary conditions). In 
region I (transient domains) the front is absorbed at the boundary. leaving the system in a 
uniform state. In region II (stationary domains). the front comes to a stop at a characteristic 
distance from the boundary. whereas in region III (oscillating domains) it oscillates near 
the boundary. In all these regions the (Ising) front is either absorbed at the boundary or 
is bound to it. By contrast. in region IV the front is reflected. This is a consequence of 
the coexistence of two counterpropagating Bloch fronts beyond the frOnt bifurcation line. 
At front speeds high enough relative to the diffusion of v. both Ising and Bloch fronts are 
absorbed at the boundaries. Ising fronts. however. never reflect at boundaries. 
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(a) (b) 
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Figure 20. From-bound:uy inler:u:tions: (a) lrnnsiem domain :-egion: the front is absorbed at 
the bound:uy: (b) slalion:uy dOm:lin region: the fronl is slopped :t the bound::r;': (e:) oSCillating 
domain region: the fronl oscillates near the bound:uy: Cd) travelling domain region (beyond the 
front biiurclltion): the front is reflected al the bound:uies. All simulations :Ire with :'-Ieum:l/ln 
bOllnd:uy conditions. 

5. Numerical procedures 

Numerical simulations of (I.l) were performed using .he method of lines with the spatial 
derivatives approximated by second or fourth order finite differences on a uniform mesh. 
To solve the resulting system of ordinary differential equations. we used a stiff ODE solver 
[NKlvI89J. This solver implements the implicit methods of Gear [Gea71J with adaptive 
control of both time step and method order. 

For the computations pertaining to single domain structures in inifinite systems the 
simulations were done with Neumann (no flux) boundary conditions and large computational 
system sizes. We checked the results with larger system sizes to ensure that the boundaries 
did not contribute any measurable effect on the solution. When the simulations pertain to 
periodic patterns. periodic boundary conditions were applied. Occasionally we used periodic 
boundary conditions for single travelling domains rather than Neumann boundary conditions 
(see for example figure 16(b». In those cases we chose the period to be large in comparison 
with the domain size and checked that the two types of boundary conditions gave the same 
solution within the numerical accuracy. 

For the continuation of solutions we used the bifurcation package AUTO [Doe86]. 
Starring with a stable travelling or stationary solution computed with our PDE solver we 
continued a periodic solution in one or two parameters to study the effects of parameter 
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variations on the existence and stablilty of solutions. When AUTO failed to give accurate 
stability information. due to the approach of the periodic orbit towards two heteroclinic 
cycles. we used our PDE solver to integrate the computed solution forward in time to check 
its stability. 

To find the oscillating domains region we linearized (1.1) about the numerically 
computed stationary solution and solved the resulting eigenvalue problem. The spatial 
part of the linearized operator was discretized using second-order finite differences on a 
non-uniform mesh with grid points concentrated near the steep gradient front structures of 
the domain. We solved the eigenvalue problem using the IM:SL routine DEVCRG for real 
general matrices. Decreasing € below the line € = €br(O) a pair of complex conjugate 
eigenvalues crosses the imaginary axis indicating that the stationary stable solution goes 
unstable through a Hopf bifurcation to an oscillating domain. 

6. Conclusion 

We have studied a front bifurcation. likely to occur in a variety of non-variational re:tction 
diffusion systems. and the possible consequences of this birurc:ttion on pattern formation 
and pattern dynamics. The bifurc:ttion is accompanied by the appearance of a second 
independent field which breaks the odd symmetry of front solutions. and leads to a richer 
dynamical behaviour. The main effect of the bifurc~tion. regarding patterns. is to allow 
the formation of stable travelling domain patterns. For sm:tll <5 values (including a = 0). it 
provides a mechanism for pattern formation as no persistent domain patterns c:tn be formed 
below the bifurc:ltion. For larger <5 values it is responsible for transitions from transient. 
oscillating. or stationary patterns to travelling ones. Other consequences of the bifurcation 
are a coexistence regime of travelling and oscillating patterns. and the possible reflection of 
fronts at boundaries. 

These results were obtained for bistable systems but are :tlso relevant to excitable and 
Hopf-Turing systems as the latter can be obtained by unfolding the former. In this sense. the 
variety of chemical-wave phenomena in excitable and oscillatory systems can be regarded 
as a consequence of an Ising-Bloch front bifurcation occurring nearby in parameter space. 
A more specific implication for Hopf-Turing systems is the prediction or a transition from 
stationary to oscillating patterns. and from oscillating to travelling patterns far beyond 
the Turing instability. These transitions may shed light on the complex spatio-temporal 
behaviour that has recently been observed in the Cl.l\l~ reaction by Ouyang and Swinney 
[OuS9Ij. 

Beyond these specific results and implications. the present analysis demonstrates the 
usefulness of focusing attention on localized structures that appear in extended patterns. 
This view lies behind the various kinematical approaches to pattern dynamics [KiM89. 
NeM92. Mer92. CrH93j. where the effects of small perturbations and weak interactions on 
the dynamics of localized structures are studied. The point·we wish to emphasize here is 
that it is also important to look for structural changes that localized structures might undergo 
as these can drastically affect pattern dynamics. 

We have confined ourselves in this paper to patterns in one space dimen~il)n. but we 
expect the front bifurcation to have important effectS in two dimensions as well. Perhaps 
the first question that needs to be addressed concerns the dynamics of a curved Bloch front 
near the front bifurcation point. The dynamics of such :t front far beyond the bifurcation is 
well known [TyK88. Mer92J; the normal speed Cn is lff.:cted by the curvature k according 
to the simple linear law. Cn = c- Dk. where D is a positive constant (alleast for sufficiently 
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small 8) having the dimension of a diffusion coefficient. Close to the bifurcation point we 
expect this relation to be highly nonlinear. This might change the role of curvature in a 
way that still needs to be explored. 

An important consequence of the Ising-Bloch front bifurcation in two space dimensions 
is the possible formation of spiral waves. As pointed out by Coullet. a spiral wave can be 
created by joining end to end two counterpropagating Bloch fronts. This view goes back 
to Fife [FifB8] who discussed the twisting action induced by joining a front and a back end 
to end in an excitable medium. All studies of spiral waves so far have taken E to be a 
small parameter. and therefore are only valid far from the front bifurcation. The expected 
nonlinear relation between curvature and normal speed close to the bifurcation point makes 
the study of spiral waves in that regime potentially interesting. 
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Appendix A. The front bifurcation for €/a « 1 

We consider here the regime E/8 « I and use singular perturbation theor'J to derive the 
front bifurcation line. Rescaling space and time according to 

::: = .fji.:r: r = Er J.L = E/8« I (AI) 

anu assuming travelling solutions. u = u(n and v = v(~). where ~ = ::: '- cr. we obtain 
from (1.1) 

p.lIce + cOfJ.lIc + u - 11
3 

- V = 0 

Vce + CVe + u - a, v - ao = O. 
(A2) 

We consider front solutions of (A2) that satisfy (u. v) - (II",. v:!:) as ~ - :;:x. and set 
the origin. ~ = O. by demanding u(O) = O. Outer solutions of (.-\2) are obtained by setting 
p. = 0 and solving 

(A3) 

for;; < 0 (u = u+(v» and ~ > 0 (u = u_(v». To simplify (A3) we approximate the 
branches u:!:(v) by the linear forms (4.3). This approximation can be controlled by varying 
a,. We then obtain the following boundary value problems: 

(A4) 
V(-x) = v+ v(O) = Vr 
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and 

~>O 
(AS) 

V(oc) = v_ V(O) = Vf 

where v::: are given by (4.4b). k"- = al + t and Vf is the level of v at the front position. 
The solutions are 

where 

V(~) = Cvr - v+)e"" + V+ 

v(~) = (Vf - v_)e":(" + v_ 

0"1."- = -e/2 ± (c2/4 + k2)1/'2. 

Matching the derivatives of the two outer solutions at ~ = 0 yields 

e ao 
Vf= - --

2J.:=(el /4 + k:)I/'2 k2 . 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

A second relation between Vf and c is obtained by solving the inner problem. To this end 
we stretch the travelling-frame coordinate according to X = t; / ..[ii and obtain from (A2) 

(AIO) 
Vxx ..;- ./iievx ..;- f.L(u - al v - ao) = 0 

where '1~ = ed. Setting formally f.L = 0 in (AIO) we obtain a nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
for e. 

(AI I) 
U(7CC) = u:::(vr) = =1 - tVf' 

Projecting (All) onto Ux using the smallness of Vf and (1.5) we get 

h 
Uf = -3rye. (AI2) 

Comparing (A9) and (AI2) we find 

..fi c ao 
3 '1C = 2J.:2(c2/4";- k2)1/2 + k'2 . 

(AI3) 

A plot of che solutions e = e(ry) of eA 13) in the (c. '1) plane yields a bifurcation diagram with 
ry being the bifurcation parameter. Consider now the symmecric case. ao = O. Assuming 
propagating solutions (e i= 0) and caking the limit e - 0 we find the bifurcation point 

3 
'1c = (2al ..;- I )J/2 

or. recalling that ry: = 1E,s. the bifurcation line 

9 
,se(e) = _ . 

e(2a l + I)~ 
(AI4) 
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Appendix B. Stationary-domain solutions for el6 « 1 

Stationary-domain solutions of ([) satisfy 

/.1.11:: + II - u3 
- V = 0 

v:: + u - at v - at:> = 0 
(BI) 

where Z = .Jii:c and /.I. = lEla is sufficiencIy small. In the following we will assume that 
/.I. « I and that ao < O. The latter assumption means that an Ising front connecting an up 
state on the left with a down state on the right propagates to the left and consequently that a 
single domain is an up-state domain (see figure 13). Outer solutions are obtained by setting 
/.I. = 0 in (B I). We look for such solutions in three regions. z < ::,. Z > Zr. and Z, < Z < Z" 
where ::, and Zr are the positions of the fronts that bound the stationary domain from the left 
and the right. respectively. The first two regions pertain to down-state domains in which 
we need to solve 

v:: -k'1 v +k!v_ = 0 

subject to the boundary conditions 

v( _·x) = v_ V(:::,) = VI 

v(cc) = v_ 

(B2) 

(B3) 
for ::: > Zr. 

where VI and Vr are yet to be determined. The third region. ::, < :: < ::r. corresponds to an 
up-state domain in which we solve 

v:: -k2v +k!v_ = 0 

subject to the boundary conditions 

V(::,) = VI v(::r) = Vr . 

(B-1.) 

(B5) 

In (B2) and (B4). k'2. = at + t and we have used the linearized forms of the branches u±(v) 
(see (4.3». -

and 

The solutions of (B2) to (B5) are 

V(::) = (VI - v_) ek(:-zl) + v_ 

v(z) = (vr - v_) e-«:-Z,) + v_ :: > Zr 

v(::) = . h Ik [(vr - v+) sinh k(:: - ZI) - (VI - v.;.) sinh k(:: - ::r)] + V.;. 
SlO ( A) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(B8) 

where A = Zr - ::1' Matching the first derivatives of these solutions at Z = 41 and Z = Zr 

we tind that VI = Vr and that A (the domain width) solves the equation 

cothkA - cosechkA = (vr - v_)/(u.;. - vr). (B9) 

Equation (B9) still contains one unknown parameter. Vr• This parameter is obtained from 
the analysis of the inner regions centreed at Z = ::1 and :: = =r. Stretching the coordinate 
system according to :c = zl.Jii and setting /.I. = 0 we find 

U.r" + u - u3 
- Vr = 0 (B 10) 

implying Ur = 0 (see (A12». Using this result in (B9) and solving for A we get 

I 
A=-k'ln(-ao) (BII) 

or (4.13) where A = AI.Jii. 
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Spatiotemporal oscillations in a semiconduC1;or etalon 

Yu. A. Rzhanov a:1d E. RlC::a:ci.son 
Depar:ment of Phvsics. Henot-Watt Uniuersitv. Ri=:-:c::. 2t!inbu':'gi: E'::U ... 4S. Scot!4"d 

A. A. Hagberg and J. V. ~rolo!:ey 
Department of Mathematics. llniue:"Si:!I oj .4:-":0:-'<:. ::ucson. A:-..:o::a 8S721 

(Received 16 July lllS:!) 

We show theoretically that competing optical nonlinearit:es ::: a semiconductor etaIon. with trans
ve.-se effects included. result in complex spatiotemporaI bellavio:. A theoretical framework is devel
oped that explains many features of ;he oscillatory bena,·ier. :-;t:::Ie:ical si:nuiations exhibit kinks. 
switching waves. whole-beam. and edge csciliations. Simcia::ons compare iavorably with recent 
experimentS. 

PACS number(s): 42.6S.-k 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Coupled :1onli.'1ear reac:ion-diffusion sys;ems oner 
much scope for compiex spatiote::lpor:U beha. ... ior. One 
such system is the semiconductor Fabry-Perot etalon 
::aving a ~ei=active index dependent on photoe:'Cciteci car
::er de:'.sit:,· and temperature. These de~;ces have a.
:rac:eci muc:: interes: eue :0 potential appiica::ons to 
:ne fields of :eiecomrr.unications a.'ld optical computing. 
=tecenc e:,(:le:-ime!:ts in 1:::Sb devices have revealed com
:Jiex oscill~tory behavior of a ref:.ec:ed beru:: :~]. posing 
.ntriguing ques:ions about .he nature and for::l of the os
:!!Iations. Fu::her:nore. :here has been no ciir= e:'Clleri
nentai evicience of .;a::s..-erse effects in :he couoleci bSb 
:ystem, al~hough these must playa crucial role in the dy
:amics of oscillatior.s. To date theoretical considerations 
.ave concentrated on plane-wave approaches, which do 
~Ot include spatial effects and hence are inadequate in 
:escribing oscillatory behavior. 

We propose a theoretical tecimique that is useful in 
xplaining features of spatiotemporal behavior in cer:ain 
~action-di..~ion svs:ems. \\Ie beiieve that this ;:ech
:que is quite gene;ai ane can be applied to e,"piore dii
!rent processes in twO-component reaction-diifusion 51'S

~:ns. Here we appiy this technique to the mode! of an 
::3b interferometer wi;:it competi:lg nonlinearities. In 
::ch a C\1."()oComponent system there are three impor:2-'lt 
~ngth scales: namely, :he twO characteris;ic diffusion 
mgths and the minimum modulation leng-..h of che in
.omogeneous parameters. The teclmique requires that 
:Ie diifusion length be much smaller than the other dif
"sion length and the modulation length of :he inhome
~neous parameters. Then a.t any instant and for ea.c.i. 
)atial point it is possibie to treat the other componene 
:d che inhomogeneous parameters as fixed parameters 
. the eouation with the smallest cillIusion length. If 

addition :he characteris;ic decay time of :he ~'a.riabie 
:th the shorees: diffusion length is much smaller than 
.e other decay time. then a further simplification occurs. 
'len the d:':Iamics of the fast variable can be considered 

indeoe::ee:::t:'· of :he slo"" variables. as these do not have 
tim~ :0 res;.o-:':c :0 changes in :he fas; variable. It is then 
oossi::;e to ::redict local dvnamic beha~;or from a known 
~i:ate 0: :::'e

o 

co=pie~e sys~em. These conciitior..s ~e met 
in \:he ~::5: s:rSte: if ::e spot size of :he incident beam 
is la:~e ::o:::'~2.!'eC to i:!le carrie: cii:fusion length. 

\Ve- a;;:::.: :~e :ec::':li~~e ar.c ga!:l useful insight into 
feat::::5 :: :::e osd!a:or:: behavior anc ;>articulariy con
cen::a:: 0::: ::a:~s"'e::se e::ec:s. We simulate the syste::l 
:It!:::.e::.:~~:.· :~ O:le t:"a.!"S".:e:se cii:ec':ion and show hO";l: 
k::lk sci~:::::s. "l."hole-oea.:::. osc:lla.::icns. and pulse effec:s 
evoive. :·.;r:::ermore ..... e i:nd that the edges of the carrier 
;>roii!e =20:- :05e Stability ane osdlate at a much higher 
f::ecue!!c': :::2-'1 ~":lec:ec. cor.sicier:ng :he eher::lal relax
a.ti~n ::;'e c: :::e ;~~i:em. 

The ;:a;:e: is organized as :ollows. The InSb Fabr!
Perot 5'.:.:e::: :s introduced anc the model explained. We 
revie'" ':l:e':ious resultS on kink solutions and regenera
tive oscSa::c::s t::at are esse::;ial for the understanding 
Ot :;"e ;::-a:::-":cai te6 .. licue. This :e6:-.ique is then e.,,
plai::e-: - '.:s;::g e,,,an::pies' from ll::::lerical soiu:ion of the 
:uil c·.-::2..:~:::ai so·stem. FinalI-.· .... e consider the response 
to ?t!k~ :::~::.:s '( 4.sing!e-snot ':"eg!::le~t) and edge oscHla
:ior.s. 

II. MODEL EQUATIONS 
FOR THE FABRY-PEROT RESONATOR 

!n :::is se-::ion we introduce the equations (proposed 
in [2:; ... ·:::c:: ""e ""ill use to describe the processes in 
a non!i:::ea: Fabrv-Perot resonator. The InSb eta!on is 
mou:::~ or. a h~t sink and illuminated by a laser beam 
of wavele::z::: A. The optical proper:ies of the etalon are 
gover:le-: :::: the dependence Ot the refractive inde." on 
photoexc::=-= ca.r.ier density (N) and temperature (T) 
:hrol::;;:: 

n(S.7'; = no(T .. ) - <1,vN.;. O',:,(T - T .. ), (1) 

where C',\' a::a 0',:, are positive co=antS. Since the rama-

1480 ®1993 The Amcric:ul Physic::1l Society 
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tion is not significantly absorbed in the cavity we assume 
that it is possible to average N over the length of the 
cavity. Then negiecting diffraction and restricting dif
fusion to one transverse direction we obtain the follow
ing reaction-diffusion system for the photoe:ccited carrier 
density and temperature: 

aN ale(N,T.=) 
at= li:.J 

aT Q(N,T.=) 
Yt- cp 

where 

I.(N,T,:) 
(1 - e-al )(l .;. .lloe-a' )(1 - R,) 

al(l- Ro)2 

lin(:) x , 
1 .;. F sin-[:!::-n(N. T)l/ AI 

(230) 

(:!b) 

(3) 

is the cavity irraciiance. The etaion is of length l and mir
ror reiiectivities R, (front), and 14 (back). The finesse 
factor F = 4Ro(1 :. Ra)-~, where Ro = (R,Ro)lne- al • 

The intensity absorption coefficient may depend on te:n
perature through 

0(1') = 00 e:(p (T ~ Ta ) . 
Both carriers and heat diffuse in the: direction with cli:· 
r.JSion coefficients D and ~. respectively. ":'s :s the ca::ier . 
recombination time and is indeoendent of S since we as
sume c:-ao recombination as th~ dominant recombination 
mechan~m (at To =:ii K). Q(S. T) represents che heat 
generated per unit volume and may be from twO sources. 
First there is nonradiative carrier recombination. which 
yieids 

N 
Q(N.T)=li:.J-. 

i'N 
(5) 

[Note that Eqs. (1)-(5) are in the form proposed in ;2;.] 
Second there could be absorption or radiation at the back 
mirror since some e."'(periments utiiize a goid reflecting 
laver to orevide extra retlectivit'.'. We could :hen assuoe 
a ~ontribution of the form . 

Q(
V T) _ o .. trI,(N.T) 
., - pCl ' (6) 

where I, is the "transmitted~ irradiance and a.iF takes 
account of any heating outside the etalon. This form of 
heat source has been shown to lead to oscillatorv behavior 
in the plane-wave limit [31. • 

In Eq. (2b). we neglected the dependence of the lat
tice temperature on the coordinate = along the beam 
direction. This is an acceptable approximation if the 
inSb layer is in contact with a perfect heat sink through 
a thin thermal resistance [41. as is indeed the case e."'(
perimentally. Then we may replace the term describing 
:hermal diffusion in = (~a2Tla=2) with the decay tern!. 
-(T - To)/TT used in (:!b). ":'T plays the roie of ather· 
mal relaxation time and defines a corresponding diffusion 
length IT = ,fiffT. This approximation leatis to the fol
lowing consequences: 

TABLE I. Experimental parameters. 

Quan:::)' Value or range units 
To 1,-85 K 

TA'o T"a .. K 
~.,. 1.6-5.,) x 10- IS em l 

~":" 0:< 10-' 1\:-1 
~.-.: 300-500 ns 

'. 70-500 ms 

'" 
5.43-5.71 I!m 

I 100-500 I'm 
R! 0.36-0.5 
.'4 0.36~.95 

00 2-80 cm- i 

o.~ 0-1 
D 10 em:/s 
It 0.01~.1 em:/s 
C 0.096 J/gK 
p 5.S g/c:n l 

u: 200 I!m 
e 0-30 K 

(ij Absorption at the back :nir~or ous. oe :~eateC as a 
heat :our-ce ave!'ag~d o\#e: :!le cavit:--. T;'!s is a :easonable 
ass:..::::;;:ion if :he te::g:h 0: :he ecalon is she:-: cO~!Jarec 
to :::e c?1araC'::e!":s~ic :he!'::lal ieng:h. 

{U: Carrie!" :ecombina:ior. :It the su:faces of ~he I::Sb 
!S ~egi:c:ed. T!1!s effec: could be inc!uc:ec b:- acding a 
fae:o: :nuitiplying' :he lndde::: ir.aciiance in (~3.) ~5. 51. 
.~ "'e lntend to conce:ltrate on :;ar.s..-erse processes the 
prec:s~ forrns of ~he source and sink te!"::!S are ::ot ;:n;lor .. 
tanto as this is unlikei:--- to affec: the qualitative behavior 
of :::e system as a ,,·hole. 

::':en with the appro:ci:na:ions noted above. :~is sys
te:n is still too compie:c to t;eat anaiytic:ill:' and also dii· 
ficui: :0 simulate numerically because oi the large ratio 
of .eac:ion .ates (":'1"I":'s - 103 ). In the iolIowi:lg sec.ions 
any :::! . .'nerical si::::uia:ions are oi the full sys;:eo (230) and 
(2:':, assuming heating due .0 (buik) carrier .ecombina· 
~ion oniy_ References to a Gdussian i::put assU::le :he 
proiUe 

(i) 

where 10 is the peak irradiance and 1L' the spot size. Typi
cal e.-..:perimencal parameters are tabulated In "labie I and 
we "'il! use these parameters throughout. In :he e.'tperi· 
men:s performed :;0 date there are many ilara"':leters :hat 
are no: known precisely. In particular .• he heat sources 
nave not been auantified. Therefore we do :lot atteoot 
quc:::irative ag~ee:nent ;vj:;h experiments. \Ve assu~e 
that the system will behave similarly in cwo c:-ansverse 
di:::e::sions although the eiiec:h'e diffusion rate will be 
d!Ee:-ent. 

III. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL 
TREAT:MENT 

Before consiciering the comple."'( spatioteoporal behav
ior of the InSb system we wi!! present some previous re-
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;ults. Having presented the theoretical framework re
quired we will build upon this to propose a technique for 
e.'tplaining the complex behavior of the system. 

\~;e begin by considering the one-component bistable 
system, which evoives according to 

u, = feu. >'), (8) 

.,,;here f depends on both u and the set of parameters >.. 
There may be any number of roots of (8) satisfying the 
steady-state condition 

f(u,>.) = o. (9) 

A common realization of f is the 5 shaped CUI""e obtained 
by plotting the solution of Eq. (9) against one of the 
parameters (A\o say). An example is given in Fig. l(a) 
where the system is bistable in the range A! < Al < At. 
A\ is typically an external parameter - for example. the 
incident irradiance in an optically bistable system. In 
the bistable region the s:ate depends on previous history 
(this leads to the " .. ell-known hysteresis effect [il). This 
property may be used to provide memory functionality 
in a single device. Another- feature of elrese systems is 
dlat near the critical points (A~, At) there is very slow 
~esponse. This is known as critical slowing down and 
:s a limita:ion in marginal switching situations. In two-

A,' A,' A, 

FiG. l. (a) An S-shaped curve for g{u,A ) = 0 showing 
:,is:ability in the range A~ < A, < At. Two States are in
~icated within the bistable region. (b) Spatial kink solution 
between the two states depicted in (a). 

component systems this is not such an important effect. 
Inclusion of diffusion gives the equation 

Eru 
u, = feu. >.) .;- Du a:2 ' (10) 

where Du is the diffusion coefficient of the species u. 
Equation (lO) has a nonhomogeneous solution even if >. 
and Du are homogeneous. This separatrix solution has 
the follOwing properties: 

lim u=u·, 
:--00 

aUI _ aul _ 0 
ax :--CCI - 8: =_+OQ - .. 

where u· and u+ are the two stable zeroes of (9) cor
responding to >. in the bistable region [Fig. l(a)). The 
two states are joined by a region of approximate width 
..[l5; as shown in Fig. l(b). This kink soiution is in
dependent of transverse coordinate and hence will move 
with constant velocity. Assuming a. solution of the form 
u(r- Vt) 51! u(t;} yields 

1:-f (U1,>')dUI 

V=- ... 

1_"" (dU) - de; 
-:c. etc; 

(11) 

Of particular interest is the case when the kink is sta
tionary" which requires 

{- f(u'.>')du' =0. (1:) 

For simple forms of f the velocity can be found analyti
cally but in general numerical methods nave to be used. 
Another approach is to recast (8) in the form typical of 
a system moving in a conservative fieid: 

dU 
u, = -Tu' (13) 

where 

U(u) = - J f(u,>')du (14) 

is the potential. The velocity is then a function of the 
difference in potentials - the system moves to the most 
favorable state (lowest potential). When the potentials 
of the two states are equal the kink is statioDary. 

ODe-dimensional systeIIlS have beeD studied theoreti
cally and experimentally using the above approaches (see. 
for e.'tample. references in Fife [ii.) Harding and Ross [8] 
ha.ve e.'tperimentally investigated the dynamics of kink 
solutions in a ZnSe system with a thermal nonlinearity. 

The ne.'tt step in comple.'tity is to consider a coupled 
reaction system: 

Ut = f( U, Il, >'), 
(15) 

Vt=g(u,v,>'). 
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The state of the system evolves in the phase space (u, v) 
and a convenient approach is the use of nullcline dia
grams. The nullclines 

feu, v,..\) = 0 and 9{u. v . ..\) = 0 

may be plotted in the u. t' plane and an example is shown 
in Fig. 2, which shows one f and two 9 corresponding to 
different parameters. Intersections of the f and 9 null
clines correspond to steady-state solutions of both sub
systems and hence of the complete system (IS). In the 
example shown the system is in the bistable regime for 
the solid 9 nullcline and there are three steady-state so
lutions, two stable and one unstable. Local evolution of 
a state can be inferred in the following way. On each side 
of the curves f = 0 and 9 = 0 the Sign of the derivatives 
du/ dt and dv / dt changes. Hence u and v will increase 
or decrease depending on where the current State of the 
system is in relation to the nullclines. In some parameter 
regions there may be no stable states and this is indeed 
the case for the dotted 9 nullcline in Fig. 2, the result 
being that the system asci n a res In. general the path in 
phase space is not e3S!' to predict [91. However'_ when 
one subsystem reactS much faster than the other (as in 
the lnSb interferometer). the system will trace a path 
close to the iii nullcline under the influence of an~' (slow) 
changes in T. In some parameter ranges a reduction in 
the slow variable may pull the state ofi the N null cline 
and it will jump very quickl~' to the ne.'Ct available N 
state. An e.'<ample is shown in Fig. 3, where there is fast 
initial movement from S to the .v -nullcline. This is fol
lowed by a slow reduction in temperature until at point A 
the stability is lost causing a. jump to state B, which oc
curs in a time of the order of the carrier rela.'<ation time. 
Point B is beloVo' the T nullcline and hence the tempera
ture will slowly rise and the state follows the N null cline 
towards point C. At point C there is a jump to point D 
and the process repeats. These regenerative oscillations 
have been proposed [101 and studied theoretically and ex
perimentally [11. 12! in optically bistable semiconductor 
systems. In most cases the plane-wave (homogeneous) 
description is used and in some cases the fast subsystem 

FIG. 2. The nullcJines f(u.l1. ~) = 0 and 9(u.v.~) = o. 
For the solid 9 nullcline there are two stable and one unsta
ble state. For the dotted 9 nullcline the stationarY state is 
unstable and the system oscillates. . 

Concon.auon N 

FIG. 3. The result of a numerical simulation overlaYed 
on the nullcline figure. From the initial point S the sys.:em 
settles into an oscillatory motion. 

is eliminated adiabatically. This is appropriate as long 
as the transverse effects may be neglected. 

::-row consider a. ~onem: homogeneous reaction
diffusion system: 

iJ2v 
Ve = 9(U,v,..\) -+- Du a:::~' 

(16) 

In the bistable region the nullclines can be as shown in 
Fig. 4{a). As before-for a kink solution-we assume a 
state A = (N",T,,) at x = -00 and B = (Nb.Tb) at 
x = -+-oc. It has been shown that either one or three 
traveling-""ave solutions e."Cist, depending on the ratio of 
characteristic velocities of the twO subsystems [13. 141. 
In a system with a large difference in reaction rates it is 
possible to decouple the equations and assume that the 
kink in the fast variable is only under the influence of 
the (local) state of the slo" .. variable. To show this. a 
numerical simulation of the InSb system was performed 
with parameters corresponding to Fig. 4{a). The input 
intensity was constant in time and space and the ini
tial prolile set to (N.T) =. (N",T .. ) for::: < 50lN and 
(N, T) = (Nb, Tb) for x > SOIN' The results are shown 
in Fig. 4{b) where each carrier profile is separated by 
~t = 10T.v. Note that a kink forms between the values 
N" and Ne• This moves rapidly and is almost unaffected 
by the very small change in temperature. On a much 
longer time scale the temperature decreases (x > 501,v) 
and N reduces accordingly, following the nullcline from 
C to A. The important consequence is that the N kink 
can be considered as a one-component solution between 
Nb and Ne (or Ne and N .. ), treating the temperature 
as a fixed parameter. Experiments are underway to e.'<
amine these effects. although no convincing results have 
appeared. 

Finally we consider the analysis of Nishiura and 
Mimura [151, who investigated a homogeneous reaction
difiusion system recast into the form 
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(17) 

a2v 
v, = g(u. t·).;.. aJ:~' 

under the assumption that u reacts much faster but dif
fuses to a lesser e.'Ctent than v. Nontrivial layer solutions 
are possible in such a system for sufficiently small T [161. 
As T is reduced further. the system may undergo a Hopf 
bifurcation and the edges of the layers become unstable 
and oscillate. The amplitude of oscillation increases as 
T is reduced further. The bifurcation parameter is the 
ratio of characteristic velocities of the two subsystems: 

V" lulT, 
T = V" = 1,,1":",,' (18) 

where I and T are characteristic diffusion lengths and 
relaxation times. respectively. This parameter has been 
linked to the appearance of multiple moving structures in 

I 
"°1 

- I =- I • :20-

H 
,oJ 
i 

1 6 

Concenrraaon N (10" em') 

.. .. .00 

Coordinate x (I.) 

FIG. 4. (a) N'uUcIines sltowin;t tlte position of the state 
defining the kink solutions in (b). (b) Evolution of carrier 
density os a function of tinle sltowing development of kink 
solution. Each curve is separated by At = lOrN. 

coupled reaction-diffusion systems [Iii and late: the link 
was proved numerically and by the singular perturbation 
approach [131. :'\ote also that as suggested by Kalafaci. 
Serbinov. and Ryabova [lil T also controls the number of 
traveling-wave solutions. For large":" [0(1)] there is only 
one solution and as ":" is reduced. the system bifurcaces 
and e.'Chibits at least three solutions. one being unstable 
[141· 

We have now considered the relevant effec:s .hat have 
been predicted or observed in homogeneous systems and 
will extend to consider an inhomogeneous system-che 
loSb system illuminated by a Gaussian beam. This will 
modify the behavior and in particular will limit the ex
tent of any kink or layer solutions. 

A. Whole-beam oscillations 

Oscillations in the reflected power from an InSb 
bistable etaion have been observed experimentally [lSI 
and described theoretically using a plane-wave approach 
[lli. Uniortunately there has been no direct measure
ment of the transverse dynamics of the oscillations. As 
a fust attempt at descriiJin!; the oscillations for a Gaus
sian input in. one =-erse coorciinate we can consider 
the null cline cur:es that predict behavior in the plane 
wave (Fig. 5). The path superimposed on the figure cor
responds :0 the center oi the beam and was obtained 
nume~icall}·. However. we find that the plane-""ave ap
proach does not give any \-aJuable information about 
the behavior of the e:ttended system. rndeed. ""hen the 
plane-wave system has an oscillatory solution. tne oscil
lations for a Ga.ussian beatn with sufficientlr s:nall SpOt 
size are prevented by thermal diffusion in the t.ansverse 
direction. Similarir. when the piane-wave approach pre
dicts monostabiliry (or bis:abiliry). the one-dimensionai 
system may oscillate. as we will see later. 

Now we ""ill formulate a technique that takes into con
sideration the change in the spatial properties of the sys-

re.7S"",! 

i \ ""s.., \ 
\ 

\ 

e· 0.2 JJ :" os 
Conc:enrranon N (10" em ') 

FIG. 5. An e:wnple of an osciIlar.ion in a. Gaussian beam 
where the state in the center of the beam is plotted in pltose 
space along witlt tlte nulle1ines. Note that tlte nullcline ap
proaclt predicts tlte e:cistence of one stable state. 
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(c) 

O.Z· 

FIG. 6. Evolution or (a) central camer density, (b) tem
pemture (at the beam center), and (e) reftected ~ show
ing whol!>-beam oscillations. Parameters: A = 5.618 ).IlIl. 

D = 10 cm2 Is, ,. = 0.01 cm2 /s, Rt = R. = 0.5, detun
ing=1.45142, T. = 17K, ~N = 1x10-11 cm-3 , ~T = 6x 10-< 
cm-3 , TN = 0.6 IJS, T'l' = 30 ms, ao = 2.4 cm-t, 8 = 30 K, 
I. = 3.5 W/cm.2 , w = 601N. 

tam (inte!lSity of the beam) and allows an adequa.te de
scription of the oscillation process in an inhomogeneous 
medium. 

First consider the features of the whole-beam oscilla.
tions found numerically. In Fig. 6 the evolution of centra.! 
N, T and :eflected power is sho".'l1 and oscillations are ev
ident. Figure 7(a) is a contour plot of carrier density as 
a funaion of::: and time. Similarly, Fig. 7(b) shows the 
evolution of the temperature. As the time t = t" is ap
proached the system is in the "lower" N state and is cool
ing. At t = t" the center of the carrier profile switches to 
the upper state and the switched-up region rapidly ex
pands. The carrier profiles around the switch-up point 
are shO"-"I1 in Fig. 8(a), .... here each profile is separated by 
a time of 41.67'l"N. During the switch process the tem
perature changes by less than om %. The region of high 
carrier density adds e."Ctl'a heat due to carrier recombi
nation and hence the teIIlperature rises. As the temper
ature increases the switched-up region contraas until it 
finally collapses at t = tb [Fig. 8(b}]. After collapse the 
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FIG... Contour plot of (a) carrier density and (b) tem
perature as a function of position and time showing whol!>
beam oscillations. 
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heat source is reduced. the temperature decreases, and 
the whole process repeats. 

B. I-T representation 

It has already been demonstrated that because of the 
disparity in the time constants of the lnSb system it is 
possible to neglect temporal variations in temperature 
while fast transverse motion of carrier density occurs. In 
addition to this the thermal length is much greater than 
both the likely variations in N(z) and the SpOt size 111. 

This allows us to consider kinks in carrier density as "ho
mogeneous" ones. We therefore treat the N subsystem 
independently and may consider the local temperature 
as a fixed parameter. For any point (xo. say) on the 
beam we can draw the N nuUcline as shown in Fig. 9. 
If the temperature at Xo is known, then in the vicinity 
of Xo we can see if the system is stable or bistable in 
N. For T > T" and T < 1j there is only one stable 
state. For 7i < T < T" the system is bistable and the 

i 
~ : 

's 

". 

'00 

Coordlnal9 • (I,) 

I 
.00 

Coordinale • (I.) 

(0) 

'2$ 

(b) 

.~ 

FIG. 8. Profiles of carrier density variation with = shOWing 
the (a) switch-on and (b) switch-off section of whole-beam 
oscillations. Each curve is separated by ~t = "l.6i ... ". 

COr'\Centrct;on N 

FIG. 9. N nullcline corresponding to one particular point 
in a beam. If the temperature lies between TI and T ... then 
the system is bistable in N. Outside this range only one state 
is possible. 

state depends on the history or any spatial effects. In 
Fig. 10(a.), Tc and T" are graphed against the intemity 
[[(:0) = [oe."tp(-:o2/ur)\. Choosing another point on 
the beam (=tl yields a new 1i and T". and these may 
be plotted on the same diagram at the new intensity 
[(XI). Extending to all points on the beam yields the 

.,'eos,ty 1(=.) 

Int"".sily I 
fIG. 10. (a) From an initial point (=0) on the beam. 7i 

and Tu define the region ofbistability. Extending to all spatial 
points yields the solid curves. (b) The beam curve through 
A and B passes through the bistable region bounded by the 
curves 1i and Tu. 

143 
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solid cun'es which bound the region of bistability. Note 
that the diagTatn indicates stability in N as a function of 
local inte:lSity and temperature under the assumptions 
made above. For all points below the lower curve (like 
B) the~e is only one possible state-the upper .TIl state. 
For points inside the bistable region (like A) the system 
is bistable and hence either N state is possible. (Note 
that we are defining the state at each point in terms of 
slowly ~"arying T and I and hence N is only allowed to 
take upper or lower bistable values. Of course these val
ues depend on the local temperature and intensity.) Any 
particular solution may be plotted on the J-T diagram 
since the temperature at each spatial point is related to 
the irradiance through the coordinate:::. We will refer 
to this curve as the beam c:urue in further discussions. If 
::: E [::",.:::b]. then for a Gaussian input the beam curve 
starts at (1(::",). T(=",». reaches I :::: 10. and ends at 
(I(:::b), T(=b». 

In Fig. 10(b) the curve T(I(:::» has been added. which 
represents a solution where at point E the upper N sta.te 
is realized. The system is in the lo ..... er .TIl state at point 
A and hence there must he a staticnaty kink between 
A and B. The pOSition of the kink may be found by 
adding a cun-e corresponding to the set of temperatures 
that gives a stationary (zero-velOcity) N kink between 
the upper and lower IV states at each intensity. This 
curve has been added to Fig. 11. The position of the 
kink correspones co the intersection of the zero-velocity 
C1II"V!! anci the beam curve (at point Z). Any kink to 
the left or right of Z will move quickly to the point of 
inte~sec:ion. 

Having introduced the J-T representation '-\1! can now 
apply this to consider the details of ~'hole-beam oscilla
tions. 

:"9:-

N, B T. 

i85-

r.'';-

7~!~,------~------~-----r------~----~ 
26 25 lC ~2 3" 3,5 

In,enslly I (W em ') 

FIG. ll. An example where the beam is. switched on 
where it descends below 7j and is off outside the bistable 
region where the temperature is low. The position of the 
kink is given by the intersection of the beam curve and the 
zero-velocity curve at Z. 

1. Whole·beam 03cil/ations 

Results from numerical simulation of whole-beam 05· 

cillations were shown in Figs. 6-i. We now reconsider 
this process in the framework of :he leT representation. 
The coupled system is simulatee :lUrne:ically for a ,\"ide 
Gaussian input beam of SpOt size u: = 60lN. The solution 
e\'olves from the homogeneous initial condition N :::: 0 
and T = 77 K at t = O. Once the oscillations have settled 
down we choose various points in time and reconstruct 
the beam curves from the T(x) and 1(::) profiles. The 
paramete~ used are given in the caption for Fig. 6. 

At e = t", all points on the beam are in the lower .V 
state. In the I -T plane the beam curve corresponds to 
the curve labeled 1 in Fig. 12( a), ..... here t is somewhat less 
than tao (Note that in this instance the beam curve in 
fact represents both sides of the temperature profile be
cause of the symmetry in the solution about the center of 
the Gaussian beam.) At this moment the temperature is 
slowly decreasing and hence the beam curve moves dO~'n
wards. A critical moment occurs ..... hen the beam curve 
(curve 2) cuts the curve bounding the bistable region. At 
this moment the only possible ;-.u:e in the center of :he 
beam ([ = Jo) is the high-N state. Hence the carrie:" pm
file switches up in the center. K:nks ~apidly develop a.'ld 
move outwards. The veloci::: of :he kinks depends on 10-
cal irracHancC! anc! temperature. ::This proceo;s occurs 011 

the .TIl time scale and hence we :::ay neglect any tempo
ral cha.n~ in temperature ..... hile :!le kinks are in motion. j 
Both kinks stop' at point Z. whe:e I = I: = I(::) fixe:; 
the position of ~he kink. Once t::e high-,ll' s:ate appears 
the extra heat source (carrier recombination) causes an 
increase in tempe~ature. This heating occurs mainly in 
the cente~ of the beam (to the right of point Z). although 
heat is .of course spread by diffusion. Hence the beam 
curve mO\'es upwards. increasing more rapidly to the 
right of Z. This gives rise to the "et of curves 3A.5, ... in 
Fig. 12(b). The interface betwl!'!T!.\' states (at Z) mo\'es 
to higher intensities and subsequently the switched· up 
region is contrac:ing on the the::nal time scale. When a 
portion of the beam curve cros~ the zero-velocity cun'l! 
the upper-.v state collapse:; [Fig. 12(c)j. Alternatively. 
for very wide heams the kinks ime~~ect at point B cor· 
responding to the center of the beam. This collision ap
pears to result in the collapse of the upper state. (~ote 
that there are othe, possibiiities if :he beam is not Gau~ 
sian.) After collapre the system coois due to the drop in 
carrier recombination. Eventuall~' the temperature drops 
to a level ~'here the process repeats again. 

In Fig. 13 we show a range of beam curves during the 
oscillation. showing how the oscillation is indeed bounded 
by the bistable region and zero-\"elocity curves. The 
switch-all does indeed occur at point A. and similarly the 
switch-off \I.·hen there is no longe~ a point of intersection 
with the zero-velocity line. The point Z also accurately 
gives the position of the edges of the switched-up region 
following initial e.xpansion. Note:hat it is possible for the 
beam curve to fall below .4 since thermal diifusion mar 
prevent an immediate temperature rise as the upper-,v 
state appears. 

The abo\'e considerations of the numerica1I~' obtained 
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FIC. 12. Beam curve movement during oscillations: (a) 
The temperacure is dec:easing here and the beam eurve moves 
downwards. When position (2) is reached. the =er of the 
beam switches up since only the upper N state is accessible. 
(b) The temperature is increasing and the beam curve rises. 
(c) In this example the beam curve crosses the zero-velocity 
curve and the upper state collapses. 
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FIG. 13. An example of a set of beam curves during a 
whole-beam o:scillation. 

solution illustrate hcrartlre I-T representation can oeused 
to decibe whole-beam oscillation. The proposed .ech
nique aHows the determination of the paramete:s where 
the high-,v state appears and collapses. and an explana
tion of :he transverse switching dynamics. Furthe:more. 
as we will explain. plotting the steady beam curve in the 
l-T plane we can determine how to change the parame
ters to obtain oscillations. 

For example. consider the isocline and J-T curves 
shown in rigs. 14(a) and 14(b), where the solution is 
stable and the carrier profile is switched up in the center. 
The incident beam is Gaussian with u: = Z:U,.... First 
note that the isocline representation does not predict os
cillatiol'.s. We can,see from the l-T curves that the ~em
perature must be increased to facilitate the switch-off. 
In gene:al it is very difficult to see how the parameters 

. could be changed to achieve this. Merely increasing the 
incident ir.adiance may not help; ehe beam curve would 
be extended to ehe right and an even higher tempera
tUte rise would be required. We will choose one param
eter (the spOt size) and change this to see what hap
pens. Direct prediction of the result is not possible due 
to the complexity of the system and the disparate diffu
sion lengths. However, we may perform the simulation 
again with the altered parameter and see how the steady 
beanl curve alters. Increasing the spot size t:) w = .:sIt{ 
yields Figs. 14(c) and 14(d). Now the temperature is al
most high enough. and only a small change is needed to 
induce :he switch-olf. If the spot size is increased fur· 
ther, then oscillations are obtained. It is possible that 
a change would yield a switched-olf steady state rather 
than an oscillatory one. In that case the same process 
may be used to find paranleters to give the 5'\'itch-on and 
therefore continuous oscillations. We could have chosen 
any parameter and used the same procedure. The iso
clines' representation is unhelpful in this case since they 
change with intensity and do not directly yield the switch 
points. 

We have checked the validity of the l-T description in 
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FIG. 14. (a) Center of beam superimposed on isoclines. (b) [·T representation corresponding to (a). For (c) and (d) the 
parameters are the same except for a larger spot size. 

the limit when the carrier diffusion length is much less 
than the characteristic thermal diffusion length and the 
spot size. It is worth noting that as the Spot size (or 
the thermal length IT) decreases, the approximation of 
infutitely narrow kink widths will break down. In this 
limit the [·T technique fails to yield an adequate quan
titative description of the oscillations. For example, it 
does not predict the correct position of the kinks. Nev
ertheless, the qualitath·e behavior remains the same. 

The system can be modeled by solving the thermal 
diffusion equation and defining the carrier density from 
the method above .. This would be very fast compared to 
solving the complete system and only loses information 
about the (fast) switch-on process. 

2. Single-shot regime 

The l·T allows the predicticm of suitable conditiOlIS' for 
the appearance of the "single-shot" regime for the Gaus
sian beam. This was possibly observed experimentally 
by Grigor'yanes [1] following an earlier consideration in 
the plane-wave limit [191. In this regime a small tran-

T. 

Z.O :sa 3.2 ,. 
In.enSlty I (W em ') 

FIG. 15. Single-shot response. From the initial position 
(Al a drop in intensity produces B"'(;. Restoration of in· 
tensity yields position D and cooling eventually leads to a 
switch-on at E. 
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sient pulse (or drop) in incensity may yield a large output 
pulse, typically of much greater duracion. In Fig. 15 the 
initial profile (A) has a central switched-up region with 
kinks at Z. A reduction in intensity moves a.!l points on 
the beam curve to lower intensities (curve B), which is 
completely above the zero-velocity line. The upper state 
must collapse and this happens on the carrier time scale. 
Following collapse the system cools and the beam curves 
move downwards: B - C. When the intensity is re
stored the beam curve switches to D while still cooling 
towards E, where once 1i is reached. the upper state will 
appear. The pulse dumtion may be quite short since the 
switch-off is very rapid. A similar process occurs for a 
sudden increase in irradiance. 

9. Edge oscilla.tiOfU 

The numerical simulations have revealed that the edges 
of the switched-on region (corresponding to the high-N 
state) may lose their stability and start to oscillate. The 
frequency of these oscillations is much higher than that 
of the whole-bee.m oscillatians described in the previous 
sections. When the whole-beam: oscillations also exist. 
the pulsations of the ~ges develop soon af\:er the ap
pearance of the upper state. their amplitude increases 
and they disappear with the collapse of the upper state 
(Fig. 16). 

In cases when the whole-beam oscillation does not oc
cur we have observed bach symmetric and antisymmemc 
pulsations of the edges. An example oi edge oscillations 
with no associated whole-beam oscillations is given in 
Fig. li{a). We defer for a. planned forthcoming publi
cacion a more extensive examinatiOn of the edge 0scilla
tions. We will, however. note that this phenomenon cor
responds to almost tangential orientations of the beam 
curve to the zero-veiocity curve in the [-T representa
cion [Fig. 17(b)j. Hence the position or the kinks is very 
sensitive to the temperature. Note that the beam curve 
does not quite intersect the zero-velocity curve; this is 

.. 
E 
i= 

"-....... / 

'''-...'' ,./ 

FIG. 16. Contour plot of carrier concentration evolving in 
time as a function of:. The cenual portion switches up and 
the edges lose stability producing oscillations. 

probably due to our assumptions of inJinitesima.!ly sma.!l 
kink width. 

It could be that both whole-beam and edge oscillations 
are manifestations of layer oscillations [16j under the con
straints of the inhomogeneous input proiile. The possi
bility of high-frequency edge oscillations in this system is 
intriguing since this may explain simi1a: oscillations ob
served experimentally [1). where the frequency was much 
higher than would be expected from the thermal time. 

C. Numerical method 

The large ratio of the reaction rates in the coupled 
equations classifies the system as a stiff set of equations. 
For eflicient numerical integration this stiffness required 
using an implicit integration scheme. In particular, we 
used the backward differentiation formulas of Gear [20j 
with variable order and variable time-step control. 

We approximated the spatial derivatives using finite 
differences on a uniform mesh with ~eumann· or no-

(0) 

~··I 
11 
O~I~.~----~~~----~M~----~-----'.~2----~2~ 

Coordinal9 x (I.) 

.... J 

80.2 

M01!--~---:-----r-i ----: 
u ~ ~ u ~ 2.0 

Inl8l1sny 1 (W em') 

FIG. 17. (a) ContOur plot of carrier concentration evolv
ing in time as a f1mction of =- There IW only edge oscillations 
and no whole-beam oscillations. (b) l-T representation Cor 
the edge OI5Cillacions showing that the beam curve is alm~ 
tangential to the zero-velocity curve. 
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flux-type boundary conditions. When using an implicit 
method a system of nonlinear algebraic equations must 
be solved at each step. The nature of this differencing 
scheme leads to a banded algebraic system with the band 
width determined by the order of the approximation to 
the derivatives. On each time step we solved the system 
using Newton's method with a banded matrix solver. 

It was quite possible to use this method with our avail
able computer power (Meiko i860 computing surface). 
However. a two-dimensional code will be on the verge 
of practicability. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have theoretically and numerically investigated 0s

cillations in an InSb bistable etalon 'II,ith competing non
linearities. We have developed a method that explains 
many features of the oscillations. in particular the pr,op
agation. of kink solutions. This relies on the stiff nature 
of the IoSb system. where the time constants ate radi
cally different and the fast subsystem. diffuses to a. lesser 
extent than the 510"" subsystem. The method is use
ful when attemllting to lind parameter ranges that yield 
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From Labyrinthine Patterns to Spiral Turbulence 

Aric Hagberg- and Ehud Meron 
D~parlnrrnt of Ma/h~lJIa/;cs. Un;,'us;/)' of Ari:ona. Turson. Ar;:m,a 8Ji21 

(Received 20 December 1993) 

A new mechanism ror spiral vorl ex nuclc:llion in nongl"Jdienl reaclion diffusion SYSIems is proposed. 
It involves IWO key ingredienls: An Ising-Bloch type front birurcation and an in.<labilily or a planar rront 
to It'dnsverse perturbations. Vorlex nucle:llion by this mechanism plays an imporlant role in inducing a 
transition rrom labyrinthine pallerns to spiral turbulence. 

PACS numbc..: 82.~.Mj. OS •• S.+b. 47.54.+r 

Labyrinthine pattems provide a beautirul example or 
pallern rormation phenomena near equiiibrium. Panerns 
of this rorm hilve been observed in various gradient sys
tems [I) including earnet layers [21. fcrrofiuids [31. and 
block copolymers HI. Recently. Lee ('/ 01. round lu
byrinthine pallerns in a bistable chemic:1I reaction main
tuined rar from equilibrium [SI. Unlike equilibrium sys
tems. non gradient systems or this kind may undergo 
nonequilibrium Ising-Bloch transitions [6-81. Such tran
sitions or birurcations rende~ stationary Using) fronts 
unstable and give rise to pairs of counterpropag:lling 
(Bloch) fronts. In this Lener we show the approach to an 
Ising-Bloch bifurcation may induce a transition from la
byrinthine pallems to "spiral turbulenc:." that is. a state 
of spatiotemporal disorder with repeated events of spiral 
Vortex nucleation and annihilation. 

Spiral turbulence has been found recently in reaction
dilTusion models or cardiac tissues [9-1 I I and suriac: re
actions [121. In both contexts wave·train instabiiities 
were round to precede the breakup of spiral waves into 
new pairs or spil".d waves. In this sense the resulting state 
ur spiral turbulence is reminiscent or defect mediated tur
bulenc: in dissipative systems undergoing phase instabili
ties [131. Here we report a dinerent mechanism ror 
spiral vortex nucleation that involves two gene~ic front in-
5tabilities: an Ising·Sloch front bifurcation. and an insta
bility to transverse pc:~turbations [14.151. The front bi
furcation provides the system with two coexisting Bloch 
fronts. The U",lOsverse instabiiity provides the driving 
force needed to convert a segment of a Bloch rront propa
gating in one direction into a Bloch front propagating in 
the opposite direction. This process nucleates a pair of 
spiral vortices. one at each end or the segment. Such nu
Clc-.llion events can be realized by approaching the front 
bifurcation point from the regime of labyrinthine pat
terns. ror the latter alre3dy imply the existence or a tr .. lOs
verse instability. 

We study spiral vortex nucleation using a non gradient 
reaction-diffusion model or the FitzHugh-Nagumo type: 

u,-u-u1_,·+VZu. 

I', -~(u -a!l' -00) +OVZ, •• 

((a) 

( Ib) 

where u and ,. are tWO scalar real fields. The model con-

tains four parameters: ~ > O. the ratio between the time 
scales associated with the two fields: 5 a O. the ratio be· 
twe:n the two dilTusion constants: and the tWO parame
h:rs. a I > 0 and 01). We choo~e 00 and a, 50 that the sy~
tern (\) has two stable unirorm steady states: a "down" 
state (u _.,. _) and an "up" state (u •• ,.+). Note that 
ror 00 -0 the up and down states have the symmetry 
(u _.,. _) - - (u •• , .... ). This mOOel has the interesting 
property that ror ~»I it can be reduced to a non local 
gradient system by elimil\ating " adiabatically [161. 
Similar non local model~ have been studied in the conte::t 
of phase separating 5YStemS [t 7. I 81. The regime ~»I 
has been studied most recently by Petrich and Goldstein 
who derived heuristic:ilh' a non local equation of motion 
for the front inte~rac: s~parating the up and down states 
[191. 

The Ising-Bloch front birurcation for the system (I) 
has been studied in Refs. [8.201. In the regime 5/0> I 
and for a, sufficiently large. the speed (' of a planar front 
connecting the up state at x - - co to the down state at 
x - co satisfies 

k . 
~- oot-c •• 

-/2q!«(z+411!ql) III 

where 11!-~O. q!-al+I12. and c.-3aol-/2q!. In the 
symmetric case (00-0) a graph of c-dl1) yields a 
pitchfork birurcation diagram. For 11> 11, -3/2.fiql. 
c -0 is the only solution. representing a stationary Ising 
front. For 11 < 11,. two additional solution branches ap
pear. (' - ± 2q.J 11; -11!. representing counterpropagat
ing Bloch fronts. Structurally. a Bloch front differs from 
an Ising front in that the ,. field is displaced with respect 
to the u field. The mOlgnitude and the sign of the dis
placement determine the speed and the direction of prop
agation. respectively. A useful rule 10 remember is that 
the ,. field always lags behind the u field. 

A typical form of the bifurC',lIion diagram for the non
symmctric C'.Ise is shown in Fig. I. Front multiplicity 
arises through a saddle·node birurcation at a critiC'.11 11 
value. 11,(00). We will refer to the single front solution 
lholl exists for 11 > '1, as an Ising front and to the two 
stable: front solutions for 11 < 11, as Bloch fronts. With 
this convention the Ising front and one of the Bloch fronts 

2494 0031·9007/9.!/i2( IS )/2494 (4)S06.00 
© j QCl.! T:'~ .... :~,~dc~:1 r~':<ic~1 Sncic!'" 
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11 c 
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FIG. I. A rront birun::llian diagr.lm rar the nansymmetric 
QSC. abtained rram Eq. (21. P3r.1meters used: DO - -0.1. 
Q,-2. 

lic on thc same solution b·I".lnch. Note that Ihe Ising front 
is not stationary. 

To study the tl".lnsverse instabilities of the various front 
solutions we consider a we"Jkly curved front. Introducing 
an orthogonal coordinate system es.r) moving with the 
front. Eqs. (I) assume the leading order form 

uff+(,:,+x-)u,+u-uJ-r-O. (3a) 

SI·"+«(",+';x-h·,+~(u -all' -aD) -0. (3b) 

The coordinate s par.lmetrizes the front and (',es./) and 
/C"(s.1l are. respcctively. its normal speed and curvature. 
Both (', and /C" may vary we"Jkly along the front and evolve 
slowly in time. MUltiplying (3b) by the factor t.<S./) 
-k,+/C")/«(",+Sx-) the resulting system can be interpret
ed as equations for a planar front propagating at speed 
(", + x- along the r axis in an effective medium character
ized by the pal"oImeters i-~!l and 5-St. (21). Using Eq. 
(2) with (" replaced by (', + '" and,., by ij -lit. we obtain 

3(,:,+S",) (4) 
C' .. +X"- ~("_. J2q %{«(",+ ox-) l+4,.,lq:l1(1 

Equation (4) can be solved for (", in terms of x-. Sine: x
is small we expand (', -('0+dx-+O(x-1). whcre ("0(17) is 
the speed of a planar front satisfying (2). and evaluate 
the prefactor d. This yields 

d-a-I+CI -a- I )6, 

a -I -('O~o"· [I -2:· «("0-(".)21. 
(5) 

Selling d -0 for a given branch of "0 gives the p'oIr:1meter 
values at which the corresponding planar front becomes 
unstable to transverse modulations. For the symmetric 
case (ao -0) the Ising and Bloch fronts become unstable 
to tl",lnsverse modulations when S> S,(d - ~q6~ and 
S> 08 (e) - 312,Jiq lJi. respcctively. The tl"JnsYerse in
stability lines for thc nonsymmetric case arc shown in 

6~~--------------------~ 

4 

2 6=6,(E) 

O+-~~'_--_-_-'_-_" ____ ~ ______________ -r 

0.0 E 0.1 

FIG. 2. The rrant bifurcation linc: hhick) and the tr.lnsverse 
insl:lbililY lines (solid thin) for the nonsymme:ric c:.sc. obtained 
rrom Eqs. (2) lind IS). respectively. The dashed line represents 
the trolnsverse instability of the unstable rrant br.nch (dashed 
line in Fig. I). Parameters used: 00- -0.1.01-2. 

Fig. 2. NOlice that the lines corresponding to the two 
Bloch fronts. denoted by 8if. are not dege:!erate as in the 
symmetric case. Also shown in this figure is the front bi
rurcation line. 71-11" which we write as ';-OF(f). For 
the symmetric case of(d _9/Sq6 f • 

The rront bifurcation line and the transverse instability 
lines divide the ~-o parameter plane into regions where 
differe:!t pattern behaviors arc expected. In the Ising re
gime. S> OF(f). and below the tl"dnsverse instability line 
of Ising fronts. 0 < S,(f). we find stationary stripe pat
terns or. for S sufficiently small. no pallerns at all. In the 
Bloch regime. and below the tl".1nsverse instability lines. 
S-SB:. tl"J.veling waves. including rotating spiral waves. 
prevail [sl. We emphasize though that the bifurC:-.1tion 
and the transverse instability lines were derived for pla
nar fronts and thai curvature may shirl Ihese lines. In 
particular. it is possible to have two appropriately curved 
fronts propagating in opposite directions on the Ising side 
of the r ront bifurcation line. 

Figure J shows the time evolution of a stripe of up· 
state domain well inside the Ising regime and abol'~ Ihe 
tl".lnsverse instability line. obtained by numerical integl"oI' 
tion of ()}. The stripe is transversally perturbed in its 
middle part and at first a meande:ing stripe forms. At 
later stages. fingering and tip splilling processes take 
place unlil a stationary labyrinthine pallern fills up the 
whole system. An important characteristic of the tinal 
pattern is that the up-state domain is connected. In this 
pal"oImeter regime front speeds arc relatively low and S 
relatively large. ConsequenLly. as two fronts approach 
one another the diffusive damping of I' is strong cnough to 
slow them down and eventually stOp them at a distance 
still large in comparison with the sc:lIe over which u 
varies. Domain fusion is thus avoided. This behavior is 
very similar to that observed by Lee ~I al. in the bistable: 
chemical reaction [5) and to the simulations of Petrich 
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FIG. 3. The developmenl or ~ labyrinlhine palh,rn rrom a 
.. ngle stripe in Ihe Ising rronl regime. The lighl and dark re. 
l1,on. correspond 10 the down and up Slales. respectively. (a). 
th). (c:). and (d) perla in 10 times ( -100. 9'0. 1900. and ~OOO. 
I'aramelers used: 00- -0.1. 0, -::. t-O.O~ .• -4. 

and Goldstein [191 on their nonloc31 interface model. We 
nOle Ihat the value of f used in producing Fig. 3 was 
quile small (f -0.05). This suggests the gradient nature 
of (I) for!» I pe~sists for sn;taller ! values as well. ex· 
tending the validity range of the nonlocal interiace model. 

Sufficientlv close to the front bifurcation line. however. 
noneradient • ciie~ts become important. Figure 4 shows 
Ihe lime evolution of a stripe in the vicinity of that line. 
With this parameter choice both the leading and the 
trailing fronts of the stripe (Bloch fronts pertaining 10 

upper and lower branches in Fig. I. respectively) arc un
stable to transve~e preturbations. but the instability of 
the leading front is stronger. In contr:lSt to the time evo
luticn shown in Fig. 3 the stripe breaks into disjoint 
pieces which subsequently develop into 3 complex spa
tiotemporal pattern. We h:lve continued the simulation 
up to I - 5000 without finding any qU:llitalive change. 
The number of vortices appears 10 nuctuate between JO 
and 70. We poinl out. however. that Eqs. (I) always 
have Ihe IWO simple auractors. (U_.I·_) and (U+.I·+). 
and. in principle. further evolution mighl culminale in 
one of them. 

Figure 5 provides a closer look at the processes in
volved in Fig. 4. Shown in this figure are the contours 
u -0 (thick line) and I' -0 {thin line} for four consecu
tive time frames. The frames show a dent in a Bloch 
front propagating to the right that lurns into a Bloch 
front propagaling 10 Ihe left. This process is accom
panied by the formation of a vortex pair :lppearing as 
crossing points of the two l:ero contours. The growing 
dent eventually cuts the up-state domain into IWO disjoint 
pieces in a process involving down-state domain fusion 
and fronl reconnec:ions. Domain fusion is made possible 

2496 

FIG. 4. The developmenl or spiral turbulence rrom a sinGle 
stripe close to Ihe rronl birurcation line. The lighl and dark re' 
gions correspond. respeclively. 10 the dci .. n and up SI:1Ies. (a). 
(b). (d. and (d) perl~in to limes 1-30. 210. 1180. and 1800. 
Par:lmelersused: 00--0.1.0,-2. ~-0.014 •• -2.8. 

at this par-Imeter regime bec:luse of higher front speeds. 
Tne rale of vortex nucleation depends not only on Ihe 

strength of the transverse instability but also on the oc· 
casional formation of highly curved front regions. Such 
regions are most often crC:lted by the fusion of IWO up
state domains. yielding cusplike structures as shown in 
Fig. Sea). This geometry facililOltes the diffusive accumu
lation of I' at a small region. thereby inducing a local 

FIG. S. Vorlell nuclealion. developing from a c:usplikc rronl 
shape. followed by domain rusion and rronl reconneclions. The 
thick (Ihin) linc is :1 11-0 (r-O) conlour. The lighl regions 
correspond 10 Ihe down 'Ialc and the shaded regions \0 Ihe up 
S131e. (a). (b). (c). and (d) pertain 10 limes ,-:)10.390.460. 
and 500. Paramelcrs arc as in Fig. 4. 
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front tr.1nsition and consequently vortex nucleation. 
The simulations shown in Figs. 3-5 were obtained by 

integrating the system (I) using an implicit finite dif· 
ference scheme for the labyrinthine patterns and an expli
cit scheme for the turbulent patterns. A 400x400 grid 
has been used with one grid point per unit length. This 
resulted in about six grid points across the front. Dou
bling the resolution slightly changed the location of the 
front bifurcation line but yielded the same qualitative re· 
sults. 

We have shown here that the coupling between an 
Ising-Bloch bifurr::ltion and a transverse front instability 
in a doubly diffusive FitzHugh·Nagumo model may lead 
to spontaneous nucleation of spir.1i vortices. These nu
cleation events. together with the capability of domains to 
merge. can indll,ce a transition to spiral turbulence. Simi
lar behavior is· expected to be found in other reaction 
diffusion systems exhibiting these two front instabilities. 
A possible candidate is the bistable reaction studied by 
Lee tl al. [51. . 
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APPENDIX E Scaling of the Semiconductor 
Equations 

The model equations for the semiconductor resonator as proposed in the orig

inal physical variables are 

Nt - aI(N,T)/fiw - N/TN + D\J2N, 

Tt - qN/CpTN - (T - TO)/TT + ~\J2T, 

with the light intensity in the cavity given by 

(E.1) 

I N T = Io(1- R)(l - e-al )(l + Real) 
( ,) (1 - 2Re-al cos (47rn(N, T)l/ >.) + R2e-2al)al ' (E.2) 

and the refractive index 

n(N,T) = no - uN +,T. (E.3) 

The physical parameters and their typical values are found in Table 1.1. 

First scale the independent and dependent variables as follows: 

where LN = v'DTN, and no and to are yet to be determined. This produces the 

system 

or 

TNlo 2 
Ut - -Ii: W( U, v) - U + \J U, 

nwno 

Vt _ qno U _ TN v + !!:.... \J2v . 
Cpto TT D 

(E.5) 

Assign the new variables T = TT/TN and 8 = x;/ D. In the u equation we set 

~-1 
1fiwno - , (E.6) 

TN 14 
no = lfiw '" 5 x 10 . (E.7) 
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In the v equation we have 

qna TN -6 
-- = -- = € rv 10 , 
C pta lepta 

(E.8) 

where we choose ta '" 30a K. Since I/T '" 10-3 -+ 10-6 let T -+ €T (measure T in 

units of f). 

These scalings leave us with a nondimensionalized version of the model equa

tions where the variables u and v are order one and € is a small parameter. 

(1 - R)(1 - e-~I)(1 + Re-~l) 
W(u, v) = (1 _ 2Re-~1 cos (n(u, v)) + R2e-2~1) , 

n(u, v) = {3 - {3Nu + (3Tv, 

(E.9) 

(E.I0) 

(E.ll) 

For the W( u, v) equation {3, {3N, and {3T follow from the scaling of Nand T in the 

original equations. 

T - cooling time/recombination time 

10 - input intensity 

(3 - initial refractive index (detuning) 

8 - ratio of diffusion coefficients 

(3N(> 0) - carrier contribution to refractive index index 

(3N(> 0) - temperature contribution to index 

d 
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